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Modern VLSI design has always tried to shorten the design cycles for digital and analogue 

circuits. This effort has been very successful over the past years for digital integrated 

circuits, through the development of FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) and 

appropriate CAD methodologies to suit the design flow. Although a very low paced 

development, for the analogue circuits due to complexities in the analogue domain, the 

role of Field Programmable Analogue Arrays (FP AAs) to enable rapid prototyping and 

testability of an analogue design solution has been realised by the industry. Hence, 

different types of programmable analogue circuits, have been developed to suit spe

cific applications. But none of these FPAAs have actually addressed the problems of 

choosing an appropriate analogue building block, an architecture and the routing strate

gies between them. Hence, this research focuses on the "Topologies for Programmable 

Analogue Circuits" and also in the development of a target FPAA chip primarily for 

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition Systems. 

This thesis, reviews previously developed FPAAs and also summarises the key strategies 

for choosing a Configurable Analogue Block (CAB) and the architecture for the target 

FPAA. This document includes the conceptual design and tests for the chosen CAB 

called the Differential Difference Amplifier (DDA) integrated with the second generation 

Current Conveyor (CCIl), to form the hybrid DDACCIl CAB. The implementation of 

a cluster based hierarchical architecture, following a similar concept to the HFPGAs 

(Hierarchical Field Programmable Gate Arrays), for connecting the CABs in the target 

FPAA j is also included in this thesis. This thesis covers the design and fabrication of 

an FPAA prototype and the decisions and design trade-offs made. A methodology for 

interconnectivity analysis and establishing relationship between the routability of the 

FPAA and the flexibility if its hierarchical interconnection structures, not relying on the 

quality of partitioning/routing algorithms as in digital circuits, is also discussed in this 

thesis. 
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Ch.apter 1 

Introduction 

Field Programmable Devices have proyed to be an important development in modern 

VLSI design, by reducing the design cycles and hence enabling rapid prototyping and 

testability of a design solution, before the mass volume production of an ASIC chip. 

A good example is the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), which has drastically 

reduced the design cycles for digital integrated circuits, when used with the developed 

modern CAD methodologies for testability, optimization and synthesis from a behav

ioural description of the digital circuit. Over the past several years, similar developments 

have been going on, in an effort to reduce the design cycles for analogue circuit design 

too. The greater complexities to be considered in designing analogue circuits when com

pared to digital circuits, are the main cause for the slow development of CAD tools that 

can accomodate the complexity of analogue signals. But the role of analogue circuits 

in modern VLSI solutions is significant, as they form the interface between digital elec

tronics and the real world analogue signals. Hence analogue circuits have been playing 

an important role in applications ranging from signal processing and conditioning to 

control systems and biomedical instrumentation. 

Gradually the demand for analogue systems has been increasing in the market for low

power and high-speed applications. Hence faster design and test methodologies for 

analogue circuit design had to be researched and developed. As a result, research on the 

possibility of developing high performance analogue circuits that could suit the CAD 

methodologies bridging the gap between behavioural description and synthesis of the 

analogue circuit, and which can be mapped on to a target technology has been going on 

for several years. 

The Field Programmable Analogue Array (FPAA), was one of the significant develop

ments in analogue and mixed-signal circuit design that could provide low-cost rapid 

prototyping techniques. But again there has not been any universal solution or any ar

ray of configurable analogue blocks (CABs), that could satisfy all the analogue functions 

required in electronic systems. The developed FPAAs have been specific to a certain 

1 



Chapter 1 Introduction 2 

range of applications, dependent on the nature of the CABs and the routing architecture 

between them. They have not proved to be flexible with respect to switching between 

configurations and also for reducing the number of external parasitic components (resis

tors, capacitors) at the same time. 

This research reconsiders possible topologies for progmmmable analogue circuits, eyal

uates them on the basis of applications coyered and the ability to handle with good 

precision the complexity of analogue signals with respect to frequency, signal leyels, 

time and parasitics. This project aims at the development of a CAB with an appro

priate routing network for an array of CABs, primarily targeting instTUmentation and 

signal conditioning circuits. The possibility of covering more target applications will 

also be researched. The project aims at focusing on the flexibility achieved in switching 

between possible configurations with minimum number of external passive components. 

None of the developed FPAA architectures (except the FPAA using switched-capacitor 

technology) focuses on this aspect of reducing the number of external components and 

hence the off-chip signal wires. Thus the developed FPAA boards tend to be more com

plex due to the large number of signal wires forced to come out off the chip. Hence the 

routing architecture between the CABs is also significant in reducing the complexities of 

the signal routing between CABs and also the number of signal wires carrying analogue 

signals to the CABs and vice-versa. The project considers the routing architecture of 

the FPAA and also a possible method of discussing these routing strategies, because 

there has not been much research work done on these issues for programmable analogue 

circuits. 

This thesis describes the initial investigation done on FPAAs, the possible architectures 

proposed by various research teams and their target applications. A brief discussion 

of all the proposed topologies for FPAAs till now, describing their architectures and 

targeted applications, is covered in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 includes a discussion of the 

key expected features and design strategies for a CAB. The design of the CAB as a result 

of the research work along with appropriate simulation results is described in Chapter 4. 

These results verify the intended target functionalities and also the flexibility in achieying 

the same circuit configuration from one to another, with minimal number of external 

components compared to the traditional circuits and existing FPAAs. It also covers the 

efforts in improving the versatility of the designed CAB by additional stages of circuitry 

that makes it suitable for a wider range of analogue applications. The proposed design of 

the FPAA was fabricated in CJ\10S O.6p.m technology. The layout and other design issues 

of the whole FPAA chip are discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 includes a discussion on 

a few tested applications, the corresponding measured results and a comparison with 

the simulated results. Chapter 7 discusses the need for interconnectivity analysis of the 

proposed hierarchical interconnection architecture for the HFP AA Hierarchical Field 

Programmable Analogue Array. A description of a novel methodology adopted for such 

an interconnectivity analysis using a set of identified analogue benchmark circuits is also 
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included in this chapter. Chapter 8 covers a summary of the progress in this project, 

conclusions and briefly the future work. 



Ch.apter 2 

Literature Review 

An initial investigation on the existing FPAA topologies developed by various researchers 

and the industry was done. The following sections include a brief discussion and revievv 

of these topologies. 

2.1 Switched Capacitor based FPAA 

2.1,1 Architecture 

This FPAA architecture in [101, is a two-dimensional array based architecture of 4x5 

programmable analogue cells, as shown in Figure 2.1. The connectivity within the ar-

FIGURE 2.1: The FPAA Architecture MPAAx20, [lOJ 

ray is controlled by configuration logic, placed at the upper periphery of the chip. The 

4 



2 Literature Review 5 

function of each cell is controlled by RA;\l local to the cell. A band-gap voltage refer

ence is provided on the chip, ,vhich has an 8-bit programmable output voltage for each 

analogue cell. The periphery of the chip also has buffer cells arranged, which may be 

configured into unity gain buffers or smoothing/anti-aliasing filters with external com

ponents. The array consists of 41 operational amplifiers (opamps), 100 programmable 

capacitors and 6809 electronic switches. The control over the circuit connectivity and 

capacitor values is through the electronic switches. The chip is configured through a 

shift register that runs along the full-width of the array (619 bit wide), loaded ,vith the 

required bits through the serial port or an Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory 

(EPROM) The data is loaded from this shift register in a parallel fashion into the row 

selected from the array, followed by the loading of the configuration shift register with 

next set of bits for the next rmv. There exists an interface multiplexer (:\1UX) which 

controls the inter-cell connections ,,;ithin the array. This process of loading operation 

continues until the entire array is fully configured. The FPAA architecture in [10j, does 

not specif}T any relation between the architecture and the technology or any analysis of 

the maximum interconnectivity achieved for maximum rout ability of circuits mapped 

on this FPAA. 

2.1.2 Technology 

This FP AA uses switched capacitor technology, achieved through the opamps, the pro

grammable capacitors and appropriate control over the circuit connectivity through 

internally programmable switches. The clock distribution and phasing of the clocks for 

the charging/discharging of the internal capacitances and the achieved bandwidth/fre

quency range of operation are not specified in [10j. 

2.1.3 Software Support 

In order to make the whole design procedure from schematics to place and routing more 

user friendly and flexible, a CAD support was also developed for this FPAA architecture 

in [10]. The CAD support for the FPAA V'.'aS known as the MIDT ( Motorola Interactive 

Design Tool), designed to run on PC machines running "Windows OS. The MIDT displays 

a simplified view of the chip (similar to the FPGA editor frOTn Xilinx tools) and allows 

the user to select and place "macros" (pre-packaged circuits such as gain stages, filters, 

full-,vave rectifiers etc) from the Motorola library. 
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2.1.4 SUl11.ll1.ary 

The switched capacitor technology for an FPAA in [10], has proved to be a better 

solution ·when compared to other technologies such as the Transconductors in [61] and 

Switched current methods in [94]. This is accounted for by the following: 

.. The use of parasitic insensitive architectures allows the arbitrary routing of signals 

in an alTay ''''ith minimal loss of signal integrity, thus preventing the parasitic ca

pacitances from each node to ground from affecting the targeted transfer function . 

.. The matching of capacitors in close proximity is very good, thus enabling pre

cise analogue functions to be generated without the expensive and cumbersome 

techniques of calibration . 

.. As long as the settling time requirements are met, the parasitic resistances in the 

switches and the signal path do not affect the desired transfer function. 

The precision obtainable in this system has been proved suitable for use in feedback 

systems [10] that requires accurate control of the phase and magnitude characteristics. 

Results h'om a phase compensator built in the FPAA, with a measured 3dB frequency 

point of 29.5 Hz for a target of 30Hz is included in [10]. Also the other possible limitations 

suspected in this FPAA are: 

.. the large area required for the programmable capacitor arrays 

.. the requirement of continuous-time filters for anti-aliasing and reconstruction 

.. the requirement of the s,\'itched capacitor filter cutoff frequency to be at least one 

order of magnitude lm,,'er than the sampling frequency, to minimise continuous

time filtering 

This technology was later migrated to another company Anadigm, with Adrian Bratt 

and Ian Macbeth as the originators of this FPAA [16] design. Anadigm is still successful 

in providing commercial FPAA based solutions [3]. 

2.2 Current-Mode based FPAA 

2.2.1 Architecture 

This FPAA, in [75], uses a two-dimensional array based architecture, which consists 

of a modular array of cells. Each cell is composed of three sub-cells, (a)Configurable 

Analogue Cell (CAC), (b)programming Register (PR) and (c) Programming Logic (PL), 
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as shown in Figure 2.2. This architecture targets applications in the area of analogue 

signal processing such as filtering and data conversion, through the configuration of the 

CACs to implement the basic building blocks such as integrators, amplifiers, attenuators 

etc. The configuration and the connection between the CACs is performed using the 

circuit topology developed for the CAC, by, (a)a Function \Vord (F\V) , through which 

the function of the CAC is digitally programmed, (b)a Parameter \Vord (P\V), through 

which the characteristics of the configured function on the CAC is digitally programmed, 

and (c)a Routing \Vord (R\V) , through vI'hich the desired connectivity of the CAC is 

configured. The corresponding digital control words for each CAC are stored in the 

I/O 
BLO 
CK 

~ BLO 
CK 

~ BLO 
CK 

I/O BLOCK I/O BLOCK 

I/O BLOCK I/O BLOCK 

I/O BLOCK 

I/O BLOCK 

~/O BLO 
CK 

FIGURE 2.2: The Current-:'vlode based FPAA Architecture, [75] 

respective PRo and all these PR's are connected in series to form a single shift register, 

which can be loaded v,'ith the desired programming bit stream through one external pin. 

The I/O blocks that provide the input and output interface for the chip, are arranged 

in the periphery of the chip, surrounding all four sides of the array. The architecture 

of the CAC is designed using the simple current-mode approach, making it suitable for 

low voltage and high frequencies, to perform, (a)an Integrator, (b)an Amplifier or (c)an 

Attenuator. The architecture of the CAC is based on the active cascode integrator. 

that provides high DC gain, operates at high frequencies and low voltages and is also 

programmable. The proposed architecture of the CAC consists of n identical slices of 

structurally similar sized n-channel and p-channel transistors. These slices are connected 

in parallel and can can be configured by activating certain branches. All branches are 

by default, deactivated, where all the transistors are turned off' with no floating gates. 

2.2.2 Technology 

The FPAA in [75], is based on simple current-mode CJ\10S circuits targeting signal 

processing applications, which allows for operation at high frequencies and low voltage, 
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and can be implemented in a digital CMOS process. The architecture tries to avoid 

excessive number of programming devices (switches) in the signal path, thus avoiding 

significant performance degradation. The merging of this FPAA architecture with a 

FPGA to prm"ide Field Programmable Mixed-Signal AlTay (FPMA), is stated in [75]. 

2.2.3 Summary 

A biquad implementation having three integrators and two attenuators was used to 

demonstrate the application of this FPAA in [75]. The operating range of frequencies 

for this FPAA has been claimed in [75], hom several tens of kHz to a few MHz. The 

implementation of programmable filters is the main demonstrated application of the 

FPAA in [75]. The amount of interconnectivity available between the analogue cells is 

not discussed with respect to maximum rout ability of circuits. It is only stated that the 

output of each CAC is connected to its closest neighbouring CACs. The claim in [75], is 

mainly on a novel approach of programmability, which is based on hardwiring most of 

the signal path and minimising the number of programming switches used in the path. 

Also the whole FPAA is based on two simple sub-circuits, namely the integrator and 

the current mirror 

2.3 FPAA based on Sub-Threshold techniques 

2.3.1 Architecture 

The analogue array architecture in [60], is based on sub-threshold circuit techniques and 

consists of a collection of Configurable Analogue Blocks (CABs) and an interconnection 

network. Interconnection between the CABs and the analogue functions to be imple

mented in each block are defined by a set of configuration bits loaded serially into an 

on-board shift register by the user. This architecture targets the simulation of various 

neural network applications. In addition to introducing CABs based on sub-threshold 

techniques, a discussion on the interconnection networks is also included in [60]. 

The interconnection networks [38, 57, 73] are generally categorised into the following 

two types: 

.. Crossbar:- It prm-ides full interconnection capability between any two connected 

elements, with less delay on data transfer, known as non-blocking. It does exhibit 

an area growth of O(N2) for connecting N inputs to N outputs . 

.. Hierarchical(multistage):- A few examples of this network include the Banyan, 

Omega and Delta. They have a cost growth of O(:\' log ?\) at the expense of 
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longer delay between inputs and outputs. They allow data transfer or routing 

behveen two layers or elelnents, but not within the same layer. 

Hierarchical networks are preferred for the design of the array because of the area re

quirement. But since the area is alv\ays of concern from a VLSI point of view, it is 

required that the network possess the property of "area 'un'tveTsality", which is defined 

as the ability of the network for a given area to efficiently embed any circuit whose size 

is only slightly smaller. A fat tree [62] is one such area universal netvwrk, that has a 

hierarchical network which has optimum number of elements, data transfer delay and 

growth rate of routing channel size. Based on this network, the FPAA is designed with 

CABs ( as the leaves of the fat tree) connected by switch blocks (SBs) different levels of 

the fat tree. The switch blocks can be realised by using crossbar switches. The connec

tions made by the SB is determined by the contents of a lO-bit shift register specified by 

the user. The SB also allows for polarity changes of the differential signals. Therefore 

addition or subtraction among current-mode signals is possible. The significance of such 

an area universal hierarchical interconnection network would be applicable for a similar 

efficient interconnechvity between CABs in other FPAA technologies too. 

2.3.2 Technology 

For the implementation of high-order neural network applications, the basic functions 

required are addition,thTeshold opcmtion, coefficient multiplication and signal multipli

cation. For those networks that are capable of learning, the yalues of the coefficient mul

tiplier are very important for having the feature of adjust-ability. Thus these functions 

are realised in Cl\10S technology through sub-threshold circuit techniques, that offer the 

advantage of low power dissipation. The circuits utilise both differential current-mode 

and differential voltage mode signals. The swing of the voltage-mode signals is kept 

small to maximise the speed of operation. The operation of addition among signals is 

obtained by representing the signals in current-mode and then adding currents at the 

corresponding nodes. The threshold operation being similar in behayiour to that of an 

analogue comparator, has two states (low and high) and a gain region required for the 

transition between the two states. The design of the CAB of circuit primitives and a few 

transistors that act as analogue s\vitches. The circuit primitives are, a pair of p-channel 

transistors, a pair of n-channel transistors, a p-channellong tail pair, a n-channellong 

tail pair and an analogue multiplier. The switches are configured by a local 3-bit shift 

register. Each shift register controls various switches and/or multiplexers within the 

CAB itself. Therefore the circuit topologies for different functions are similar, and these 

functions can be conveniently achieved by configuring the circuit primitives and the ana

logue switches. The configuration bits are set by shifting the bits into the chip serially. 

A control unit determines the required bit patterns for the configuration cycles and the 
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clock phases of the shift registers to control the beginning and the end of the different 

cycles. 

2.3.3 Summary 

Demonstration of the FPAA is illustrated in [GO], 'where one CAB was configured as an 

analogue multiplier ( biquad Gilbert multiplier) and the other as a current buffer. The 

other experimental results illustrated in [60]' include the configuration of the CAB as 

a current comparator. The application of FPAAs in neural networks with the neural 

network simulations of the macro models of the circuits is also illustrated in [60] . The 

macro models 'were developed by first simulating the DC and AC characteristics of the 

analogue operations and then modelling the operations with sets of resistors, capacitors 

and dependent sources according to the simulation results derived from the extracted 

layout. The prototype and the simulation results proved the suitability of the FPAA for 

neural network applications. 

Sub-threshold techniques provides lov,'-power dissipation and also reduces the effects due 

to the resistance of the switches on analogue operations. J\lost of the single chip ana

logue neural network implementations, are designed for a fixed network topology. The 

main advantage focused on here, is to devise an IC strategy, whereby various analogue 

networks can be realised, as determined by the user, in some type of reusable generic pro

totyping medium. Apart from the sub-threshold techniques used, differential circuitry 

is used for noise immunity, and current-mode signalling provides addition and subtrac

tion operations. Memory functions such as integrators, coefficient storage and sampled 

analogue delay lines are also supported. Since the circuits in every programmable block 

are identical and also since the input and output of each block are accessible through 

the routing network each programmable analogue function can be tested exhaustively, 

unlike analogue circuits. 

2.4 Current-Conveyor based FPAA 

2.4.1 Architecture 

The architecture current-conveyor based FPAA in [36], contained four current-conveyor 

CABs and a transmission gate-based interconnection network This architecture ,vas 

named as a bipartite architecture, where the CABs are organised for connection be

tween current-conveyors of different groups as shown in Figure 2.3. The typical two

dimensional array architecture, which includes two current-conveyors arranged in a feed

back loop is stated as a disadvantage in [36], although it facilitates applications like 

gyrators for a second order filtering function. This is because a significant waste of 
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silicon area occurs, as it is quite often that only one of the two current-conveyors is used 

when the other one must be turned of!:'. The current-conveyor based implementation 

of a CAB here is capable of implementing, first-order filtering functions, amplification, 

log/ anti-log, integration/differentiation and addition/subtraction/multiplication. The 

architecture of the CAB in [36, 72] includes the current-conveyor, tl';O transconductors 

(programmable resistors), two programmable capacitors and a buffer. The current

conyeyor used is based on a low input resistance class AB Cl\10S Design . with a 

low impedance on the node X so as to implement a fast comparator. The variable 

resistors are implemented using CMOS double pair of transconductors [72], were this 

transconductor is configurable as a programmable resistor. The yariable capacitors are 

implemented using programmable capacitor arrays, that produce discrete capacitor val

ues. The unity gain buffer is based on an operational amplifier in a unity gain feedback 

configuration. The trans conductor chosen for the design is based on the Cl\10S double 

pair, due to its abilit:r to be used as a grounded resistor and also avoid the mismatch 

problems between Nl\10S and Pl\10S transistors. 
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FIGURE 2.3: Test Chip Block Diagram, [36] 
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FIGURE 2.4: Current-Conveyor symbol, [36] 
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2.4.2 Technology 

A second generation cmrent-cOlweyor [94, 82, 103, 83] is shmvn in Figme 2.4. It is a 

three terminal device. The node Y is at high (infinite) impedance, with no current 

flowing into it. The node X is a very low impedance input. \Yhen a voltage is applied at 

node Y, the voltage gets replicated at node X. \Vhen a current is injected into node X, 

this current gets replicated at node Z. A positive Z output current-conveyor is denoted 

as CC11+. 

2.4.3 Summary 

This CMOS FPAA in [361, targets application fi:equencies greater than 1JVIHz, especially 

for video applications. The second-generation current-conveyor (CCIl) is used for the 

design of this FPAA. This a.8l1m CMOS chip contains four CABs based on CCIl and 

an interconnection network based on transmission gates. The current-conveyor based 

building blocks do not use feedback for simple functions. The gains in the current and 

voltage from one node to another is unity and thus stability is ensured and requires no 

compensation, unlike the opamp which requires a compensation through a dedicated 

capacitor that reduces the unity-gain feedback of the opamp to a point phase margin to 

ensure stable operation, which again makes the opamp incapable of producing signifi

cant gains at high frequencies. Also current-conveyor based amplifiers have a constant 

bandwidth. independent of gain, in contrast to the opamp based amplifiers having a 

constant gain-bandwidth product. 

2.5 Transconductor based FPAA 

2.5.1 Architecture 

The architecture of an FPAA based on the transconductance technique is sho\':n in the 

Figure 2.5. It consists of two cross-bar interconnection networks, multi-valued memory 

refresh circuits. an array of programmable differential voltage or current sources and 

an array of c:onfigurable analogue blocks. Each line represents a differential wire and 

the solid circles represent the ::-'10SFET trans conductors. The two interconnection net

works are the VRIN (variable resistor interconnection network) and the SCRN (signal 

controlled resistor network). The gate voltages of the transconductance in the VRIN 

are controlled by the multi-valued memories [41, 59] The gate voltages in the SCRN 

are controlled by the output voltages of the CABs or external input signals. Thus the 

SCRN can be used for the realisation of four-quadrant multipliers and dividers [52] , and 

time-varying circuits. The CABs comprises a fully differential opamp with switchable 

feedback capacitors. The 110SFET transconductors play the role of the resistors in 
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a conventional opamp circuit. The combination of the :\10SFET trans conductors and 

different types of active elements, can be used for different analogue signal processing 

problems, like a continuous time filter in [63]. The values of the transconductors may 

be set using programmable sourc·es. These sources can be constructed using the multi

valued memories with voltage or current amplifiers as buffers. The implementation of an 

opamp, a fully differential continuous time biquad filter circuit, and a voltage controlled 

oscillator (VCO) embedded into the FPAA are included in [GIL to demonstrate the 

flexibility of the architecture. The CABs are configured as integrators and amplifiers. 

Different transfer functions can be programmed by controlling the gate voltages of the 

transconductors through the multi-valued memories. The parasitic capacitance of the 

trans conductors and the connection wires gets cancelled in a first order approximation 

due to differential signalling. 

2.5.2 Technology 

In the earlier section, an architecture for the FPAA using sub-threshold current-mode 

techniques was considered, ,vhere the reconfiguration for different analogue functions 

and the connections between them ,vere made by pass transistors activated by a set of 

configuration bits. But this approach is not appropriate for analogue circuit applica

tions due to the non-ideal effects of the pass transistors. A new technique using four 

trans conductors is proposed in [61] to eliminate the parasitic effects, and is shown in 

Figure 2.6. The parasitic capacitance in each transistor is cancelled due to transistor 

matching and differential signalling. By controlling the drive voltages V gl and V g2, this 

four-transistor trans conductor can be used as, (a)an on/off switch, (b)a polarity change 

switch and (c)a variable resistor. 
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2.5.3 Summary 

An FPAA architecture ,vhich consists of crossbar interconnection networks formed by 

::'I10SFET transconductors, a multivalued memory system, arrays of CABs and pro

grammable sources is proposed in [61]. It is a parasitic insensitive technique for the 

implementation of a FPAA. It is not area efficient as proposed, because the interconnec

tion networks also operate as programmable functional elements. The parasitic effects 

and noise due to the interconnection networks is eliminated by differential signalling. 

Information regarding any sofhvare support and analysis of the flexibility of intercon

nection network of the FPAA is not mentioned in the literature. 

2.6 Continuous-Time FPAA 

2.6.1 Architecture 

The architecture of this FPAA in [64], uses opamps cOInbined with passive networks to 

form the functional blocks, v,"hic11 are programmable transfer functions with accuracy 

which is insensitive to yariations in process parameters and enyironment. The routing 

method used in this FPAA achieves v;ide bandwidth due to continuous-time operation. It 

offers accurate signal transfer without calibration since the resistance of interconnection 

switches is nulled and the function accuracy is limited only by device matching. 

CMOS s,,"itches being easy to configure digitally and having a simple dominant parasitic, 

the O~-resistance (RorJ[19]' are chosen for the routing mechanism. The Ron swamps the 

parasitics of any OFF switches attached to the same node. Elimination of error due to 

the current flow in the Ron of the switches routing the signal between the diverse sources 

and load impedances of active functional blocks, is important to achieve accuracy for the 

FPAA operation. In the switch capacitor approach, the signals are transmitted as charge 
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FIGURE 2.6: Four-transistor transconductor, [61] 
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not subject to any loss due to Ron. But its operation on sampled signals requires an anti

aliasing filter, that again constrains the bandwidth. The accuracy of the transfer function 

depends on the ratio of the capacitors. Thus the advantage of the matching devices 

available in IC technology is used in this design. In the trans conductor based design of 

the FPAA, as seen earlier, the signal is continuous ill time and the trallsc:onduc:tor is a 

part of the transfer function. Here there is no loss due to Ron, but again the voltage 

range is limited by the trallsconduc:tor linearity. The overall transfer function depends 

on the active device transconductance and passive device transconductance. Thus a 

combination of both the switched-capacitor and transconductance methods is used here 

\\'hich provides the following benefits: (a)the function accuracy depends on the device 

ratios, (b) signals are continuous time and (c)the TOuting has its Ron nulled. 

The continuous-time voltage signals are routed into the high-impedance internal nodes 

though the Cl\10S pass-switches. These internal nodes at high-impedance are the inputs 

of the unity-gain amplifiers. Thus an opamp \\'ith unity closed loop gain, ma.ximises t.he 

linear voltage range, input impedance and also eliminates the current. flow in the pass

switches (cause of inaccuracy in the internal nodes), maintaining a low output impedance 

(insensitive to loading) 

Redundant buffers for external signals are not used so as to avoid the inefficient FPAA 

utilisation. Thus each buffer is output-switched so that it can be fully switched to every 

route available. The output switches are provided inside the feedback loop as ShOVYll 

in Figure 2.7. Also note the opamp with unity closed loop gain in the figure. It is 

thus possible to configure pins t.o be inputs or buffered outputs, through this approach 

known as the Force-Sense approach, suitable for low impedance loads down to 5H2, due 

to the opamp gain ensuring negligible source resistance. The node buffers are designed 

to support excess bandwidth compared to the other elements in the signal flow. Using 

these techniques the inaccuracies associated with switch resistances are nulled. 

Ron 

In Ron 

Sense Ron 

FIGCRE 2.7: Buffer and Force-Sense nodes, [64] 

2.6.2 Technology 

The functional blocks are opamps combined with passive networks to form the func:

tional blocks, which are programmable transfer functions with accuracy insensitive to 
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variations in process parameters and environment. The use of ratios of passive devices as 

control parameters is more appropriate for achieying accurate transfer functions, rather 

than the absolute values alone. The use of opamps under passive feedback as functional 

blocks, is used in order to achieve this accuracy. Programmable parameters are obtained 

by the appropriate use of passive and Svvitch networks. 

2.6.3 Summary 

The demonstration of the FPAA is illustrated in [641, where the FPAA combined with 

configuration routing elements and function blocks was arranged as a 2x2 alTay of the 

Adder and Subtract or modules in the fabricated chip. A crossbar network using mul

tiplexer switch boxes, where each multiplexer consists of 8 s\\'itches and connected to 

buffered nodes, allows inputs and outputs of the function block alTay to be routed. The 

external analogue interface consists of six pins which connect to the Force-Sense nodes 

in the crossbar network. The configuration data is transferred serially as 118 bits and 

the configuration register is double buflered, that allows in-service configuration. The 

configuration stream has read-back facility too. The minimisation of the cross talk and 

common-mode effects is done by differential switch controls. Thus the opamp and pro

grammable passive network was proposed as a solution to the programmable parameter 

circuit for a general purpose FPAA. The buffered switch has been examined as a way of 

eliminating the configuration error due to O?\-resistance Ron. The measurement results 

proved the feasibility of this approach in realising a general purpose Field Programmable 

Analogue Array. Details of any software support and interconnectivity analysis is not 

mentioned in the literature. 

2.7 Other n1iscellaneous FP AA topologies 

Apart from the FPAA topologies based on the switched-capacitors, current-conveyors, 

sub-threshold circuit techniques, opamps and transconductors, researchers have devel

oped many other FPAA platforms targeting specific applications. 

One topology is a fine-grained Field Programmable Transistor Array (FPTA) for re

configurable hardware and is presented in [87], as an initial effort towards Evolvable 

Hardware (EH) Automatic synthesis of electronic circuits to produce a desired func

tionality is demonstrated in the literature. The aspects of using EH for the design of 

unconventional circuits such as combinatorial circuits for fuzzy logic is also illustrated 

in the paper. This has addressed the benefits of EH in providing the flexibility and 

survivability of future space hardware, by showing that evolution can circumvent faults 

and recover functionality lost due to an increase in temperature. 
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The second topology is the first Immvn radiation-tolerant FPAA targeting high-reliability 

areas such as space flight hardv,"are, in [26]. This FPAA design was fabricated with a 

moderate to high level of c:onnecti\-ity and performance enable by the use of Ac:tel 

Corporation's low resistance metal-to-metal anti-fuse technology. This FPAA had 12 

analogue modules, where each module consisted a differential opamp, 4 programmable 

resistors (6 values in powers of 2, 1kD to 32kO), 8 programmable capacitor arrays (6-

bit resolution, from approximately 0.5pF to 31.5pF) and 32 CI\10S switches. Shift 

registers were provided at the periphery of the chip, which accepts 2 bits to address 

an individual fuse by horizontal and vertical position, allowing external access to both 

sides of the selected anti-fuse for programming. This literature also accounts for the use 

of low resistance anti-fuse interconnects, by stating that the permitted granularity of 

the FPAA is a function of the performance of the interconnect. Thus the RAI\1 based 

analogue alTays tend to have a large granularity such as an entire filter section and 

allow interconnect programmability only at certain critical points. These RAM based 

interconnects having higher resistances in the vicinity of 1kO can degrade the analogue 

performance. The low resistance anti-fuse interconnects with a series resistance in the 

vicinity of 200 or lower, permits the granularity of basic analogue building blocks to 

be reduced to individual components: capacitors, resistors, amplifiers and analogue 

switches and is also faster for prototyping. 

The third topology is a current-mode based FPAA in [74] supported v,ith a high-speed 

architecture suitable for a wide class of circuits, including continuous-time filters, dif

ferential and algebraic equation solvers, dynamic systems and fuzzy and multi-valued 

logic circuits. The examples in the paper demonstrate an implementation of a ladder 

continuous-time filter, an analogue rank filter, a circuit for tracking a product of two 

matrices, a linear equations soh-eL and a circuit for solving a linear programming prob

lem by the method of steepest descent. High performance is achieved here through the 

reduced use of global signal interconnections, in favour of local ones. The analogue 

cell of the FPAA process current-mode and differential signals. The core comprises the 

Gilbert multiplier circuit and a \vide-band, current-mode amplifier, tunable in the range 

of 0-80 dB. The specific architecture here results from the general premise to use local 

signal interconnections whenever possible, and global signal interconnections only when 

absolutely necessary. The FPAA is implemented in bipolar technology. 

The fourth topology is a continuous-time FPAA in [15], consisting of digitally config

urable transconductors arranged in a hexagonal structure to provide signal routing to 

neighbour cells and self-feedback without transmission-gates in the signal path. The 

work presented mainly aims at high-frequency filters using transconductor amplifiers 

and capacitors are used. Each transconductor builds a Gm-C integrator together with 

the parasitic input capacitance of the neighbour cell. The literature claims the feasibility 

of the design for unity-gain frequencies up to 200MHz based on design calculations for 

0.2511m CMOS process. 
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vendor time-domain bandwidth 
Anadigm [3] DT 2MHz 
Lattice [2] DT 1.5l\1Hz 
Zetex [1] CT 12 l\·1Hz 

C~'press [4] CT 10 ::\lHz 

TABLE 2.1: Commercially available FPAA designs 

There are also commercially available FP AAs adopting a continuous-time (CT) or dis

crete time (DT) mode of operation. A list of these available designs is shown in Table 2.1. 

2.8 SUffilnary of the available FPAA topologies 

The earlier discussion on existing FPAA topologies, their target specifications and ap

plications as in [10, 75, 60, 36, 61, 64], can be summarised as a table shown in Table 2.2. 

This table can be used to identify the possible design strategies for a programmable 

analogue circuit, which is discussed in Chapter 3. The comparison of the FPAA topolo

gies is done considering the underlying technology, the mode of operation (continuous

time/discrete-time), bandvvidth, targeted applications and their key features. The band

·width is classified as low «=50kHz), medium (10kHz-100kHz), wider(100Hz-ll\lHz) and 

high (>=10l\1Hz) for the sake of comparison in the Table 2.2. The area consumption 

and effects of noise parameters cannot be included in the comparison, as these details 

are not mentioned in the corresponding literature. A comparison on the basis of ar

chitecture is also avoided here because they all tend to follow a two-dimensional array 

based architecture. 

2.9 FPAA Interconnect Architecture 

The flexibility in configuring an array of CABs depends on the interconnect architecture, 

which defines the rout ability between the CABs and the resources involved in the inter

connectivity between the CABs. It also defines the amount of routability (throughput) 

achieved between the CABs and the different types of connection between CABs (direct, 

general purpose, lengthy) with minirnum number of s,\·itches in the signal path. 

The complexities involved in choosing an appropriate architecture were analysed by 

considering the various architectures proposed for FPGAs. It is quite common that the 

signal path delay exceeds the delay of the logic blocks. This is because of the longer 

path the signal may have to travel through interconnection devices, which possess higher 

parasitic resistances and capacitances than a regular metal wire. This results in the 

speed degradation of the FPGA. The high area consumption of interconnection devices 
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m the FPGA is responsible for its lower density. To improve these shortcomings of 

low density and speed, a hierarchical interconnection structure based FPGA, called the 

HFPGA (Hierarchical Field Programmable Gate Array) has been proposed in [99, 55]. 

In these papers, the logical blocks in the HFPGA are connected to form" clusters" and 

a graphical representation for this hierarchical architecture is also presented in these 

papers. Also it has been proved in [55] that the total number of switches in an HFPGA 

is less than the conventional FPGA, under the requirement of equivalent rout ability. 

The architecture of the existing FPAAs and the technology behind each architecture 

have been discussed in [10, 75, 60, 36, 61, 64]. \Ve observe that a majority of these 

FPAAs architecture is based on a two-dimensional array based architecture, ,vhich con

sists of rows and columns of CABs. Additional resources are provided for both vertical 

and horizontal routing between these rows and columns of the CABs in the array. The 

architecture in [75], folIo-wing a current-mode based signal processing, aims to minimise 

the number of programmable devices in the signal path. But all the existing FPAA 

architectures are dependent on the nature of the CAB and the targeted FPAA applica

tions. There are still other issues to be clarified as to hmv certain constraints can affect 

the FPAA architecture and the choice of the CAB. The following sub-sections include 

a brief discussion on the considered strategies, 'which are crucial in choosing the target 

FPAA architecture. 

2.9.1 Optimising Routing Resources 

The choice of limiting or maximising the available routing resources in the FPAA does 

affect the maximum routability available between CABs. This again is related to the 

amount of functional flexibility that can be exploited from a CAB. It is clear that 

maximising the allowable routing between CABs will improve the efficiency of utilisation 

of the FPAA. But the optimum solution would be to achieve maxinmm routability with 

limited number of resources. 

2.9.2 FPAA Routing 

Efficient routing plays a very important role in reducing the parasitics introduced by 

the interconnects. The possible interconnect parasitics are: (a) stray resistances of 

any wire, (b) stray capacitances of ,vires to substrate, (c) cross coupling capacitances 

between parallel and crossing wires respectively, (d) series resistance and parasitic ca

pacitance introduced by switches in the programmable architecture. The compatibility 

of the architecture to existing routing algorithms, for an efficient FPAA router keeping 

the performance degradation minimal, is also an important factor. The fact that no 

existing router can be used in its current form directly to solve the FPAA routing prob

lem is discussed in [32]. The paper presents a new routing algorithm and also discusses 
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most of the relevant issues in routing for array-based FPAAs (::'\lotorola ::\IPAA020 ar

chitecture [10]). The router is also demonstrated to be highly efficient, fast and keeps 

the degradation 'within acceptable limits. 

A key difference as regards to routing bet'ween this analogue circuit and a digital circuit 

is the need for connections to external components to achieve the required behaviour. 

The other difference ,,(ould be with respect to number of signal wires. In digital circuits 

an application is not generally achieved from a single logic block. There is generally 

parallel processing taking place in a collection of logic blocks. The complexity with 

respect to the number of switch connections is less for an array of analogue blocks than 

for an array of logic blocks. Also the analogue blocks require a less dense array compared 

to the larger cluster of logic blocks required to achieve an extensive range of applications. 

The developed FPGA routing algorithms [17, 5], or any of the developed routers for HF

PGAs [100], cannot be used directly for the FPAA routing problem. The FPAA routers 

that have been developed [32, 33], are mainly for single-segment array-based FPAAs, 

with acceptable levels of performance degradation and maximum routability. Similar 

issues about the requirement of modification/development of FPAA routing algorithm, 

and other FPAA interconnect architecture strategies is considered in Chapter 7. 

2.9.3 Interconnectivity Analysis 

vYe believe there has been relatively little work on the interconnection strategies for 

FPAAs. There has been prior work on the interconnection complexity for FPGAs and 

HFPGAs based on a deterministic method called the Rent's Rule [20J Rent's rule 

describes first-order statistics of the terminal-count distribution for different partitions 

of the circuit. A stochastic model can be derived to describe higher-order statistics. 

Digital circuits that follow Rent's rule are considered to be statistically homogeneous 

in circuit topology and gate placement. This term "homogeneous" in digital circuits, 

implies quantities such as the average wire length per gate and the average number of 

terminals per gate are independent of the position within the circuit. Hence, the power

law form of Rent's rule can predict the number of terminals required by a group of gates 

for communication with the rest of the circuit. But at higher levels of the hierarchy 

mismatches may occur due to heterogeneity. This heterogeneity and its impact on the 

Rent's rule can be modelled as welL 

The Rent's rule states that for different partitions of more or less equally sized modules 

of a circuit, obtained by a certain net cut minimising method, there exits a power law 

relationship between the average terminal count T avg and the average module size Bavg: 

(2.1) 
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Here, k is the Rent coefficient which corresponds to the average number of ports, and p 

is the Rent exponent. The significance of this rule is due to the self-similarity that exists 

in real circuits. A high value for the Rent exponent implies more global interconnections 

and hence a high interconnection complexity. The value of p ranges from 0.47 for regular 

circuits (RA~is) to 0.75 for complex circuits (full custom VLSI circuits). For modules of 

larger sizes (in higher levels of the design hierarchy), the number of terminals appears 

to be lower than expected from equation 2.1. This deviation from the main power law 

of Rent's rule is known as region II in Rent's rule. This mostly due to technological 

constraints (pin limitations). A region III of the Rent's rule is also defined. The region 

III is for those circuits that exhibit a deviation from the Rent's rule for low "\'alues of T 

and B. This occurs due to a mismatch between the average number of block ports and 

the Rent coefficient k. 

Rent's rule is extended in various ways. The module terminals consist of inputs and 

outputs, and similar empirical relationships can be observed for the module inputs and 

outputs individually. These extensions prove to be very useful to generate synthetic 

benchmark circuits to evaluate CAD tools for FPGAs [88]. This rule has been used for 

evaluating chip architectures before they are manufactured. This rule is also efficient for 

a prior wire length estimation, where these techniques use the Rent's rule for evaluating 

the partitioning behaviour of digital circuits. This is later used for predicting variance 

of the terminal count distribution using a set of benchmark circuits for estimating Rent 

parameters, typically the intrinsic Rent exponent to characterise the quality of the 

partitioning algorithms, 

~!lethods for estimating the Rent exponent are explained in [20] and references contained 

there in. But similar methods may not be applicable for analysing the interconnection 

complexity for FPAA architectures, due to the absence of any established exhaustive 

set of analogue benchmark circuits. Also, a similar statistical homogeneity as in digital 

circuits, may not be definable in analogue circuits at a transistor level. Also existing 

circuit partitioning and gate level placement algorithms for digital circuits may not be 

useful for the permitted granularity in analogue circuits. This would depend on the 

chosen granularity of the FPAA to achieve the target application. Hence, the target 

analogue functionality could be partitioned at an analogue cell leveL composed of some 

simple analogue circuits (opamps, current-conveyors, s"\vitched capacitors). Partitioning 

of an analogue application might be more relevant if target functionality can be separated 

as a set of individual analogue functions similar to the ayailable granularity in the FPAA 

(integrator, adder/ subtract or , comparator). 

Hence, the Rents' rule method of analysing interconnectivity in analogue networks is 

complex, due to the inherent differences between analogue and digital circuits. Our 

methodology for establishing relationship between the routability of our FPAA and the 

flexibility of its hierarchical interconnection structures, not relying on the quality of 

partitioning/routing algorithms as in digital circuits, is discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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2.10 Conclusions 

As a result of the rene"w of the literature on FPAAs and the summary of them in 

Table 2.2, certain issues were considered for further investigation and these provide a 

prospective path to follow in this research project. It is evident from the previous ,vork 

on FPAAs that, they have been designed by researchers and the industry primarily to 

target specific applications. This set of target applications is also related to the adopted 

technology. Hence, the possible reason for the difficulty in proposing a generic analogue 

building block that can suit different types of analogue applications and specific needs 

related to po-wer consumption (as in Al\l\s) or bandwidth requirements (as in Filters). 

These FPAA implementations tend to follow the continuous-time approach rather than 

the discrete-time approach due to the better bandwidth performance of the former. 

Operational amplifiers seems to be a very common and preferred analogue building block 

used both in the continuous-time and discrete-time. The use of operational amplifiers 

might also be due to the convenience of using a very familiar analogue block which has 

already been proved for implementing very efficient analogue circuits to suit the specific 

requirements of a target application. But the scenario changes when trying to use the 

same block as one of an array of blocks in an FPAA, together "with a suitable architecture 

and which can be programmed for the very same target application. The designer now 

has to think how this array of building blocks can be topologically interconnected to 

meet the target applications by solving the complexities in analogue design. One signifi

cant complexity would be the dependence of an analogue circuit on passive components 

in order to achieve the desired analogue behaviour. This again might be the reason 

why previous research has explored relatively little the possibilities and complexities of 

adopting other architectures for FP AAs other than the simple two-dimensional array. 

Having considered a plethora of design approaches for FPAAs, a need for deriving the 

FPAA design strategies was found to be essential in order to focus on the main objectives 

of this research project. This would be a better way to categorise the various attempts 

previously made by researchers and the industry to design FPAAs. A comprehensive 

discussion on these identified design strategies is included in the next chapter. The design 

of a prospective CAR which is highly functionally flexible with minimum dependence 

on passive components is considered in more detail in the next chapter. 

The need for exploring the strategies for interconnecting the prospective building blocks 

with a suitable interconnect architecture is also to be included in this project. This would 

include an interconnectivity analysis for a particular FPAA architecture which is to be 

explored in this research project. Hence, this will show the feasibility of adopting an

other architecture, for example a hierarchical architecture compared to two-dimensional 

architecture in FPAAs. This discussion is included in chapter7. In this thesis ideas 

for an ideal configurable analogue block and for a flexible and appropriate interconnect 

strategy are explored. 



Chapter 3 

FP AA Design Strategies 

This chapter examines the approaches that may be adopted in designing the FPAA and 

to develop a strategy for them according to the expected target area of applications. This 

approach will be to scrutinise possible FPAA design strategies, leading to the choice of an 

appropriate design strategy suitable for the targeted area of applications. Here these will 

primarily be Instrumentation and Data Acq1Lisition Systems. The expected frequency 

range of operation for the target FPAA will be at-least 1MHz. The follmving sections 

includes a discussion on the possible design strategies for a CAB to be used as a building 

block in the target FPAA. 

3.1 Choice of Discrete-time vs Continuous-thne Approach 

The choice of operating the programmable analogue block either in discrete-time or 

continuous-time is one of the main issues. The existing FPAA topologies that follow a 

discrete-time approach in [10], and continuous-time approach in [7.':i, 60, 36, 61], high

light the advantages and disadvantages of both the approaches. Discrete-time circuits are 

prone to the problems of distributing non-overlapping clocks, required for switches. The 

accompanied noise in clocks is another disadvantage. An input/output signal reconstruc

tion is also required in most of the discrete-time circuits (smoothing and anti-aliasing 

filters). Another major limitation is the low bandwidth achieved in using discrete-time 

circuits. For example, in Switched-Capacitor techniques, the input signals are required 

to be band-limited to at-most one half of the sampling frequency, which causes the lim

ited bandwidth. The attractive feature in discrete-time circuits is that they avoid the 

need for anyon-chip tuning circuit in implementing programInable passive components. 

Continuous-time circuits provide a higher bandwidth of operation. Unlike discrete-time 

circuits, continuous-time circuits do not require clocks for circuit operation and hence 

avoid noise due to clocks and switching. The disadvantage of continuous-time circuit is 

the requirement of external stable and matched resistors (unless CMOS linear, stable 

24 
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and matched resistors are available). This is a major issue in SOIlle continuous-time 

circuits, as the required number of external matched resistors may be large for achieving 

the desired functionality. This problem can be observed in operational amplifier based 

circuits. Keeping these resistors external in continuous-time circuits is a good feature to 

avoid on-chip resistive effects dependent on temperature and process parameters varying 

gradient across the chip, but has implications for pin-out, parasitics and complexity for 

external connections. 

3.2 Choice of Voltage-lTIode vs Current-lTIode Circuits 

The choice of using voltage or current as the signal parameter in the implementation of 

the programmable analogue circuit is another important strategy to be considered. This 

choice has been considered in the existing FPAA topologies operated in voltage-mode 

[10, 60, 61, 64] and current-mode [75, 36] Voltage-mode circuit techniques provide the 

ad\'antage of a high fan-out due to the high input and low output impedance respec

tively. However the recent practise of using lower power supply voltages, has reduced the 

dynamic: range available in voltage-mode circuits. Voltage-mode circuits are not very at

tractive for applications requiring a high-bandv,idth (video applications). Current-mode 

circuits provide the advantages of good dynamic range. They are also attractive in im

plementing circuits operating at higher frequencies through current-mode amplifier cir

cuits. Hence current-mode circuits are ideal for implementing filters. Current-conveyor 

circuits are good example for current-mode filter applications, as in [90, 30]. The beauty 

of handling analogue signals as currents in current-mode circuits is that it makes it 

easier to handle operations like addition, by just wiring the signals together. The flexi

bility that current-mode circuits like the current-conveyor based applications provide in 

[60, 94, 82, 103,83,71] is a significant advantage. This again reduces the complexity in 

routing/interconnections and the number of internal/e:rternal passive components. 

3.3 Choice of Single-ended vs Fully-Differential Signals 

The choice between circuit techniques using single-ended signals or fully-differential sig

nals is another issue that relates to the number of internal nodes across which the signals 

are applied or taken out. Fully differential design technique has become popular for ana

logue integrated circuits. This technique has been applied in sub-circuits like opamps 

[14, 66, 70], current-conveyors [28, 27, 40], switched capacitor circuits [67, 79]. Func

tional circuits that process fully differential signals have the following advantages over 

sub-circuits using single-ended signals:-

.. Cancellation of all the even harmonics if perfectly symmetric circuits are used 

(second order harmonics are often the dominant cause of distortion) 
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• They are insensitive to sources of disturbances (power supply coupling and electro

magnetic interference) that tend to enter the circuit in a common-mode fashion . 

• The signal to noise ratio is significantly larger than a single-ended circuit since the 

output signal is taken across t\vo internal output nodes/ports. 

The two main drawbacks of fully-differential circuit techniques are:-

.. The requirement of the common-mode feedback as only a differential output is ob

tained from every active component (opamp, transconductance), which is function 

of only the differential input [96]. There are no mechanisms in the circuit to set the 

common-mode voltages. This inevitably leads to other problems of: (a) increasing 

the chip area, (b ) increasing the power dissipation, (c) instability caused by this ex

tra feedback loop, (d) requiring a high gain and bandwidth equal to the differential

mode part of the circuit. 

.. Increasing the complexity of the target FPAA interconnect architecture. The use 

of fully-differential signals internally increases the number of internal switches and 

wires that carry signals within the circuit or between circuit blocks. This may also 

increase the total number of required output signal wires to be brought outside 

the chip for any external circuitry. 

Incorporating a circuit feature for accepting differential input signals is definitely bet

ter than having only single-ended input ports. This is because processing of differential 

voltage signals is very common in applications such as automatic control and instrumen

tation systems. Single-ended input circuits can definitely reduce the complexity in the 

routing architecture when compared to fully-differential circuits. The dynamic range 

of the input signal decreases with DC offset and/or noise in the signal path. Single

ended circuits mostly require additional signal conditioning circuitry as they are more 

susceptible to coupled-noise and DC offsets. 

3.4 Choice of circuits for the CAB Design 

The falla-wing sections contain an investigation of the possible analogue circuit blocks 

and their granularity ,vhich may be suitable for the CAB design. This investigation 

on CAB granularity was done by considering the ad\'antages and disadvantages of the 

strategies discussed in sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The approach involved identifying the 

target features and applications the FPAA should address and then inspecting the pos

sibilities of achieving them through the common building blocks used in analogue circuit 

design (operational amplifiers, current-cOlweyors, transconductors). The area of target 

applications was chosen to be for Instrumentation and Data Acquisition Systems oper

ating at frequencies up to at-least 1 MHz, with limited number of external components 
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Cateoorv b • Functions 
General Purpose circuits Multiplexing, Filtering, 

Signal Conversion (I to V and yice-versa), 
Gain Control,Sample and Hold, 
l'Ilodulation and Demodulation, 
ComparatoLRectification and Schmitt Trigger 

Signal Sources Sine wave,Triangular/Sm\'toorh wave, 
Square Pulse and l\lonostable-Pulse Shaping 

Control Addition/Subtraction, 
1ntegrator/Differentiator 

l\liscellaneous Multiplier/Divider, 
Log/ Anti-log, 
Square and Square Root 

TABLE 3.1: Target Applications 

to provide accurate and stable operating characteristics. Table 3.1 illustrates some of 

the target functions and applications the FP AA may be expected to fulfil. The realisa

tion of these functions using the common building blocks is considered in the following 

sub-sections. An integrator is a good example to discuss the suitability of the analogue 

circuits like operational amplifiers, transconductors and current-conveyors. 

3.4.1 Opamps 

The integrator circuit shown in Figure 3.1, is the classic implementation using an opamp. 

This circuit has capacitive feedback, vvhich is not very attractive, as the parasitic capac

itance affects the circuit behaviour. Feedback connections through passive components 

are prominent in closed-loop opamp configurations, to satisfy the target functionality. 

This ultimately leads to an increase in the number of internal/external passive compo

nents and thereby making it more complex to realise the target applications. Another 

possible solution would be to implement opamp circuits using the switched-capacitor 

techniques. 

The switched-capacitor circuits using operational amplifiers, switches, capacitors and 

non-overlapping clocks provide a good solution for analogue signal processing with good 

linearity and dynamic range. But again the quick charging/discharging of the capac

itances (on-chip / ofr-chip) for switched-capacitor circuits, with proper distribution and 

phasing of the docks is complex. The requirement for switches also forces the designer 

to consider carefully the possible non-ideal switch effects (nonlinear capacitance and 

channel charge injection effects). 
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3.4.2 Transconductance 

The integrator can be implemented using the transconductance both in current-mode 

and voltage-mode as shmvn in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively. The requirement of 

fewer passive components in these circuits when compared to the opamp based integrator 

circuit. is quite obvious. This reduction in the number of internal/external passive 

components is an attractive feature of using transconductance circuits. However the high 

output impedance in these circuits may lead to ImO\' fan-out problems. Hence they usually 

require additional c:ulTent/voltage output buffer stages. The ability to have grounded 

capacitances in these circuits is a useful feature to reduce parasitic effects on the circuit 

behaviour. They also rarely require feedback connections through passive components 

to achieve the desired functionality. The use of transconductance elements in place of 

operational amplifiers to realise analogue circuits that perform at higher frequencies and 

dissipate lower power is an efficient technique [37]. There have been many approaches 

to realise linear transconductance elements, which employ transistors operating in the 

saturation region [93, 18, 69, 81, 84, 53, 54, 89]and .\10S transistors operating in the 

triode region [95, 101, 86]. The transistors in these methods show a large second-order 

nonlinearity in the voltage-current relationship, with higher-ordered nonlinearities due 

to effects such as body effect, channel length modulation and mobility reduction. Fully

differential transconductors have proved to be better for analogue signal processing, 

with good linearity and high dynamic range [97]. The complex routing with more 

signal paths and s\,'itches within the CAB and between the CABs in fully-differential 

transconductances can be predicted. This makes the differential transconductor less 

suitable for use in an FPAA. 
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FIGGRE 3.1: Operational amplifier based Integrator 
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FIGGRE 3.2: Current-mode Transconductance Integrator 
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3.4.3 Current-Conveyors 

The implementation of the integrator using a current-conveyor is shown in Figure 3.4. 

The current-conveyor approach may be a more appropriate method to implement an 

integrator v;hen compared to the opamp and transconductance circuits. This is because 

of the good dynamic range and the higher banclwidt h current-conveyors provide. The 

reduction in the parasitic effects by having no capacitive feedback connections (mostly 

grounded capacitances) is another attractive feature. Current-conveyors have proved to 

be very efficient in implementing a range of circuits in [94, 82, 103, 83], requiring fmver 

feedback connections and external passive components to achieve the desired function

ality. 

The suitability of the circuits considered above and other possible candidates depends 

upon the flexibility "'ith which they may be internally reconfigured to provide a range 

of analogue functions. Hence, the chosen granularity could even be a fine-grained tran

sistor alTay presented in [87], to support evolvable hardvv'are using evolutionary/genetic 

mechanisms on Field Programmable Transistor Array (FPTA), aimed for spacecraft 

based applications. This is a trade-off between the expected functional flexibility and 

the choice of the CAB granularity. Again, irrespective of the CAB granularity, its extent 

of dependency on matched external/internal passive components is crucial for designing 

the FPAA architecture. 
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FIGURE 3.4: Current-mode Integrator using a second generation current conveyor 
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3.5 Internal/External passive cOll1ponents 

The minimwn number- of inteTnal/e,yternal passive components required for achieving 

the desired analogue behaviour from the CAB is an important issue not addressed in 

detail in pre\'ious FPAA topologies, The following are three possible options to con

sider: (a )switched internal passive components, (b ) external passive components and 

(c) voltage/ current controlled variable components, 

The choice of keeping the required passive components internal to the circuit depends 

on whether it is resistive or capacitive in nature, Incorporating resistors within the 

circuit using a standard IC process is not a good practice due to the poor stability 

of IC resistors with changes in temperature and process parameters respectively, The 

design of internal resistors has to be handled with great care to minimise these effects, 

Those capacitances crucial to good circuit performance are best kept internal if they do 

not consume excessive chip area, This is generally true for switched-capacitors circuits 

that use small values of capacitances, Larger value capacitances or those vdlOse value 

may need to be varied are sometimes made available external to the chip to save chip 

area, The other option would be to use external voltage/current controlled variable 

components if the required tuning range is quite limited, 

Maximum flexibility in configuring a CAB, an array of CABs and switching between 

two configurations, can be achieved if the circuit behaviour of the CAB has minimal 

dependence on internal/external passive components to achieve the desired functionality. 

This simplifies the routing architecture for an array of CABs. It also reduces the area 

consumed by avoiding the embedding of passive components (programmable passive 

components in some circuits) into the programmable analogue circuit. A similar feature 

can be observed in current-conveyor circuits, where complex applications like filters 

[90, 94, 82, 103, 83], can be achieved with a smaller number of external components and 

routing. Also keeping one end of components connected to ground simplifies routing 

and minimises the effects of parasitic capacitance. Hence the complexity in designing an 

interconnect architecture featuring more routability between the programmable analogue 

blocks is related to the required number of internal/external passive components for the 

programmable analogue block. 

3.6 Interconnect Architecture 

The complexity in designing the interconnects for the programmable analogue circuits 

will depend on the following:-

GIl Design of the individual CAB 

- required number of input/output voltage/current ports, 
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required number of feedback connections within t he CAB to suit functionality. 

required number of internal passive components. 

requirement for switchable components. 

III Required number of external passive components. 

III Requirement for additional routing for power supplies(analogue and digital) or 

dock distribution trees (switched-capacitor circuits). 

s Required flexibility in switching between configurations, achieved through maxi

mum routability between CABs. 

s Xumber of signal input/output pads available in the periphery of the chip. 

s The restrictions of the technology used 

a\'ailable number of metal layers for the efficient layout of the signal buses, 

active and passive devices. 

careful layout of the routing architecture considering the possible variation of 

the process parameters. 

efficient routing solutions to avoid cross talk, bottle necks and minimise in

terconnect routing capacitances. 

A comparison between switched-capacitor and current-conveyor circuits for the com

plexity involved in routing may highlight the key points listed above. Non-overlapping 

docks is one of the main requirements in switched-capacitor circuits. The distribution of 

docks in [76, 31, 22] through appropriate dock tree structures to minimise skew (overall 

delay from the clock generator to all the destinations) and additional dock buffering 

stages to facilitate a good fan-out increases the complexity of the overall FPAA routing 

architecture. Current-conveyor circuits avoid such routing complexities, because they 

are quite flexible in implementing a range of circuits with minimal dependency on inter

nal/external passive components. They do not require any clock distribution networks 

apart from the proper power supply routing. A comprehensive discussion on the design 

of the target FPAA interconnection architecture is induded in Chapter 4. 

3.7 Decisions on design strategies 

Decisions on the choice of FP AA design strategies discussed in the previous sections were 

made to make progress in the design of the target FPAA. These decisions were made 

considering the advantages and disadvantages of the possible design strategies and also 

the targeted area of applications. The fiTst decision was to adopt a continuous-time 

approach for designing the target FPAA. The main reason behind this decision is to 

satisfy the follmving:-
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II to achieYe a higher band,vidth of operation 

II to keep the required passive components external and minimise the number 

II to avoid dependence of the circuit behaviour on clocks and switching noise 

• to avoid the requirement of any form of signal reconstruction circuits (smoothing 

or anti-aliasing filter circuits) 

The second decision was to incorporate both voltage-mode and current-mode of opera

tion for the CAB. Thus it is possible to achieve the following:-

II to achieve good dynamic range in current-mode circuit 

II to achieve high fan-out in voltage-mode to compensate for the low fan-out in 

current -mode circuit 

II to achieve higher bandwidth provided b~- the current-mode circuit 

• to minimise the number of external components and passive feedback connections, 

as in current-mode circuits 

The third decision was to incorporate the facility for supporting fully-differential input 

signals in to the CAB. The CAB would avoid fully-differential signals at the output, and 

\\Tould have only a single-ended output signal. 

The three main decisions mentioned above can be summarised again, as the requirement 

of a continuous-time, hybr'id mode (voltage and current) circuit with full-differential 

inputs and single-ended output, for the design of the CAB in the target FPAA. 

The available sub-circuits used in analogue circuit design were considered again with 

respect to the decisions made on the design strategies and the target FPAA applications. 

Current-conveyor circuits seem quite attractive in 

II following a continuous time approach 

• proYiding maximum flexibility in s\,,-itching between applications/configurations 

• requiring fewer internal/external components 

• providing a good dynamic range 

II providing a high precision observed in the analogue behaviour 

• providing a higher bandwidth of operation 

• reducing parasitic effects by having grounded capacitances rather than capacitive 

feedback connections 
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Considering the above advantages, current-conveyors can been used in implementing 

the FPAA as in [36]. These sub-circuits have certain ad\'antages and disadvantages 

discussed earlier in Section 3.3. One other disadvantage is that they do not support 

fully-differential input voltage signals and can support only one input voltage, \,·hile 

processing of differential voltage signals is very common in analogue signal processing 

systems. Design proposals of using low-voltage Operational Transconductance Ampli

fier (OTA) for novel C1\10S realisations of second generation conveyors with single and 

differential inputs have been developed [106]. There have also been other novel methods 

of implementing full-differential current-conveyors for nlaximum linearity, good dynamic 

range and common-mode rejection as in [28, 40, 27]. But considering the related com

plexities involved in implementing a routing architecture for the target FPAA, it is not 

feasible to use fully-differential circuit techniques. So it would be an advantage t.o have 

a hybrid sub-circuit that can handle fully-differential input signals and also have the 

ability t.o operate in both volt.age-mode and current-mode depending upon the vary-· 

ing configuration of a CAB or an array of CABs in the FPAA. Hence the feature of 

switching between voltage-mode and current-mode of operation, is an efFect.ive method 

to satisfy the range of target applications, depending upon the specifications of the 

target design. The designed CAB should have the minimum number of switches and 

signal paths, without affecting the range of applications covered. It should also reduce 

the complexity of the rout.ing architecture without affecting the maximum rout ability 

between CABs for the target FPAA. So tht real challenge in this project is the design 

of a target FPAA chip in a suitable technology that can address all the design strategies 

and design constraints discussed. 

An investigation was done on other possible sub-circuits used in instrumentation based 

applications. A literature review [47] by J. H. Huijsing was found, that has a compar

ative study on various monolithic circuit solutions for Instrumentation amplifiers. One 

of the proposed circuits introduces the extension of the opamp circuit. called the dif

ferent.ial difference amplifier (DDA). The DDA compares two differential input voltage 

signals, \,,·hen only single-ended voltages are compared in an opamp. In a closed-loop 

environment this circuit forces hvo floating voltages to the same value, and thus has 

many interesting applications in the analogue circuit domain. More developments of the 

DDA have been investigated and anot.her paper by E. Sakinger and \V. Guggenbiihl, 

[80] was found. It describes the DDA as a versatile building block with infinite input 

impedance, low output impedance and a requirement of fewer mat.ched components/de

vices (external) when compared to the opamp. This is illustrated with a few examples 

on DDA based applications in [80], namely: (a) Comparator with floating inputs, (b) Level 

shifter, (c)Voltage inverter without external resistors and (d) Instrumentation amplifier 

The most attractive feature in the above demonstrated applications is the requirement of 

very few ext.ernal components and the flexibility achieved in switching between these ap

plications. For example, a common opamp based implementation of an instrumentation 
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amplifier requires three opamps (two opamp designs also exists) and several matched 

resistors. An instrumentation amplifier can be realised using just one DDA block and 

only two resistors that determine the gain [80]. Although a less well known circuit than 

the opamp, the DDA can perform many functions namely, rectification circuits [98], 

instrumentation amplifier [46, 34]' comparators [78, 56]' data conversion circuits [45], 

filters [42, 102] and other miscellaneous circuits [105, 9, 48, 44, 25, 51, 23, 65, 43, 45, 24, 

85, 34, 21, 91, 77, 92, 58, 7, 8]. This illustrates the versatility of the DDA as a flexible 

analogue circuit for implementing a range of functions with fe\ver external connections 

and matched components. Hence it was decided to explore and experiment more with 

the DDA and analyse the possibilities of the DDA concept reconciling them with the 

FPAA Design strategies discussed earlier. The next section includes more about the 

DDA as a versatile building block for analogue circuits, 

3.8 Introduction to DDA 

The DDA can be considered as an extension of the opamp, An opamp with a negative 

feedback loop, adjusts its output in order to reduce the differential input voltage to a 

negligible value, An opamp compares two ground referred voltages, The DDA extends 

this by comparing two differential voltages. The symbol for a DDA is shown in Figure 3,5, 

where the input terminal voltages designated as VPPl Vpn for the non-inverting input 

port and V np , Vnn for the inverting port. The differential input ports are Vpp - Vpn and 

V np - V nn' Thus the output of the DDA is given by the equation 3,1: 

(3,1) 

where Ao is the open-loop gain of the DDA, On introducing a negative feedback to Vpp 

and/or V 71p , in the above equation, then the following equation 3,2 is obtained: 

(3,2) 

The difference between the two differential voltage increases as Ao decreases, for a finite 

open-loop gain Ao' The function of the DDA can be represented in the form of a block 

diagram as shown in Figure 3,6, 

From the Figure 3.6 we observe that the DDA is implemented using two V-I convert

ers, that convert the two differential voltages into currents, which are then subtracted, 

converted into voltage and amplified, Again from equation 3.2 we see that, even if the 

difference of the two differential input voltages is virtually zero, the single-ended volt

ages V pp and V pn ( V np and V 71n), do not exhibit the virtual short circuit property, as in 

opamp circuits, The DDA cannot be considered as a combination of three opamps, The 

first stage amplifiers have relatively low gain to permit a significant differential input 

voltage, The Gm's IllUst also match to prm·ide an accurate open-loop gain, 
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Vn 

Va 

Again from Figure 3.6, the two V-I converters are obtained from the transconductance 

stage and the subtraction of the output currents is easily carried out by direct and 

cross connection of the differential stages to the summing buses (2:: ,2:: -). Finally the 

differential current is amplified from the bus by the output block by a large value (K). 

The CMOS realisation of the DDA is shown in Figure 3.7 

The two differential stages (l\l1,M2)13,::\14) form the transconductance elements. The 

current sources (M5,M6,1V111,MI2) are implemented using the casco de techniques widely 

used in analogue circuits. Thus achie"ving a good matching between the tail currents 

of the two differential stages and an increase in the output resistance of the current 

sources. The high gain stage is achieved through a current mjrror (?..17,::\18), that con

verts the differential current of the bus to a single-ended current. The output stage 

(::\19,MI0,~Il5,l\116) implemented here is a class AB stage. The biasing of MI0 is in

corporated into the design using M17 and ::\118. The above circuit was simulated using 

PSpice with MOS models haying the process parameters for a 0.511m process. The 

transistor dimensions are shown in Table 3.2. 

As the two inputs of each of the two differential pairs in the DDA are not yirtually shorted 

and the differential pairs do not operate at a fixed V d (differential input voltage), as 

V d increases, the transconductance of the differential pair decreases and becomes zero 

for IVdi :::: J 2I'lts. Thus if K or Cf) of the differential pair transistors of the DDA is 

small, then the input range, noise and distortion is large. The input range increases with 

decreasing 1'[. The input range could also be increased along with the decrease in noise 
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FIGURE 3.7: class AB realisation of the DDA 

Transistor T~'pe Width Length 
111 112 113 ::"'14 ::"oJ 2pm lOpm 
::"15 ::..16 1111 M12 ::"113 ::..114 :\ 15pm 2pm 
117118 P 20pm lOpm 
::"19 ::"110 M16 :\ 30pm 2J1.m 
M15 P 90pm 2J1m 
::"117 P 2pm 2pm 
1\118 N 211m 2J1.m 

TABLE 3.2: Transistor Dimensions 

Parameter Experimental Results 
Differential Gain 58dB 
Phase -90degrees 
GB 111Hz 
CMRR 75dB 
Output Svving -5V to 5V 
Offset Voltage -4mV 
Slew Rate \vithout Compensation Capacitance 400 y 

fJ.S 

Power Consumption 5.96 mIN 
Output Resistance 6000 
Harmonic Distortion as a function of output voltage 1.2o/c 

TABLE 3.3: Summary of the DDA Parameters 

and nonlinearity, by increasing the Ibias, which is not ideal for low-power applications. 

Thus in Table 3.2 the smaller widths of the differential invut transistors is a trade-off 

between achieving high input differential range, low noise and low distortion in the DDA 

design. The class AB DDA was simulated for the parameters summarised in Table 3.3, 

using PSpice with the transistor dimensions in Table 3.2, power supplies of Vdd = 5 V 

and Vss = -5V and a bias current of Ibias=20pA. 
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3.9 DDA Based Applications 

The DDA based applications in [80, 46, 9] were \'alidated using Spice simulations and 

a few applications with the corresponding simulation results included in Appendix A 

(appropriate page numbers of the figures in Appendix A aTe available in the List of 

FiguTes at the begining of this thesis) are discussed here. 

+Vpp 

~t -Vpn 

+Vnp 

-Vnn 

(A) 

-,-,VIex(!n;;:<p=utlL.) ----11 +Vpp 
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~ -Vpn 

(C) 

+ 

+ 

Vo 

I 
i 
i 
I 

Ou ut) 

Vo Output) 
I 

+ Vo Output) 

(8) 

(0) 
FIGURE 3.8: DDA Configurations as an (A) Inverter, (B) Adder/SubtractoL (C) Level 

Shifter and (D) Instrumentation Amplifier 

3.9.1 Voltage Inverter 

A voltage inverter without any external matching resistors, can be implemented as shown 

in Figure 3.8(A). Thus the realisation of the inverter with the DDA is achieved ,vith a few 

additional connections and no external components, unlike using opamps that requires 

two external matched resistors. The PSpice simulation result is shown in Figure A.2. 

The configuration shown in Figure 3.8(B) can be changed to that of a level shifteT, by 

adding a DC voltage V s at the input port V nn , thus shifting the input voltage V I by 

the voltage V s resulting in V o. 
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3.9.2 Adder jSubtractor 

The adder/subtractor configuration can be achieved using the DDA as shown in Fig

ure 3.8(B), with Vpp = V H , Vpn V _, Vnn = V2+ and Vnp = Vo (negative feedback). 

The output of the DDA is thus given by equation 3.3. 

(3.3) 

This circuit configuration can be used for the addition/subtraction or both, of the in

put signals, without the need of any additional components. The same circuit in Fig

ure 3.8(B) can be used to realise other circuits. For example, an inverter can be achieved 

again by grounding V H and V2+. The simulation of the DDA as an adder is shown in 

Figure A.4. A voltage doubler can be realised by connecting V-H and V 2+ as the input 

and grounding the V_node. The simulation result with a l.5V amplitude sinusoidal 

input at 1kHz is shown in Figure A.5. The realisation of the level sh~fteT and a voltage 

subtractor can also be achieved using the same circuit configuration in Figure 3.8(B). 

The DDA as a level-shifter is shown in Figure 3.8( C) along with the simulation result 

in Figure A.7. The simulation result of the DDA subtractor is sho-wn in Figure A.8. 

3.9.3 Instrumentation Amplifier 

An instrumentation amplifier can be realised using one DDA and two resistors as shown 

in Figure 3.8(D), compared to the normal implementation using opamps that requires 

at-least three opamps and several matched resistors. The gain of the DDA based in

strumentation amplifier is determined by the two resistors, i.e. . The simulation 

result is shown in Figure A.10. In all the simulation and the verification of the DDA as 

an adder/subtractor, voltage doubler, voltage inverter, level shifter and instrumentation 

amplifier, the following can be observed:-

• requires very few external components 

• rarely requires feedback connections through passive components 

• requires single feedback connection for all the applications 

• requires very few changes to switch between any of these applications 

• avoids parasitic eflects by keeping most of the signal path to ground 

The above features are in favour of the decisions made on design strategies in section 

3.7. The most attractive feature is the flexibility of the block and the ease in s\'\'itching 

between configurations with very few changes. For example the inverter circuit and the 

adder / subtract or circuit can be switched between each other by removing the grounded 
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connections to Vpp and Vnn, and applying appropriate inputs based on the equation 3.3 

for an adder/subtractor/voltage doubler. This feature would also help in achieving less 

complex routing architecture if we choose the DDA as the CAB for the target FPAA. 

The DDA block also supports the input differential stage. The larger number of input 

ports might lead to the need for optimising the total number of input pins for the target 

FPAA, by sharing of resources through input multiplexers. The same solution might be 

applicable for other switching resources and output blocks. But this issue of optimising 

the resources to reduce the complexity of the chip architecture requires an analysis of 

the interconnect architecture, which will be discussed in Chapter 7. The DDA does 

not support current-mode of operation. But probably the current-mode of operation 

could be incorporated into the DDA block to achieve the flexibility of voltage-mode and 

current-mode of operation. Considering the attractive features of the DDA block, it 'was 

decided to proceed further into the design of the DDA aiming c:rvIOS 0.6 fLm technology. 

A suitable analogue circuit design tool, Cadence 4.4.5, v"hich provides a front to back 

design environment ,vas chosen. The design was targeted for Al\lS Cl\10S 0.6fLm CUP 

process to analyse the feasibility of the DDA design as a CAB in detail and layout the 

target FPAA chip for fabrication. 
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Design of the FP AA 

Observing the attractive features of the DDA and foreseeing the possibility of using 

the DDA as the CAB for the target FPAA, it was decided to research further on the 

circuit design of the DDA. Thus in an effort to make the DDA feasible and reconciling 

to the decisions made on design strategies in Chapter 3, various circuit techniques ""ere 

explored for the DDA. This chapter includes the design of the DDA and the various 

design decisions taken after suitable simulations. The whole circuit design was done 

using Cadence 4.4.5 (a very popular custom IC design tool). The Analog Artist tool in 

Cadence 4.4.5 was mainly used to design the circuits for the DDA and test circuits for 

simulating appropriate performance characteristics of the DDA. The suitability of the 

DDA for the target applications was also tested. This chapter includes the simulation 

results of those DDA applications, which have been tested. The rest of the exhaustive set 

of schenlatics and graphs are included in Appendix B (appropriate page numbers of the 

figures in Appendix B are available in the List of Figures at the begining of th'is thesis). 

The DDA block was then used to build an array of CABs using suitable resources (s'witch 

blocks) and interconnect architecture to form a FPAA. The design of these additional 

resources and the important decisions on a suitable interconnect architecture are also 

discussed in this chapter. The chapter concludes with the design of the target FPAA 

suitable for the next phase, which is the physical layout of the target FPAA chip for 

fabrication. 

To start with the design of the DDA, few design goals were set. It should work 'v:ith a 

5V power supply as per the anticipated Al\1S 0.6rnum 5V CMOS process. The output 

voltage swing should be -IV to +IV with a bias current of about 10rn11.A. A bandwidth 

of atleast IMHz should be achieved. The DDA should also be able to handle common

mode input voltage from -1 V to + 1 V. The open-loop gain should be reasonably high 

to approximately 80dB. Low power consumption is not considered as a key goal here 

and hence not focussing on circuit techniques for low power design. To keep it simple 

40 
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Transistor Type \Vidth Length 
1\11 1\12 1\13 1\14 N 5pm lOpm 
::\15 M6 1\1ll 1\112 1\113 M14 N 16pm 2/-1.m 
M7 }\18 P 40pm 2p.m 
1\19 P 88{Lm 2fLm 
1\110 N 28pm 211m 
1\1151\117 N 28pm 2/lm 
1\116 1\118 P 28{Ll11 2J1.m 

TABLE 4.1: Transistor Dimensions for Figure 4.1 

quiescent currents of the order of 10uA would be fine. Voltage mode analogue applica

tions are targeted, but would definitely consider extending the range of applications to 

current mode too. 

4.1 Design of the DDA 

The basic DDA block that follows the conceptual block diagram in Figure 3.6 (section 

3.8, Chapter 3) was designed using the AMS 0.6pm, 5V, C1\10S library. The transistors 

are labelled from 1\11-M18. The circuit is shovm in Figure 4.1 and the transistor dimen

sions in Table 4.1. The transconductance elements of the DDA are realised "\.vith two 

differential stages ::\11-1\12 and 1\13-1\14 respectively. The unusual gemnetry (\V<L) of 

these transistors is a result of the trade-off between achieving high input voltage range, 

low noise and low distortion (discussed earlier in section 3.8, Chapter 3). The current 

sources (M5, M6, 1\1ll, 1\112, M13, 1\114) are implemented use casco de technique de

scribed in [ll]. This provides good matching of the tail currents. The current mirror 

(M7-M8), converts the differential current from the input transistors to a voltage to 

drive the common source high gain stage ::\19. The output buffer stage is a traditional 

class AB amplifier (M15-M16) in [12] aiming at low output impedance, low power dis

sipation and large dynamic range. The gate of ::\19 is biased by the active load of the 

input differential pairs and the gate of 1\110 (current source) is biased by the same bias 

voltage for the differential amplifier current source. All the transistors are operating in 

the saturation region with sources and substrates connected to VSS for N1\10S and to 

VDD for PMOS transistors respectively. 

4.1.1 DC Response of the DDA 

The circuit in Figure 4.1 V\aS simulated for the DC response of the output voltage. The 

power supplies for the test circuit, VDD and VSS was set to 2.5V and -2.5V respectively. 

The bias current Ibias1 was set to 20/lA. The output swing ,vas observed linear between 

0.79V and -lAVas shown in Figure 4.2. 
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FIGURE 4.2: DC Response of the DDA 

4.1.2 The Class AB Output Stage 

The use of a class AB output stage enables the quiescent current to be kept low while 

still enabling large currents to be supplied to the load. This avoids problems of low slew 

rates when driving a capacitance load. However, we observe that the class AB stage in 

Figure 4.1 pro\'ides a limited voltage swing because of the common drain configuration 

and the necessary bias voltages. A common source configuration for the output stage 

will permit a v,'ider voltage s,ving. A common source circuit will have higher output 

impedance, but this is reduced by global feedback. A more significant issue is that 

the drive for the output transistors needs level shifting, which must be compensated 

for changes in supply voltage, temperature or process parameters to ensure a stable 

quiescent current. A compensated, low power class AB output stage \vas given in a 

paper by H. Elwan and M. Ismail [29]. The output stage circuit is shown in Figure B.L 

The analysis of how this stage compensates for voltage, temperature or process variations 

is not included in the paper, so it was considered and is included in Appendix B. Copying 

the equations B.S and B.9 here again, 

~ow, considering the transistors M5 and 1\16, the voltage V3 is given by: 

VDD ( 4.2) 
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Hence, using the equation 4.2 in equation 4.1 and considering the transistors ~f3 and 

M4 to be identical, Iq may be related to has: 

( ( 1 1 r Iq -+-,17J5 V /36 
(4.3) 

h ( ( 1 1 r -,-.-v13l v.2h 

The output class AB stage in the Figure 4.1 was replaced with the class AB scheme in 

Figure B.1 as shovm in Figure B.2, to verify the class AB operation, 

The circuit in Figure B.2 was simulated, for the DC response of the output terminal. 

The bias currents Ibias1 and Ibias2 was set to 30j.LA and 10j.LA respectively. The power 

supplies VDD and VSS was set as 2,5 V and -2.5V respectively. The simulated results 

are shown in Figure R3. From the simulated results we observe the output voltage swing 

to be linear between -1.7V and 2.4V, The quiescent currents through the output (~115 

and ::\1116) stage was observed to be yery high (more than 300 /IA), which corresponds 

to class A operation, The requirement is for the quiescent currents to be low, roughly in 

the range of 5j.LA to 10p.A. Analysing the cause for high currents through M15 and M16, 

a high current through the current source 1\110 and the level shifting transistor I\f9 were 

also observed (Figure B.3). The problem could be solyed by decreasing the \V /L for 

1\19, increasing its V gs. Howeyer to significantly reduce the current, this would require 

very long thin transistors. Hence an alternative scheme of adding two diode connected 

transistors 1\18 and 1\17 to the earlier discussed class AB scheme in Figure RL as shown 

in Figure B.5, 

Analysing the modified circuit in exactly the same manner as the earlier class AB stage 

analysis, we can derive an expression relating Iq and h equivalent to equations 4.1 and 

4.2 (analysis included in Appendix B). Copying equation B17 here: 

.j2f; (~ + ~) = VDD - VTnO - VT3 VT8 + VTpO - yI2i; (~ + ~) (4.4) 

Considering 1\14 now, 

(4.5) 

The term V 3 can be found from: 

V'3 = VDD VT8 VT7 + VTpO yI2i; -+-+-( 
1 1 1) 

v1J5 V7J6 JPi 
(4.6) 
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Therefore eliminating h in equation 4.4, 

(4.7) 

From the aboye equation, we observe that if the first two terms cancel out, then the 

relation between Iq and h depends primarily upon the geometry of the transistors. If 

for simplicity, the effect of substrate to source potential changing the threshold voltages 

is ignored here, this requires that V7J4 (vh + vk) = L 

This alternate class AB stage 'was applied to the DDA circuit as shown in Figure B.4. 

A diode-connected 1\MOS transistor ~119 is added in between the source and drain 

terminals of M9 and J\110 respectively, which introduces a voltage drop at the gate-source 

voltage of ~J9. The length of the current source transistor M10 was made sufficiently 

larger than ~19, for the ~110 drain current not more than lOIlA. The currents again 

should not be too small (in the range of nA) to minimise cross-oyer distortion. Also 

note the addition of an extra transistor M20 along v,'ith the existing J\117 and MIS in 

the compensation scheme. 

The addition of diode connected transistors can be analysed ,yith respect to the bal

aIlCing of the total number of gate-to-source voltages in the class AB stage. This can 

be explained with the following analysis. For the original circuit, assuming that all the 

transistors are operating in the saturation region, from Figure B.2: 

(4.S) 

VSC17 + VCS18 + VCSlO = V dd V ss (4.9) 

After the addition of ~119 diode-connected transistor as 111 Figure B.4, equation 4.S 

becomes: 

( 4.10) 

The above change introduces an imbalance in the total number of gate-to-source voltages 

in the class AB stage (formed by the transistors M9, ~no, J\115, M16, M17, MIS and 

~119), while comparing equation 4.9 and equation 4.10. Hence in order to balance the 

overall number of gate-to-source voltages of the class AB output stage, an additional 

transistor 1\120 (NMOS) is added to the compensation chain of transistors M17 and MIS. 

So the equation 4.9 can be now written as: 

(4.11) 
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Hence ·we observe that equations 4.10 and 4.11 are balanced ,\'ith respect to the total 

number of gate-to-source voltages. Thus making the quiescent current less sensitive to 

changes in V dd - V ss or threshold voltage respectively. 

The modified DDA circuit in Figure B.4 was simulated, for the DC response with 

Ibias1=10j.lA, Ibias2=30pA, VDD=2.5V and VSS=-2.5V. The simulated results are 

shown in Figure B.6. From the simulated results we can observe the controlled and 

low-quiescent currents (10 j.lA) and a maintained linear output voltage swing (-1.7V to 

2.4V). 

4.1.3 Stability and Frequency Compensation of the DDA 

Following the verification of the DC Response and the class AB operation of the DDA 

circuit, the DDA was tested for stability configured as a unity gain buffer. Transient 

analysis showed oscillations. The reason for the oscillations is that the phase shift 

exceeds 1800 at unity loop gain frequency. Compensation schemes to ensure stability 

of opamp based circuits are discussed in most textbooks for analogue circuit design 

[6, 49, 39]. These methods are important as they make the opamp suitable for particular 

configurations and ensure stability for opamp based applications. AnlOng these methods 

Miller compensation [6, 49] is attractive as the low-frequency pole can be established 

with a single moderate value capacitor. Another technique, l\ested-Miller compensation 

[104], employs a number of J\liller cmnpensation capacitors between amplifier stages and 

the output of the opamp, which tend to occupy more chip area. Miller compensation 

moves the dominant pole to a lower frequency, however a feed-forward path through 

the compensation capacitor results in an additional zero located in the right half plane. 

This zero introduces extra negative phase shift/phase lag in the transfer function of 

the opamp. A method to avoid the effects caused by the right hand plane zero, is 

the placement of a resistor in series with the J\liller capacitor. This is often called the 

lead-compensation method [49] and, typically, a MOS transistor (operating in the triode 

region) is used instead of a resistor. The circuit of the DDA vms modified to include 

compensation and is shovm in Figure B.7. The compensated DDA was again simulated 

for the transient response. The DDA was observed to be stable for both the simulated 

transient response, without any external load resistance (Figure B.8) and with a load 

resistance of l:1\1D. A stable transient response was observed for the compensated DDA 

with a 10pF capacitive load too as shown in Figure B.9. 

4.1.4 AC Response of the DDA 

The compensated DDA was simulated for the open-loop gain and the phase margin. An 

AC gain of 84dB and a phase margin of +820 was observed for the open-loop gain and 

phase response of the DDA respectively, is shown in Figure B.10. An open-loop gain of 
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lG 

82dB and phase margin of +420 'was observed for the DDA driving a lOpF (typical probe 

capacitance) load capacitance, is shown in Figure B.ll. The reduced phase margin here 

is due to the high capacitive load of lOpF. The closed loop AC response of the DDA 

configured as a non-inverting unity gain amplifier was also simulated for driving a lpF 

and a lOpF capacitive load respectively. The observed closed-loop frequency response of 

the unity gain amplifier is shown in Figure 4.3. 'Ve see that a high bandwidth of around 

lO]\lHz is achieved with a lpF load capacitance. For a lOpF load the unity gain starts 

to roll off after peaking at approximately 2.5::\'IHz. 

4.1.5 Input performance characteristics 

The definition of the input characteristics is complicated for the DDA circuit. The typical 

characterisation of the input as in a opamp using differential and common-mode voltages 

cannot be used. The reason is the extra input ports in the DDA when compared to an 

opamp. The basic property of the ideal DDA with negative feedback can be expressed 

as: 

Vpp Vpn = Vnp - Vnn (4.12) 

From the above equation, we observe that the main characteristic of the DDA is its 

ability to balance the two difFerential voltages (Vpp - Vpn) and (Vnp - Vnn). But this 
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equality is dependent upon the common-mode voltages at the two pairs of ports. Let 

us represent the four input ports of the DDA as pI (Vpp). p2 (Vpn), nl (Vnp) and n2 

(Vnn). Then parameters to be considered v;hile measuring the input performance of the 

DDA can be summarised as: 

III differential voltages at the ports pl-p2 and nl-n2 respectively. 

III conlInon-mode voltages of ports pl-p2 and nl-n2 respectively. 

III differential common-mode voltages betv;een the ports pl-p2 and nl-n2 (when the 

common-mode voltages of pl-p2 and nl-n2 are not equal). 

III differential difference voltage (DDV) behveen the ports pl-p2 and nl-n2 respec

tively (difference between differential voltages at the port pl-p2 and port nl-n2). 

Hence the characterisation of the DDA input performance involves a complex analysis 

on the effect of the above parameters and the interaction between them. It is indeed 

very difficult to summarise the concerned parameters as specific voltage ranges. In fact, 

such an analysis could be considered as future work in this project. A similar analysis 

and measured input characteristics of the DDA is presented in [80], by E. Siikinger. 

Hence, due to the involved complexities, only the following input characteristics of the 

DDA were simulated, namely: 

III the ClvlRR in dB, considering only one half of the DDA 

III the DDVR (Differential Difference Voltage Range) 

4.1.5.1 CMRR 

The compensated DDA was simulated for both the differential voltage gam and the 

common-mode voltage gain. The measurement was done considering only the upper

half of the compensated DDA. The CMRR in dB was calculated by subtracting the 

common-mode voltage gain from the differential voltage gain, and was observed to be 

97dB, as shown in Figure B,12. 

The compensated DDA circuit in Figure B.7 was modified for a better input common

mode voltage swing (which will affect the output voltage swing in unity gain configura

tion). The standard cascode current mirrors below the differential pairs, were replaced 

by a wide complaint current mirror [50], as shown in Figure B.13. Observe the addition 

of the transistor ~122, with a "i\! /L ratio equal to one-quarter of the identical "i\! /L ratios 

of M5, M6, ::\111, M12, M13 and M14. This modification improved the output voltage 

swing (approximately 2.4V and -2) at the cost of decreasing the CMRR gain to 78dB, 

which is a tolerable trade-off. 
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FIGCRE 4.4: Off'set cancellation of the DDA configured as an opamp 

4.1.5.2 DDVR 

The DDVR is the range over which the DDA is able to balance the two differential input 

voltages (V pp-V pn) and (V np-V nn). This determines the maximum input signal voltage 

range for some configurations (eg:- inverting unity gain buffer) The simulated DDVR 

range of the DDA configured as an inverting unity gain buffer (Figure B.14) shuws a 

linearity between -IV and +IV, as shown in Figure B.15. 

4.1.6 Input Offset Voltage 

The input offset voltage of the DDA is another characteristic of great importance, as it 

does affect the output response of the target configuration. This is a serious problem 

here, because the input offset voltage can be large with the high gain of the DDA. The 

offset voltage can be cancelled when using the DDA as an opamp, with Vpp and Vpn 

inputs used in the same way as the single input differential stage of the opamp. To 

compensate for the DC offset a compensation voltage is applied to the Vnp or Vnn 

inputs of the DDk The idea illustrated is shown in Figure 4.4. From the figure we 

observe that the output voltage is: 

} (4.13) 

, where V out is the output voltage, V D is the differential input voltage, Velv! is the 

common-mode input voltage, Vos is the input offset compensation voltage and VOff 

is the offset voltage. From the equation we observe that Vos can compensate Vo!f' 

This method of compensating the offset voltage is not possible always when the DDA is 

targeting other applications. Considering the other possibilities for offset compensation, 

it was found that the addition of a third differential pair to the DDA can solve the 
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problem. As long as this third differential stage is a low-sensitive pair that induces very 

small currents, it will not affect the circuit behaviour of the DDA. The modified DDA 

with this offset compensation scheme is shown in Figure B.16. 

From the Figure B.16, we see that the offset compensation scheme is introduced into 

the DDA. The transistors }\123 and 1\124 form the third differential pair. with a tail 

current from 1\126 controlled by the switch transistor 1\125 (Sl input). The gate of }\123 

is connected to ground, which the gate of I\124 may be connected to ground or the input 

offset using the switch inputs S2 and S3. By keeping the tail current for this pair small 

(-400nA) and using small W IL (5p/10p), the required offset control voltage is 10m V 

per 0.02m V of offset. 

Another offset compensation technique for the DDA that uses a digital successive ap

proximation algorithm is proposed in [51]. This technique of an automated offset com

pensation is an attractive feature, but not feasible here due to the requirement of other 

blocks for the implementation of the successive approximation algorithm (1\121\1 current 

DAC (Digital-to-Analogue Converter), comparator and SAR (Successive Approximation 

Register)), which will consume considerable area of the chip. 

4.1.7 Slew Rate and Settling Tim.e 

The slew rate of the DDA determines the maximum rate at \vhich the output changes 

when input signals are large. The DDA ,vas simulated in unity-gain configuration with 

an output load capacitance of 10pF. The unity-gain configuration can be considered as 

the ideal configuration for worst-case measurements on stability and slew rate. This is 

because of the largest feedback in the unity-gain configuration leading to larger yalues 

of loop gain. 

The simulation results (Figure B.17) show that the DDA is not slew rate limited and 

it has a settling time response of the order 0.52fLS. The large overshoot during the 

rise of the signal is because of the large load capacitance in the simulation setup. The 

step response for the unity-gain DDA amplifier driving a 1pF capacitive load shows 

no overshoot (Figure B.18) and a settling time of 0.15fLS. In general the DDA, unlike 

an opamp, does not have slew rate limitation, because the low transconductance input 

stage of the DDA does not overload for a ,;vide range of input voltage. The internal 

}\1iller compensation capacitance provides good stability ,vith no overshoot and ringing, 

provided the load capacitance is small. 

4.1.8 The final design of continuous-time DDA 

The D DA design shown in Figure B.16 can be considered as a good design with regard 

to the performance characterishcs discussed in the earlier sub-sections (4.1.1-4.1.6) and 
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the achieved simulated DDA performance parameters for a power supply of +2.5V and 

-2.5V is summarised below: 

.. AC open loop gain 84dB and a phase margin of +820 

.. Gain bandwidth product of 1.2~1Hz 

III C~1RR 78dB 

III Output voltage swing of -2V to 2.4V 

.. DDVR -IV to +IV 

.. Offset voltage of -4m V 

.. Not slew rate limited 

III settling time response of O.52f1.B with 10pF capacitive load. 

The DDA also meets two of the decisions on des'ign strategies, discussed earlier (section 

3.7, Chapter 3), which were : 

.. to adopt a continuous-time approach for the design of the CAB as the first decision . 

.. to incorporate the facility for supporting fully-differential input signal ports and 

only a single-ended output signal port as the third decision. 

The second decision to incorporate both voltage-mode and current-mode of operation for 

the CAB, could only be partially achieved, because the DDA supports only the voltage

mode of operation. Hence the possibility of achieving CUTrent-mode of operation along 

with the existing voltage-mode from the DDA, was analysed. The following section in

cludes the discussion on this effort and also the changes made in the design of the DDA 

to support this additional feature. 

4.2 Voltage/Current mode DDA 

\Vhile analysing and investigating the possibility of achieving a current-mode of opera

tion from the DDA, a paper [7] proposes a fully differential second-generation current 

conveyor(CCII) achieved by incorporating a current sensing technique into the DDA. 

This idea of a fully differential second-generation current conveyor presented in [7] is 

shown in Figure 4.5. The DDA described has two differential input ports (Vpp, V pn ) 

V np , V nn ), as in the DDA designed earlier (Figure B.16), but has differential output 

port (Vop and Von) rather than the single-ended output VOl1t in Figure B.16. A current 
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FIGCRE 4.5: Fully Differential Second-generation current conveyor 

sensed DDA is obtained by copying the currents through the two output terminals (Vop 

and Von) to two additional current terminals (Izp and 1zn) using current mirrors. The 

current sensed DDA can be configured as a CCIl by feeding back the two output voltage 

terminals (Vop and Von) to two of the inputs (V pn and V 7171), respectively. The circuit 

behaves as a current-conveyor with differential input voltages, input currents and out

put currents respectively, i.e. Vdx = V1:p - V1'71, Vdy = Vyp - V yn , Idx Ixp - Ixn and 

Idz = Izp - Izn · Thus the feedback results in V dy= V dx and Idz becomes equal to Idx 

Also, the feedback action develops the required low input impedance at the X terminals. 

The disadvantages of using fully differential structures were discussed in section 3.3, 

Chapter 3. 

A similar current sensing technique may be applied to the single-ended DDA. The output 

stage may be modified as in Figure 4.6. ~1l and :tvI2 are the output transistors of the 

original DDA, but the currents in these transistors are replicated using transistors ~13 

and 114 to provide a current output, I olLt ' If feedback is applied from VOlLt directly to 

the appropriate input terminal of the DDA (eg: V pn) then the circuit ,,,,ill behave as 

a current conveyor with Vpp acting as the Y terminal, V out as the X terminal and the 

extra current output as the Z terminaL 

This circuit suffers from the limitation of finite output resistance of transistors MI-M4, 

which means the current at the Z terminal will not accurately match that at the Y 

terminal. This may be overcome by the use of cascode transistors as in Figure 4.7. The 

final design incorporated two cascoded output stages to provide two duplicate current 

outputs with a high output impedance, which reflect the current at the voltage output 

terminal (Figure B.19). The feature oftwo current ports Ioutl and Iout2 was provided to 

facilitate a better current fan-out capability. The transistor dimensions for the designed 

DDAjCurrent conveyor with bias currents Ibiasl=20pA, Ibias2=10pA and Ibias3=20pA 

are shown in Figure RIg. 
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FIGURE 4>6: Current sensing in the output stage of the DDA 

4.2.1 DC Analysis 

The DDA/Current conveyor (DDACCII) in Figure RI9 was simulated for the output 

current characteristics of the Z terminals (Ioutl and Iout2) by sweeping the current fed 

into the X terminal (-lOOJiA to +IOOJiA) of the current terminaL The simulation setup 

is shown in Figure 4.8(a» The Y input (Vpn ) was maintained at a DC voltage of zero 

volts. Observe the linearity of the output currents in Ioutl and Iout2 in the range of 

-60ILA to 50JiA, as shown in Figure 4>8(b). The simulation setup shown in Figure 4.8(a) 

was used to perform a DC sweep on Yin (-2.5V to 2.5V)fed into the Y terminal along 

,ovith the DC sweep of the current Idc (-IOOJiA to +IOOJiA) fed into the X terminaL The 

simulation results are shown in Figure 4.9. From the DC Response of Vout (X terminal) 

we can observe an imaginary box (shown in dotted lines) that defines the appropriate 

ranges of operating input voltages and the corresponding linear currents available from 

the DDA/Current conveyor 
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FIGURE 4.7: Cascoded current sensing in the output stage of the DDA 

4.2.2 AC Analysis 

The small signal transconductance of the DDACCIl was simulated using an AC analysis. 

The circuit was configured as a CCIl with V np and V nn connected to ground and V pn 

connected to V aut (Figure 4.l0(a)). A variable bias current ,vas injected at the X terminal 

(Vaut ) and an AC voltage applied to the Y input (Vpp). The X input 'was decoupled 

to ground using a lOmF capacitor. The lOmF capacitor is a common simulation trick 

provided for close-loop DC feedback (to bias the amplifier) and to ensure AC open

loop gain could be measured to lower frequencies. The transconductance was greatest 

with a bias current of 0, decreasing as the bias was increased to + / -25fLA and + /-
50ILA (Figure 4.1O(b)). The maximum transconductance corresponds to 17.8mA/V. 

The transconductance shows a -3dB frequency of about 40kHz. 

Removing the lOmF capacitor and replacing it with a lOkD resistor, the transconduc

tance should equal the conductance of the resistor (O.lmA/V) and this is found to be 

the case. The bandwidth is increased to nlHz. Increasing the resistance to lOOkD, 

both the voltage at V aut and the transconductance show peaks in the region of 2:\1Hz 

(Figure 4.11). This is partly due to the under-compensation of the amplifier with unity 
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gain feedback (giving the peak in the voltage transfer response) and partly that the 

current mirrored to the current output also includes current flowing in the compensa

tion capacitor(Cc), shown in Figure 4.12. This latter problem could be overcome using 

a buffer transistor in the compensation circuit, but if the X terminal is brought out 

through a pad to an external resistance, a similar effect will be produced by the pad ca

pacitance, which at 5pF is substantially larger than Ce . Effectively the pad capacitance 

places an upper limit on the value of the external resistance at the X terminal, if peaks 

of this sort are to be avoided. 

4.2.3 Transient Analysis 

The DDACCII was simulated for the transient response. The applied input to the Y 

input was a pulse of 1 V, lOjLs pulse ·width, 20jLs in period, td=tr=t j=500ps. An external 

resistance "res" D was connected to the X terminal and was swept during the transient 

analysis from lkD to lMD. The input current Idc fed into the X (Vout) terminal v,as 

set to zero. The obtained transient response for the varying external resistances and 

Idc=OA is shown in Figure B.2l. 

\iVe observe from the simulated results that the output voltage response follows the input 

voltage better gradually for higher values of resistances. The earlier simulation setup 

was simulated again with varying resistances (lOkfl-ll\lD) and by feeding a constant 

Ide current of 30jLA. The transient responses are shown in Figure B.22. The "ringing" 

behaviour was observed for external resistances greater than lOOK and this instability 

again increases with increasing external resistance. But it was observed that these 
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oscillations do not sustain throughout the signal leveL but reduce quickly even for a 

high resistance of up to BiD. Thus the transient analysis proves the stability of the 

DDACCII configured as a current conveyor. 
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4.3 Switching In DDACCII 

Having designed the DDACCII vvhich could operate in voltage-mode and current-mode, 

the flexibility of switching between possible configurations was analysed. The possi

ble configurations for the single DDACCII block in voltage mode and current mode 

were considered again as shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. Comparing the re

quired connections for each configuration in both the figures, we observe that some of 

the connections are quite common in almost eyery configuration. On the basis of this 

comparison, an appropriate number of switches was assigned to the DDACCII block as 

shown in Figure 4.13. 

I 

'Ioufl 

I 
16 15 ---IIDD-" + Vpp 

I ------.:IDI_vp, 

I ~-----I+ 
'----------IIID~I +Vnp 

I-----------~-VM 

~--
./ 52 j Offset cancellation II' --(-_________ --~ ""''--__1:~1 

lOffset input S3 

FIGURE 4,13: DDACCII with the possible switches 

The OK resistances of all the l\10SFET sv,itches (Sl-S8) sized with equal width of 

10{Lm and minimum length 0.611m ,,-as observed to be in the range of 800n to 900n \vith 

varying input common mode voltages, This OK resistance \vas found to be negligible 

compared to the high output impedance contributed by the cascoded output stages of 

the DDACCIL The total capacitance (10fF-50fF) and the time constant (RC value) 

contributed by these switches again is negligible. Since the switches are always switched 

statically and not dynamically, the non-ideal switch effects as in switched-capacitor 

circuits (nonlinear capacitance on each side of the switch, channel charge injection and 

capacitive coupling £i'om the logic signal on each side of the svdtch) can be ignored. The 

possibility of using dynamic switching external to the DDACCII block at the input and 

the output ports was considered and is discussed in section 4.3.1. 
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4.3.1 DDACCII and Dynamic Switching 

The DDACCII CAB was simulated for applications that uses dynamic switching. The 

dynamic s,vitching was implemented by a double pole double throw switch (dpdtsw) as 

shown in Figure 4.17. The dpdtsw switches bet-v;een polarities formed by the connected 

terminals p1-p4 and p2-p3, based on the activation of the enable signal "enb". According 

to the signal level of the enable signal. the switched inputs are available as two outputs 

op1 and op2. The sv,·itches are implemented using transmission gates formed by PMOS 

and NIVIOS transistors of equal transistor dimensions CW=lOjLm, L=O.6jLm) as sho'wn 

in Figure 4.18. This switch 'was used to set the inputs (Vpp, Vpn, Vnp, Vnn) of the 

DDACCII from input sources in dynamic fashion. The switch was also used at the 

outputs eVout, n, 12) of the DDACCII, to dynamically switch between any of the 

outputs, and hence provide a controlled set of inputs to the next stage in the circuitry. 

The use of this switch in implementing a current-mode Schmitt trigger and a VCO, with 

the DDACCII CAB is described in the Chapter G. 

Pl et 
i P2 (~OPl 

InQldnp2~Y 
--~ -~ 

I . 

: P4 ~ op2 , , 

opl 

DPDTSW 
op2 

FIGlJRE 4.17: Double pole Double throw switch 
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4.4 Noise Analysis 

The noise simulation of the designed DDACCII circuit is important as it gives an esti

mate of the inherent noise. In the case of the DDACCIL the noise response will change 

according to the circuit configuration. Apart from inherent noise, the interference noise 

may also be quite significant 'with respect to the overall noise response. As the DDACCII 

CAB will be a part of the FPAA array, the interference noise will be occurring primarily 

due to the interconnects, which depend on the layout of the FPAA chip. There could 

also be other unwanted interaction of the circuit with the outside world, for example, 

the power supply noise on ground wires. As an initial estimate, the noise simulation of 

the DDACCII block configured in voltage mode and current mode was performed. This 

is compared with the measured noise from the chip in Chapter 6. The equi\'alent input 

voltage noise at the input of the DDACCII CAB is expected to be quite large because 

of the low transconductance of the input transistors. This is e\'ident from the equivalent 

input voltage noise of a ~10S transistor, approximated for low and moderate frequencies 

as, Vi~ = 8kT 3J
m 

+ wfcfxf ' where f is frequency, Gm is the small-signal transconduc

tance from gate-to-channel, T is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann's constant, KF 

is the flicker noise coefficient, \V is the \yidth of transistor, L is the gate length of the 

transistor. 

The equi\'alent input and output noise of the DDACCII was simulated at the Vpp input 

of the DDACCII, with a feedback connection from Vout to Vnp (hardwired) and the 

other two inputs (Vpn and Vnn) grounded. The noise response in Figure B.23(a) shows 

an equivalent input noise of 74 ~ at a frequency of around 380kHz . The equivalent 

output noise measured at Vout was same as the equivalent input noise as expected for 

the unity gain buffer configuration and is shown in Figure B.23(a). The noise analysis 

was also done on the DDACCII configured as a current conveyor, ,,,,ith the hardwired 

feedback connection from Vout to Vpn and all other inputs grounded. An AC current 

was fed into the Vout terminal (analogous to the X terminal in current conveyor) The 

simulated equivalent input noise at the X terminal was around 3.4~ at a frequency 

of around 380kHz. The simulated equivalent output noise at the Z terminal (Ioutl and 

Iout2) was also similar to the measured equivalent input noise. The noise response of the 

DDACCII as a current conveyor is shown in Figure B.23(b). The harmonic distortion 

of the circuit is also a significant performance measurement. It is quite difficult to come 

with a final value for the total harmonic distortion of the DDACCII, as it will depend 

upon the circuit configuration. As a worst case scenario, the DDACCII was configured in 

a closed-loop gain of 100 as shown in Figure B.24. The estimated harmonic distortion as 

a function of the amplitude of the input signal level was found be less than 0.1 percentage 

in spite of the very high gain. The observed fundamentaL third and fifth harmonics and 

their corresponding amplitudes are also shown in Figure B.24. 
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4.5 FPAA Architecture 

Taking account of the various tested and verified applications of the DDACCII CAB, we 

consider the possibility of building larger analogue systems using the DDACCII CAB, 

This requires the DDACCII CABs to be arranged in the form of an alTay, which can 

be configured to provide sufficient flexibility to achieve the target applications. This 

flexibility in programming or configuring an alTay of CABs depends on the arrangement 

pattern, also known as the interconnect architecture. The interconnect architecture 

defines 

.. the amount of interconnectivity between the CABs 

• the resources involved in achieving the desired interconnectivity between the CABs 

.. the different type of connections bet,veen CABs (direct, general purpose. long line) 

with minimum number of sv\'itches in the signal path 

The complexities involved in choosing an appropriate interconnect architecture may be 

analysed better by considering the yarious interconnect architectures proposed for the 

FPGA. This might help in relating and exploring the interconnect architecture issues and 

other related strategies for the target FPAA architecture. FPGA can be programmed to 

specify the function of the logic blocks and their interconnections. The switch blocks in 

the FPGA can be configured to connect wire segments to form larger networks. The log

ical blocks are then connected to these networks using programmable connection blocks. 

Additional IO blocks are also proyided in the FPGA to provide the interface between the 

input/ output pins and internal signal lines. The additional facility of programmability 

in the FPGA makes the architecture more complex than that of a conventional gate 

array. Switches are generally used to configure the interconnection paths. There could 

also be other possible configurable connection devices namely SRAM-driven pass tran

sistors, EPROM-driYen pass transistors, or anti-fuses. Considering a connection path 

in the FPGA, a signal may pass through many connection devices, which posses higher 

resistances and capacitances than a regular metal wire. Hence a significant time delay 

is associated with the signal path. It is quite often that this delay exceeds the delay of 

the logic blocks. This results in the degradation in the performance of the FPGA. The 

high area consumption of these pass devices for providing interconnections in the FPGA 

is also responsible for its lower density. To improve these shortcomings of low density 

and speed, papers [99, 55] propose a hierarchical interconnection structure based FPGA, 

called the HFPGA. The HFPGA has an architecture as shown in Figure 4.19(a) and (b), 

where the logic blocks are connected to form "clusters". A graphical representation for 

the same architecture is also shown. It has been proved in [551, that the total number 

of switches in an HFPGA is less than the conventional FPGAs under the requirement 

of equivalent rout ability. 
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FIGURE 4.19: (a) and (b) showing two possible hierarchical interconnection architec
tures for all HFPGA 
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Different FPAA architectures haye been proposed in [10, 7.5, 60, 36, 61, 64]. These FPAA 

architectures and the technology behind each architecture haye been discussed earlier 

in Chapter 2. \Ve observe that a majority of them follow an array-based architecture, 

v.rhich consists of rows and columns of CABs. Additional resources are provided for 

both horizontal and vertical routing between these rows and columns in the array. The 

other proposed architecture in [7.5] following a current-mode based signal processing, 

aims to minimise the number of programmable devices in the signal path. But all 

these architectures are dependent on the nature of the CAB and the target applications 

the FPAA has to meet. There are still other issues to be clarified as to how certain 

constraints can affect the FPAA architecture and the choice of the CAB. The following 

sub-sections include a brief discussion on the possible strategies which are crucial in 

choosing the target FPAA architecture. 
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4.5.1 Limiting/1\1axin1.ising Routing Resources 

The strategy for defining the available routing resources in the FPAA affects the maxi

mum rout ability a\'ailable between CABs. This is also related to the amount of flexibil

ity that can be exploited from a CAR ~laximising the allowable routing between CABs 

will improve the circuit coverage or rout ability of the FPAA. But the optimum solution 

would be to achieve maximum rout ability with limited number of resources. Hence the 

dependency of the interconnect architecture on the following constraints would be of 

particular interest: (a)the m'ailability of a limited number of 'wiring resources, (b)the 

availability of a limited number of switches and its effect on the allowable connections, 

(c )the m'ailability of limited routing alternatives due to the above two constraints, (d)the 

availability of input and output ports in the CAB to exploit rnaximum flexibility and 

(e )the availability of limited number of I/O blocks in the periphery of the chip and 

limited sharing by the array of CAB I/O signals. 

4.5.2 Layout of the FPAA 

The final layout of the target FPAA depends on the interconnect architecture. It is 

crucial to analyse the complexities involved in implementing the layout, due to the 

strategy of choosing either very limited or comprehensive routing resources (I/O blocks, 

local/ global switches between CABs) of the FPAA interconnect architecture. Hence the 

following can be considered: (a) analysing the need for special layout techniques for inter

connect architectures (minimise cross talk), internal capacitors/resistors, (b) analysing 

the effect of restrictions in the particular technology (number of metal layers ayailable, 

process parameters), (c) analysing the possible methods to reduce the total layout area 

of the FPAA and hence the cost for fabrication. 

4.5.3 FPAA Routing 

Efficient routing plays a very important role in reducing the parasitics introduced m 

the interconnects. The most significant interconnect parasitics are: (a) resistance of 

interconnection track, (b )stray capacitances of tracks, (c )cross coupling capacitances 

between parallel and crossing tracks respectively and (d)series resistance and parasitic 

capacitance introduced by switches in the programmable architecture. 

In an effort to reduce the above parasitics, certain constraints are introduced in the rout

ing to avoid the overall degradation in the analogue behaviour, namely: (a) minimising 

wire lengths, (b )reducing the number of parallel and crossing wires between different 

wires and (c ) limiting the number of sv"itches in the signal path. 
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Another consideration under FPAA routing is the compatibility of the architecture to 

existing routing algorithms for an efficient FPAA router keeping the performance degra

dation minimal. The fact that existing routers for FPGAs cannot be used in their 

current form directly to solve the FPAA routing problem is discussed in [32]. Hence, the 

paper presents a new routing algorithm for array-based FPAAs (Motorola ?\1PAA020 

architecture [10]). The router is also demonstrated to be highly efficient, fast and keeps 

the degradation within acceptable limits. 

The time constraints imposed by the desire to fabricate a prototype chip and test the 

CAB design meant that, a full consideration of these issues was not possible before 

the test chip was designed and fabricated. Hence, having completed the design of the 

DDACCII CAB, it was decided to implement an architecture based on the analysis of 

the available FPGA and FPAA architectures. Considering the advantage of the smaller 

number of switches for a HFPGA than an array based FPGA, and also the previous 

concentration on array based FPAA architectures, it was decided to investigate the fea

sibility of implementing a hierarchical interconnect architecture or HFPAA (Hierarchical 

Field Programmable Analogue Array). 

The HFPAA would have architecture as shown in Figure 4.20, where the DDACCII 

CABs are connected to form "dusters". Each cluster contains four DDACCII CABs, 

which are connected again as two sub-clusters. \Vithin each sub-clusters are two CABs 

connected by switch Sl. The two sub-clusters are connected by the sv,itch S2 in the next 

level hierarchy. These clusters can be used to build larger analogue systems, as,ve go up 

the hierarchy to S4. But there is an important difference incorporated in this hierarchical 

structure compared to that in HFPGAs [99, 551, with respect to the accessibility of the 

signals of interest anywhere in the hierarchy. From the tree based representation of 

HFPGAs, it is obvious that the signal at the lowest level of the hierarchy has to travel 

to the apex of the tree to be accessed or interact with another part of the tree. A similar 

scenario cannot be tolerated in an analogue circuit, which may require some external 

components and the signals might have to be accessed/interact externally. Thus it is 

necessary to facilitate the accessibility of signals at any level of the hierarchy to the 

I/0 blocks of the target FPAA. It is also necessary to facilitate allovmble interaction 

of signals between CABs at different level of the hierarchy without strictly following 

the tree based structure. Due to this property, a graph based representation of the 

architecture is adopted to describe the type of connection between CABs of the same 

level or higher levels in the hierarchy, which will be discussed later in section4.5.4.2. 

This hierarchical architecture based on the positive results presented in [55] should be 

applicable conceptually to analogue circuit blocks. Consider an analogue circuit/CAB 

or a digital circuit/logic block as a black box. The wires/connections to and from this 

black box, can be classified as: (a)input connections, (b)output connections, (c)feed

forward connections and (d)feedback connections. The key difference as regards routing 

between this analogue circuit and a digital circuit is the need for connections to external 
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FIGURE 4.20: Hierarchical interconnection Architecture based FPAA 

components to achieve the required behaviour. The other difference might be with 

respect to the number of signal wires. In digital circuits an application is not generally 

achieved from a single logic block. There is generally parallel processing distributed 

between a collection of logic blocks. In the case of an analogue circuit, a good range of 

applications can be achieved from a small number of flexible blocks like the DDACCII 

CAB. Hence the complexity with respect to the number of svvitch connections is less 

for an array of analogue blocks than for an array of logic blocks. Also the analogue 

blocks require a less dense array compared to the larger cluster of logic blocks required 

to achieve an extensive range of applications. 

4.5.4 Design of the FPAA Architecture 

Deciding upon implementing a hierarchical based architecture for the FPAA, the possible 

design of a cluster was analysed based on the idea shovm in Figure 4.20. Considering 

the four CABs in each cluster and the switches(Sl and S2) connecting the four CABs, it 

is important to define the required and allowed rout ability in the cluster. This analysis 

will define the design of the switches Sl and S2 in the cluster. Before this analysis, 

the DDACCII CAB was modified to support configurability of the internal switches and 

also the additional circuitry to provide the required bias currents within the DDACCII 

CAB. The final design of the DDACCII CAB is discussed in the following section. 

4.5.4.1 Final design of the DDACCII CAB 

The DDACCII CAB was modified to enable the configuration of the static states of 

the eight internal switches(Sl-S8) by an eight bit register as shown in Figure B.26 The 

standard DFC flip-flops (Appendix D.1)available in the AMS(Austria Micro Systems) 
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O.6fLm CUP process library ",'ere used for the 8-bit register. This configuration register 

has an input(BI:"J) to stream in the configuration bits and also the clock input (CLK) for 

clocking the inputs serially through the shift register towards the right. The BOUT pin is 

to facilitate the shifting out of the bit stream, which is serially fed into the configuration 

register of the adjacent switching resource/CAB. 

The other additional circuitry incorporated in to the DDACCII design is the addition 

of current mirrors that distribute the input bias current(lOflA) available at "INP". The 

input bias current is mirrored accordingly to provide the required bias currents of 10fLA 

and 20fLA. 

The other modification is the change in the terminology used for the most negative 

potential in the circuit. The O.6fLm CUP process does not support separate analogue 

and digital grounds. The CUP process is built on a P-type substrate with no ,yay to 

isolate the bulk. Hence the analogue power rails in the design are between V dda (5V) 

and gnd!(common for analogue and digital) The I\lIDV input is the mid-point (2.5V) 

input between the analogue power rail and is the reference voltage for analogue signals. 

The DDACCII CAB \vith all the inputs and the outputs is shown in Figure B.25 and 

the schematic in Figure B.26. Note the accessibility of the ports provide on either side 

of the block. This is helpful to avoid routing wire connections going around the block 

and reduces the complexities in interconnect architecture to a certain extent. This is 

more significant and will be evident while implementing the layout of the target chip, 

which will be discussed later. 

4.5.4.2 Design of the cluster 

Considering Figure 4.20, we find that the cluster can be divided into two sub-clusters. 

Each sub-cluster is formed by two CABs and the switch box 81. Having the DDACCII 

CAB, we need to define the amount of required and allowable rout ability. This will define 

the required structure for the switch box. Considering Figure 4.21 and the required 

connections from CABl to CAB2 to achieve possible voltage/current mode applications, 

the required rout ability is listed in Table 4.2. These choices were made after considering 

the actual circuit configurations. The other connections were ignored so as to simplify 

the layout of the design. 

CABl CAB2 
VPPITO IOUT21, VOUT2, VPP2 
VOUTITO VPP2, IOUT21 
IOUTll TO VPP2, VPl\2. IOUT21 

TABLE 4.2: Considered connections from CABI to CAB2 through Sl 
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FIGlJRE 4.22: Graph representation of the cluster 

Considering the next level within the cluster, the required allowed routability bet\,'een 

the two sub-clusters through the switch box S2 was analysed. This analysis was done by 

following a graph based representation as shown in Figure 4.22 that defines the required 

allowable connections and the direction of signal flow. Observe the representation of the 

four CABs as nodes in the graph and the edges which symbolise the routing channel 

between the nodes. The directions and connections between the four nodes were decided 

on the basis of the possible target voltage/current mode applications achieved. This 

defines the required structure of the switch box S2 as listed in Table 4.3 

The cluster was designed taking account of the required connections between the four 

CABS and the CAB positions as in Figure 4.22. This design containing the four 

DDACCII CABs and the switch boxes Sl and S2 as shown Figure B.27. Consider

ing the rout ability between the DDACCII CABs at a sub-cluster level and at a cluster 

level, observe the structure of the switch boxes Sl and S2. The switch box Sl contains 8 

switches formed by NI\10S transistors with dimensions of \V=lOILm and L=O.6jLm, this 

provides the connections listed in Table 4.2. The 8 switches can be configured by a 8-bit 

shift register in the switch box Sl. Hence Sl has the input ports for input bit-stream, 

clock and the port for the bits to be serially sifted out to the right to the adjacent 

DDACCII CAB. The switch box S2 contains 24 s\vitches formed by NI\10S transistors 

dimensions of \V=lOjLm and L=O.6jLm, which satisfy the connections listed before in 
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Table 4.3. The 24 s\vitches can be configured by a 24-bit shift register in the switch 

box S2. Hence S2 has the input ports for input bit-stream, clock and the port for the 

bits to be serially shifted out to the left. The bits are shifted left in S2 during the con

figuration of the cluster, serially fed into the DDACCII CAB (CAB2)towards the right 

of the sub-cluster at the bottom. The bottom sub-cluster composed of the DDACCII 

CABs (CAB2 and CAB4) and the switch box Sl is similar in structure to the sub-cluster 

formed between CAB1, CAB3 through switch box Sl. The configuration bits for the 

bottom sub-cluster are fed to CAB2 from the bits serially shifted out left from the switch 

box S2. The configuration bit stream is shifted right through the configuration registers 

in CAB2 (8-bit), Sl (8-bit) and then CAB4 (S-bit) 

All the J\10SFET switches in the switch boxes(Sl and S2) were sized with equal width of 

lOp.m and minimum length 0.6fJm, so that they have an O:r\ resistances in the range of 

800n to 900n, with varying input common mode voltages. Also the allmvable common 

mode range was such that a single MOSFET was sufficient and a transmission gate was 

not required. The ON resistance of these l\10SFET s\ovitches was found to be negligible 

compared to the high output impedance contributed by the cascoded output stages of 

the DDACCII. The total capacitance (10fF-50fF) and the time constant (RC value) 

contributed by these switches again is negligible. Since the switches are always switched 

Source CAB Source CAB port Destination CAB Destination CAB port 
CAB1 VOUT1 CAB4 VPP4 
CAB1 VOUT1 CAB2 VPP2 
CAB2 VOUT2 CAB3 VPP3 
CAB2 VOUT2 CAB1 VPP1 
CAB3 VOUT3 CAB4 VPP4 
CAB3 VOUT3 CAB2 VPP2 
CAB4 VOUT4 CAB1 VPP1 
CAB4 VOUT4 CAB3 VPP3 
CAB1 VPP1 CAB2 121 
CAB1 VPP1 CAB4 141 
CAB2 VPP2 CAB1 III 
CAB2 VPP2 CAB3 131 
CAB3 VPP3 CAB4 141 
CAB3 VPP3 CAB2 121 
CAB4 VPP4 CAB1 III 
CAB4 VPP4 CAB3 131 
CAB1 VOUT1 CAB2 121 
CAB1 VOUT1 CAB4 141 
CAB2 VOUT2 CAB1 III 
CAB2 VOUT2 CAB3 131 
CAB3 VOUT3 CAB4 141 
CAB3 VOUT3 CAB2 121 
CAB4 VOUT4 CAB3 131 
CAB4 VOUT4 CAB1 III 

TABLE 4.3: Considered connections between CABl to CAB4 through S2 
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statically and not dynarnically, the non-ideal switch effects as in switched-capacitor 

circuits (nonlinear capacitance on each side of the switch, channel charge injection and 

capacitiye coupling from the logic signal on each side of the switch) can be ignored. 

A plan of fabricating a target FPAA chip as a part of this research, containing a single 

cluster was also considered for the cluster structure shown in Figure B.27. The next 

section includes the plan of the chip, which forms the basis for the layout of the chip 

discussed in the next Chapter 5. 
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4.6 Plan of the target FPAA chip 

As a part of the research on programmable analogue circuits, a demonstration on the 

validity of the developed and discussed concepts above, by fabricating a FPAA chip was 

important. Hence this FPAA chip is required for the following:-

.. to measure the performance of the developed DDACCII CAB . 

.. to measure the performance of the CABs at a sub-cluster, cluster or any level of 

the hierarchy . 

.. to explore the complexities in implementing the layout of the chip. 

.. to estimate the area consumption for implementing a certain array of CABs in the 

chip and the corresponding dependence on the total cost for the chip . 

.. to explore any trade-offs vvhich could have been refined in the design of the CAB, 

architecture of the chip etc . 

.. to help in future research (routing and placement algorithms, study of interconnect 

strategies etc, based on the developed FPAA architecture). 

Considering the available resources and funds in the research group, it was decided 

to implement only one cluster as in Figure B.27, for the target FPAA chip in 5V, 

O.6f.Lm CUP (3 J\1etal Layer) process. The implementation of the cluster should be 

enough to demonstrate the flexibility of the CAB and the target applications which can 

be achieved from the cluster of CABs. The chip would also include two double pole 

double throw svvitches (dpdtsw) to demonstrate the possibilities of achieving dynamic 

switching, discussed earlier in section 4.3.2. It was also decided to include an extra 

DDACCII CAB, separate from the cluster and routing structure, which could be used 

for measuring performance characteristics (frequency, AC, DC, Noise analysis). 

The total number of pins for the target FPAA chip is also an important decision to be 

considered for the plan of the chip. The total number of required pins for the target 

chip was analysed with respect to the following:-

.. the pins for analogue and digital power supplies 

.. the input and output pins for each DDACCII CAB in a cluster 

.. the input and output pins for a DPDTSW 

.. the input and output pins for the test DDACCII CAB alone 

.. the miscellaneous global inputs (CLK, configuration bit stream input BE\, input 

bias current) for the chip 
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After carefully considering the above factors it is ob\'ious that the total number of 

required pins can be reduced to a large extent. One of the possibility is to keep the 

common invuts for all the blocks 'inside the chip as a global input pin/pad. For example 

the analogue/digital power supplies could be made global. Hence the pins for Vdda, 

V dd, analogue/digital ground, )'lIDV could be shared. Similarly the common practise 

for providing the required bias currents in the chip is through a single input bias current 

inpuL which is again mirrored to multiple bias currents of required range using current 

mirror techniques. The same could be implemented for providing the appropriate bias 

currents through a single input pin/pad IKP. The miscellaneous inputs like BIN, CLK, 

BOUT for the registers used in the chip, as the registers can be serially cascaded for the 

bits to serially shifted during the configuration period. The completion of the configu

ration can be found by probing the BOUT connected at the end of the shift register, 

inspecting for the first test bit fed into the BIN. 

The other possibility for reducing the total number of pins in the chip, is to consider 

the possibilities of providing the inputs/output pins/pads on a resource shar'ing basis. 

For example let us consider the total number of inputs/outputs required in a cluster 

of four CABs. \Ve observe that the individual inputs/outputs required for each CAB 

can be allocated from a set of common input/output pads using I/O blocks, that can 

multiplex signals to the CABs requiring inputs or multiplex signals out of the CABs to 

the output pads. But considering the additional area required for these additional I/O 

blocks, multiple:r;ers and the affordable total cost for fabricating the test chip, this pos

sibility of resource sharing was not pursued. Hence it was decided to provide dedicated 

input/output pads required for all the CABs in the cluster and also for the test CAB in 

the chip. 

The design of the target FP AA chip at a block level and the transistor level is shovm 

in Figure B.28 and Figure D.lO respectively. \Ve observe that the total number of pins 

for the target chip is 67 But in the actual layout the analogue and digital ground pads 

are separate and hence the total number of pads at the periphery of the chip will be 68. 

The pins are listed in Table D.l along with the pin types. 

The designed FPAA chip was simulated for various configurations. The observed simu

lated transient responses at the outputs of all the CABs was as expected. For example, 

the designed schematic of the FPAA chip was validated using the test setup shown in 

Figure B.29. The FPAA chip was configured using an appropriate bit stream for the 

following:-

• DDACCII CABI as an inverter, fed with a O.05V pulse input . 

• DDACCII CAB3 as voltage doubler that was fed with the inverted output from 

CABl, through the switch box Sl. 
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It DDACCII CAB2 as voltage doubler that was fed with the doubled voltage output 

from CAB3, through the s\vitch box S2 . 

• DDACCII CAB4 as voltage doubler that was fed with the doubled voltage output 

from CAB3, through the s\vitch box Sl 

It the test DDACCII CAB at the bottom \vas hard wired as a voltage doubler again 

that was fed with the doubled voltage output from CAB4. 

The observed transient responses of the chip at outputs of all the CABs are shown in 

Figure B.30(a), along with the input waveform fed into CABl. Figure B.30(b) shows 

the waveforms confirming the input bit-stream, the clock signals and the activation of 

the power supplies after the configuration of the registers. Observe that the clock period 

had a period of lOps and a total of 740ps to configure the 72-bit register (24-bit registers 

in a row of the cluster, so 24 x 3 rows = 72). The observed simulated transient responses 

at the outputs of all the CABs was as expected and are shown in Figure B.30(a). 
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Layout of the FP AA Chip 

The layout of the FPAA chip was the next major task to be implemented. This chapter 

deals with the step-by-step layout procedure and highlights important layout techniques 

used for implementing the layout of the FPAA chip submitted for fabrication in 0.6f1.m 

G\10S CUP process. The plan and design of the target FPAA chip discussed in Chap

ter 4 was used as a basis for planning the layout of the chip and also for verification 

through simulations, which will also be discussed in this chapter. Hence, this chapter 

covers the extensive \york that was required to implement the layout of the chip and for 

sinmlation based verification. 

5.1 Layout Plan 

Having the design and the plan of the target FPAA chip, the layout was implemented 

by following a top-down planning approach. The planning of the layout was done with 

respect to the architecture planned for the chip discussed in section 4.5, Chapter 4 and 

also the design rules for the 0.6J.Lm Gt\10S CUP process. This (Al\lS0.6f1.m Cl\10S CUP) 

process is a 4 metal layer process that facilitates an operating voltage of 5V. The layout 

was planned at a block level, so that the whole chip could be considered as a collection 

of blocks or "leaf cells". A rough estimate of the available area to implement the core of 

the FPAA, after placing the input/output pads at the periphery of the chip was made 

as shown in Figure C.1. This was done by roughly stacking the total number of pads 

(68), choosing appropriate pad types (refer Appendix D), as per the planned design of 

the FPAA chip. This also helped to plan the layout of the other items in the chip that 

consume larger space and hence are more difficult to change because of their larger size. 

The power supply routing, clock routing or any other group of signals that consume a lot 

of the routing area, which might be critical path signals were also considered. Hence, it 

is possible to visualise the positions of the individual blocks within the available space for 

the layout of the core of the FPAA chip, shown again in Figure 0.1. The planning was 

80 
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follov,'ed by a bottom-up implementation of the layout of the leaf cells, building up the 

individual blocks and their interconnections, to complete the layout of the whole chip. 

But some important layout issues and layout techniques for planning and implementing 

the layout of the chip were considered and are discussed in the following subsections. 

5.1.1 Power Supply 

The power supply lines of the chip are important signals that needs to be considered to 

meet the high connectivity and current requirements connected to every block or tran

sistor in the design. The objective ,vas to match the required power supply connections 

with electro-migration requirements and resistance characteristics for all the circuitry on 

chip. However these large structures inevitably consume a considerable amount of the 

chip area. Hence, some power estimations can be done based on the earlier design of the 

chip, which can then be extrapolated for the target chip after revie\ving the following:-

• the available metal layers in the process and their associated resistive and capaci

tance nature. 

• the process parameters for all the vias and contacts. 

• the need for any multiple power branches to provide separate power supply lines 

for isolating any blocks that introduce noise (high-speed blocks). 

• the total number of power pads and their corresponding positions in the chip, to 

estimate the overall rout ability and resistance paths from the pads to the different 

blocks. 

Considering the above factors and the process parameters for 0.6/11n CMOS CUP process, 

the main power supply routing for the chip was done inlVIETAL3 (1\13) layer following a 

tree/root structure approach. In this approach, the power line starts as wide as possible 

and gradually when it is connected to the various blocks, the power supply lines become 

thinner, analogous to the roots of a tree. The planned "wide analogue and digital power 

supply lines in the available area of the chip is shown in Figure C.l. :Metal slots will 

be provided in the wide 1\13 structures, 'which is a layout technique discussed in section 

5.1.6.1, of this chapter. 

5.1.2 Clock tree 

The clock tree is a very common clock implementation scheme, where a network of buffers 

are inserted into the clock signal path in such a way that the overall delay from the clock 

generator/pad to all destinations is minimised. Instead of optimising a single signal 

path, the path is broken into several paths which are strategically buffered to minimise 
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the delay. The clock network resembles a tree, where the main clock signal branches 

throughout t he chip through buffers and hence the clock signal made available for all the 

required blocks/leaf cells. Layout techniques similar to the "root" routing approach used 

in power routing can be used for implementing clock routing. The capacitance effects 

are more important in the case of a dynamic signal like the clock. Hence, the choice of 

the appropriate routing layer is made that reduces both the associated resistances and 

capacitances. The clock signal was planned to be split as three buffered branches one for 

each row of the cluster having 24-bit register (Two 8-bit registers of the two CABS + 8-

bit register of Sl = 24-bit register of 82 = 24-bit register). The standard cell "CLKBUF" 

available in the A::\1S O.6pm library vms used as the clock buffer (Appendix D.2). The 

exact positions of the clock buffers could not be planned, until the position of the logic 

cells requiring the clock was fixed. 

5.1.3 Routing Plan 

Apart from planning the routing of the prime signals discussed above, it is also essential 

to determine the overall complexity of the routing to be implemented. It is possible to 

predict these complexities by assigning specific areas of the chip for routing only, also 

known as routing channels. It is also possible to predict the possibilities of bottle necks 

or any complex routing areas in the chip. These can be predicted by having a routing 

plan based on the following:-

• signal based estimates 

estimate of the total number of signals required for every block 

estimate of the signal source and destination 

pad list and pad positions around the die 

rough estimates of the block positions so that the signal routing can be 

sketched 

estimating the need for any routing over the blocks, by defining the tolerable 

boundaries of the blocks and location of the routing channels . 

• establishing routing direction for each available metallic layer on a channel-by

channel basis (discussed in the next section) 

• estimating features and overheads to handle any future changes in the design v,;as 

also built into the plan, by leaving spare lines and extra space in the available area 

for the layout of the core of the chip. 
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5.1.4 Routing Direction 

Assigning a particular direction for every metallic layer available in the process is a good 

practice for implementing the layout of the chip, keeping in mind the variation of process 

parameters across the chip. This variation is important with respect to the routing 

layers and the associated resistances and coupling capacitances. \\lith respect to these 

factors, it was decided to implement all major vertical routing outside the cells/blocks 

in METAL3. This is because from the A~lS 0.6 /Lm process parameters METAL3 offers 

nmch lo-wer resistance per square than ~lETAL1. In addition, ~lETAL3 is physically the 

highest layer, it suffers less from cross coupling effects. It was decided to use ~lETALI 

for most of the vertical routing inside the cells, except for any longer vertical routing 

channels in METAL3. All the major horizontal routing inside and outside was to be 

implemented in l\IETAL2 as strictly as possible. 

5.1.5 Stack generation for matched transistors 

Matching of devices is a significant issue in analogue and mixed signal design, which 

has to be considered very carefully to achieve high performance. It is quite typical 

of a G\10S process that the absolute parametric accuracies of transistors vary, while 

the parametric ratios may have a better matching (true for resistors and capacitors 

too). Hence, analogue circuit design relies a lot on matching of components rather than 

absolute accuracy. Hence, the layout techniques must be considered carefully to achieve 

a good matching between transistors. 

One of the common layout techniques for matched transistors involves splitting their 

gates into a number of parallel gate strips on the basis of unit width. The unit width 

is chosen in such a manner that all the other matched transistor widths can be imple

mented as integer multiples of this unit width. This is followed by arranging them in an 

appropriate pattern like the common centroid technique [13], which is effective in can

celling out the effects of linear process parameter gradients. Another efficient method 

of laying out the split gate transistors called the stacking of transistors is proposed in 

[68]. In this, a compact stack of transistors is formed by allowing the transistors to 

share the same diffusion region, if either of the drain or source terminals are connected 

together. This arrangement is based on the Euler path discussed in [68], which provides 

a continuous path from the ground for a ::\MOS transistor (or vdda/vdd for a PMOS 

transistor), through all the gate strips once and back to ground (or vdda/vdd). Thus 

the derived path decides how the gate strips are laid next to each other so that the 

adjacent drain/sources can share common diffusion regions. 

The method of stacking matched transistors is clearer by considering the output current 

mirror stages as shown in Figure 5.1(a). From the figure we observe that the PMOS 

and I\MOS transistors ought to be well matched for ensuring a good current mirror 
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FIGL'RE 5.1' Stacking of transistors and Euler paths 
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performance. For simplicity of discussion, let us apply the Euler path to the NMOS 

transistors of the current mirror alone as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). Applying the Euler 

path for the branch having A and B, the Euler path stack can be implemented by 

splitting each transistor into two as: 

BAAB 

This is similar to the common centroid method as the arrangement is symmetrical about 

the central axis. But considering the addition of the next NMOS branch having C and 

D, the Euler path stack now becomes: 

BAABDCCD 

, which is not symmetrical about the centre. The arrangement could be made symmet

rical, by splitting the transistors into four gate strips, so that the Euler stack path now 

becomes: 

BAABDCCDDCCDBAAB 

Similarly the Euler path stack for the three NMOS branches in Figure 5.1(b) can be 

written as: 

FEEFDCCDBAABBAABDCCDFEEF 
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The above arrangement is common centroid in nature. The placement of dummy tran

sistors (NMOS or PMOS) of minimum length on either ends of the stack is a common 

practice. The Euler path stack with the dummy transistors can be rewritten as: 

Dl FEE F DeC DBA A B B A A B Dec D FEE F Dl 

The dummy transistors (Dl) prevents the unmatched undercut effects on the edge of 

the outermost gate strips (F gate strips). The gate, source and drain terminals of these 

dummy transistors are connected to gnd (for NMOS) or vdd (for PMOS). Hence, the 

stack generation method was extensively used for implementing the layout of matched 

transistors and also sometimes to create compact leaf cells with the following features:-

.. the transistors involved are split as multiples of a unit transistors, 'which are inter

digitised . 

.. the stack of the unit transistors are made common centroid to cancel the process 

parameter gradients . 

.. all the gate, source and drain regions are made uniform in dimensions . 

.. dummy transistors are included in the stack accordingly to prevent the uneven 

undercut. 

.. guard rings are provided around the stacked transistors to ensure a good bulk 

potential. 

The above features will be clearer when this method will be mentioned during the 

discussion about the layouts of the individual building blocks/leaf cells. 

5.1.6 Layout Consideration Due to Process Constraints 

The fabrication process does impose some limitations, which affect the circuit behaviour 

and these can be minimised to a certain extent through effective layout techniques. Some 

of the layout techniques that are used to address these limitations are discussed below. 

5.1.6.1 Wide metal slits/holes 

As per our earlier discussion, it is necessary that the layout of some specific signals (power 

supply lines) are made \vide enough to minimise the electro-migration and resistance 

effects. There are no limitations as such to the maximum width that can be allowed for 

these lines. However, the problem arises during an increase in temperature of the chip. 

Vlith a considerable increase in temperature, an expansion of the wide metal regions 
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occurs. This repeated expansion of the wide metaL eventually introduces cracks in the 

isolation and passivation layer that protect the silicon wafer, thus causing the reaction 

of impurities into the chip with different materials, that can finally affect the circuit 

behaviour. Hence, it is a common practice to introduce properly spaced slits/holes of 

specific dimensions as per the process and design rules, to reduce the effect. Similar 

holes ,,'ere introduced in the i\1ETAL3 (l\13) 'wide power supply rails _'lith a minimum 

M3 hole width of 1.51Lm, minimum M3 hole length of lOflIn, minimum M3 hole spacing 

of 10fLm and a minimum 91Lm M3 enclosure of i\13 hole. 

5.1.6.2 Interlayer connections 

Vias are important structures used in the layout to directly establish connection between 

any two metal layers. These interlayer connections are very important, as they define the 

positions in the current path between the two layers. They are particularly significant 

in the case of large metal lines carrying larger currents. Considering vias as holes in 

the isolation layer between two metal layers, a connection is established only I'lhen the 

upper-metal layer fills these holes to connect the lower-metal layer. But in practice it 

is difficult to size these holes and their subsequent metallic layer fillings exactly to the 

layout dimensions. The design rules attempt to ensure the reliability of the vias. Via 

array configurations are also used to address these problems. Similar layout techniques 

will be highlighted in the sections involving the layout of the blocks/leaf cells. 

5.1.6.3 Coverage Rules 

Coverage rules are introduced to address a problem called the step coverage effect. 

The rising or falling slope of a layer as it passes from one area of the silicon wafer to 

another along with various other layers underneath, is called a "step" A process that 

uses the "planarization" technique alleviates this problem, as the surface of the wafer is 

levelled with isolation material between layers. The density rule or the metal coverage 

rule is related to the planarization technique, which defines specific density/coverage 

requirements of a given layer over a specific area. This rule for a particular layer would 

state that, for areas of 100 x 100 ILm2 regions, the metal polygons should cover at least 

75 percent of the area, so that enough polygons can ensure the proper planarization 

for the layers above. It is a common technique to introduce dummy polygons to ensure 

the layer consistency over the chip region and these rules are normally integrated into 

the modern CAD tools that support the design rules for the process. Similar dummy 

techniques were used for the layout whenever the density rule had to satisfied during 

the layout of the chip. These dummy polygons can be observed more often for the M3 

layer and will be highlighted during the discussion for the layout of the chip. 
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5.1.6.4 Antenna Rules 

The" Antenna Rules" deal with process induced gate oxide damage caused ,vhen exposed 

polysilicon and metal structures, connected to a thin oxide transistor, collect charge 

during the etching process. This may build up a potential sufficiently large to cause 

breakdown of the thin oxide. This antenna effect is more significant for modern processes 

supporting smaller feature sizes. Some of layout techniques used to eliminate the antenna 

effect are:-

III to eliminate the antenna by breaking or cutting the long poly/metal layer and by 

introducing a bridge in a higher metal 

III to place a diode to the substrate close to the gate of the concerned transistoL to 

proyide a leakage path to the substrate. 

5.1.6.5 State of Latch-up 

The condition of "latch-up" refers to parasitic npnp structure, \vhich may behave like a 

thyristor and if turned on may short VDD to the substrate VSS. The following layout 

techniques are adopted to reduce the susceptibility to latch-up:-

III introducing maximmn number of substrate and tub contacts. 

III introducing minimum space between the substrate and tub contacts. 

III ensuring an even coverage of substrate and tub contacts for a given area . 

.. adopting the method of providing a ring of substrate and tub contacts around the 

transistor area, also called "guard rings" . 

III routing the power supply lines in metal only and not in any resistive layer like 

diffusion or polysilicon. 

.. grouping transistors of the same type for guard ring protection rather than having 

to protect against latch-up in different areas. 

Guard rings were also incorporated into the layout method of stack generation for tran

sistors and will be mentioned during the discussion of the block level layout. 

5.2 Layout of the FPAA 

Having performed top-down planning, the layout was implemented following a bottom

up block level layout approach. Instead of doing the layout of the whole core of the 
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chip, it was decided to breakdown the task using a hierarchical approach. Hence it was 

decided to start with the layout of the DDACCII CAB, then the s'witch boxes Sl and 

S2, gradually moving tmvards higher level in the hierarchy to form the cluster. Finally 

the whole cluster along with the rest of signal routing and interconnections forms the 

core of the chip. 

5.2.1 Layout of the cluster 

Starting "with the layout of the cluster, we knmv that it can be split into instances of the 

layout for DDACCII CAB and the switch boxes Sl and S2 respectively. The layout of the 

DDACCII CAB \vas implemented first, so that verification at a block level could be done 

using the extracted parameters. The simulation of the functionality of each block using 

the extracted parameters from the layout, confirms the layout of the respective block. 

The other form of verification to check the layout is the LVS (Layout Vs Schematic) 

check. It is after the DRC (Design Rule Checks) for the process, the LVS checks are 

done to verify the equality between the implemented layout and the schematic of the 

block. The CAD tools nowadays support all these features for DRC checks, LVS checks 

and for performing an extraction of all the parasitics in the layout. 

5.2.1.1 Layout of the DDACCII CAB 

The layout of the DDACCII CAB "was implemented by dividing the design again into 

smaller instances, which could, for example, form a compact block. The method of 

stacking transistors \,·ith proper guard rings, discussed in section 5.1.5 was extensively 

used for the layout. Tapping the appropriate connections for all the transistor terminals 

of the stack was easy, because of the equal extensions of the source, gate and the drain 

terminals in the stack. Hence the method of creating a stack using Euler path was used 

even for those transistors that did not require matching, as long as a compact stack 

could be implemented. The layout of the DDACCII CAB was implemented as shown 

in Figure 0.2. After DRC and LVS checks, the layout was extracted for parasitics 

and verified for functionality and performance characteristics using the same simulation 

setup used during the design phase of the DDACCIL In these simulations, the simulator 

is set up to replace the schematic of the design by the extracted design with parasitics. 

From the Figure C.2, observe the placement of the stacked transistors and labels indi

cating the transistors and input/output signal routing. The stacks are placed on both 

sides of the signal routing channel ( top to bottom vdda, gnd! etc) to tap connections 

using the terminals outside the stack. Also observe some input/output signals routed 

through the blocks or horizontally in between the stacks (I~P, VOUT), which are also 

called" feed-throughs", in layout techniques to pass signals through a row of cells. The 

verified layout in Figure C.2 was with eight standard DFC cells which form the 8-bit 
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configuration register. The final implemented layout of the DDACCII CAB is shown in 

Figure C.3, which is having all the input and output pad structures in l\1ETAL3. These 

dummy M3 structures where added to satisfy M3 coverage rules. The eight standard 

DFC cells can be observed to be lying parallel to the ::\'l\IOS and PMOS structures. 

This final layout of the DDACCII CAB was also extracted for parasitics and verified for 

functionality, performance and configurability. 

5.2.1.2 Layout of the switch boxes 

The layout of switch box Sl is shmvn in Figure C.4. The switches are formed by the 

Kt\10S blocks arranged vertically, with the inputs from il to i8(in METAL2) . The 

8-bit configuration register is formed by the standard DFC cells placed in parallel to 

the N:t\10S switches. The pins BIN, CLK, BOUT, ydd! and gnd! are provided. The 

outputs are brought out horizontally in l\12 layer. 

The layout of s'witch box S2 is shown in Figure C.5. The s\,'itches are formed again by 

the NMOS blocks arranged vertically, with the inputs and outputs arranged in the same 

order as in the schematic block for S2. The gate connections for the inputs and outputs 

of the switches were brought out in :!'v12 layer. But in order to maintain the order of 

the inputs/outputs vertically, ::',113 layer was used for all the long vertical routing, due 

to the lower resistance and coupling effects it offers. The 24-bit configuration register is 

formed by the standard DFC cells placed in parallel to the NMOS svvitches. 

The layout of the switch boxes Sl and S2 were also verified with DRC and LVS checks. 

The parasitic capacitances and resistances were extracted and the circuit layout out was 

verified for functionality and performance. These layout instances of Sl and S2 along 

with CABs, were used to build the layout of the cluster, as per the plan discussed earlier. 

The layout of the duster along with interconnections, DPDTS\V blocks and other signal 

routing, to form the core is discussed in the next section. 

5.2.2 Layout of the FPAA Core 

The layout of the core was implemented by using the following cells as per the plan:-

.. four instances of the DDACCII CAB cell for CABI to CAB4 

• two instances of the Sl cell for routing between CABI-CAB3 and CAB2-CAB4 

.. one instance of the S2 cell for routing between CABl, CAB2, CAB3 and CAB4. 

The other two blocks required in the core are, two DPDTS\V cells and a DDACCII 

CAB as a test block. The implemented layout of the DPDTSW block is shown in 
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Figure C.6. The PMOS switch block used earlier in the DDACCII cell (S2 switch) and 

the ~l\10S s\'v"itch blocks in DDACCIL Sl and S2 switch blocks, were used to form 

the transmission gates in the DPDTS\V block. Note the arrangement and layout of 

the inputs (pLp2,p3,p4,enb), outputs (01,02) and the power supply (vdda!,gnd!). The 

layout was verified using DRC, LVS checks and also for functionality and performance 

using the extracted layout of the DPDTS\V. 

The layout of the FPAA core as implemented is shown in Figure C.7. From the layout 

observe the placed instance of the cluster, the two DPDTS\V cells and the test CAB 

as per the earlier plan in Figure C.L The ?\13 layer was used for bringing out all the 

input/output connections for all the cells in the cluster, the DPDTS\V cells and the 

test CAB. The other major wide metal signal routing in the vertical direction was also 

implemented in the ?\13 layer. The vdd! and the digital gnd! wide strips of :!\13 metal, 

with metal slits, can be observed in the left-hand side the layout. The vddaL :!\lIDV and 

analogue gnd!, were again implemented as three vertical wide :!\13 metal strips with slots 

on the right-hand side of the core. The metal slits are provided to these wide metal M3 

strips as per the discussion in section 5.1,6.1, 

The routing of the clock tree, as three branches, each buffered with a CLKBUF standard 

cell, was also implemented in the M3 layer. The bias currents for all the four CABs in 

the cluster were routed in the 1\13 layer, from the P-channel current mirror block at the 

bottom right corner of the core (near "I~PBIAS") This bias current is fed through the 

"INPBIAS" input and the ~-channel current mirror again at the bottom right corner, 

from which the P-channel current mirrors it into four bias currents for the four CABs. 

The input bias current for the test CAB at the bottom of the core, is routed from the 

direct input "I~PB" (top right-hand corner), in the M3 layer vertically down the chip. 

The layout of core was then placed into the ayailable cavity formed by the pad ring. 

The pad ring was placed exactly as per the plan, with the same pad order from 1 to 

68. The input/output and bidirectional pads were connected accordingly to the core. 

The order and position of the pads were implemented foreseeing the fabricated die to 

be packaged for the JLCC68 pin package (bonding diagram shown in Appendix D.ll). 

The completed layout of the FPAA chip is shown in Figure C.8. 

The completed layout of the chip was also verified for DRC and LVS checks. An extrac

tion of all the parasitic capacitances and resistances was done and simulations where 

done to inspect the functionality and the performance of the chip. The extracted view of 

the chip, replaced the schematic for the simulation that verifies the configurability and 

the target functionality it was configured for. The simulation setup as in Figure B.29 

discussed earlier in section 4.5, Chapter 4, during the test of the chip schematic, was 

again simulated using the extracted view of the chip and was confirmed for functionality. 

The other important test which was carried out was the corner analysis of the chip. The 

corner analysis is a supported feature in most of the CAD tools, that facilitates to inspect 
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the performance of a circuit for extreme conditions or "corners" with respect to a range of' 

temperature and also different types of transistors. The Monte Carlo analysis, in 'which 

all independent process parameters are allowed to ,oary randomly v,ithin a predetermined 

range, could be performed to obtain a comprehensive performance analysis, through an 

extensive family of curves. The corner analysis was used because its faster in giving a 

quick overview on the performance of the chip for the extreme corner conditions, and 

the time available ,vas limited by the submission date. The available parameters are 

normally defined in the process documents. The parameters available are called typical 

mean (Trvi) parameters which have been extracted from typical wafers. Additionally, the 

,\'orst case tolerances of the main parameters are provided, which are used to establish 

worst case parameter sets. Four predefined 'worst case parameter sets are available:-

• \VP = worst case power = fast ~MOS and fast PMOS. 

• \VS = worst case speed = slow ~MOS and slow PJVIOS. 

• WO = worst case one= fast ::\:f\10S and slow PMOS. 

• \VZ = worst case zero = slow XMOS and fast PMOS. 

The corners were defined using these worse case sets, along with varying temperature 

(0°C,25°C and 85°C) and ,oarying voltage(4.5V, 5V and 5.5V). The corner analysis 

shmved that the circuit should operate satisfactorily over the full range of corners pro

vided. The designed chip was fabricated in AMS CMOS 0.6 CUP by CMP, France. A 

discussion about the measured results from the fabricated HFP AA and its realities on 

silicon is included in the next chapter. 
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Testing the FP AA 

The fabricated FPAA was tested for measuring the performance of the DDACCII CAB 

and also to test the cluster design implemented on the chip. This chapter includes a brief 

discussion on some of the tested applications 'with the corresponding measured results. 

During the testing of the chip, the test CAB was working, but a defect was found in 

configuring the cluster of 4CABs using the shift-register. The chip was observed to 

be drawing more current from the power supply while feeding in the configuration bit

stream serially into the chip. This problem was then traced and found to be due to the 

shorted inyerted outputs of the configuration DFC flip-flops to ground, This was not 

spotted in the simulations earlier, because the currents drmn1 from the power supplies 

were not explicitly monitored. 

Identifying the problem a solution was deduced, so that the chip could still be useful in 

using the CABs of the cluster for target applications, The solution was to reduce the 

digital power supply from 5V to 2.5V, so that less current is drawn by the flip-flops while 

clearing the shift-register. Once the shift-register is cleared using a bit-stream of all ones, 

the current drawn will automatically reduce. Hence, the 4CABs in the cluster could still 

be used as all the inputs/outputs of the CABs were made available as separate pins on 

the chip. The folluwing sections in this Chapter discusses some of the tested static and 

dynamic switching applications on the chip. All the passive components TequiTed along 

with the CAB fOT achieving the taTget analogue static and dynamic applications weTe 

connected extemally to the chip. 

6.1 Unity Gain Buffer 

A unity gain buffer was implemented as shova1 in Figure 6,1. The output signal \vas 

recorded and was observed to be following the input signal (lOOmV) kHz square wave) 

applied to the Vpp input of the CAB, as shown in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3 shows the 

92 
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0.0018 0.002 

measured output signal with an offset voltage approximately 6m V for an input signal 

(lOOmV, 500 Hz). 

The circuit was also tested for slew-rate and settling time performance and the CAB 

was found not to be slew-rate limited. The results obtained were found to be similar to 

the earlier simulated results (Figure B.17). Figure 6.4(A) shows the measured slew rate 

response without any external capacitive load connected to Vout (other than the total 

pad capacitance of approximately 10pF). Figure 6.4(B) shows the measured slew rate 

response with an external capacitive load of 3nF (in addition to the total pad capacitance 

of lOpF) connected to Vout. 
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The circuit was tested for the DC response at the output terminal for a varying DC 

voltage at Vpp swept from -2.5V to -t-2.5V . The measured output DC response is 

shown in Figure 6.5. The offset voltage was found to be 6mV for OV at the Vpp input. 

Figure 6.6 shows the scatter plot of the difference between the original Vout data set 

and a straight line fit given by the equation y = 0.9865x 0.0588. The figures shuws 

that the points are reasonably evenly scattered on either side of zero and shows good 

linearity certainly 'within the accuracy of the measurements. 

:; 
o 
> 

I y == 0.9865 . + 0.0588 

Vln(V) 

FIGURE 6.5: l\leasured DC output voltage swing of the Unity Gain Buffer along with 
a straight line fit for the data points given by the equation y = 0.9865x + 0.0588 
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6.2 Instrumentation Alnplifier 
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FIGURE 6.7: Instrumentation Amplifier 

An instrumentation amplifier can be realised using one DDACCII CAB in voltage mode 

and two resistors as shown in Figure 6.7. This can be compared to the three opamp 

implementation using several matched resistors. The gain of the DDACCII CAB based 

instrumentation amplifier can be controlled by the two resistors R1 and R2. \Yithout 

the use of the two resistors (R1 =0 and R2=c:x:;), this circuit may be used to realise an 

effective converter for a differential to a single ended signal. The chip ,,'as configured 

as an instrumentation amplifier and ,,;as tested for the common-mode rejection ratio 

(CIVIRR), with an input signal of 400mV peak-to-peak amplitude. a frequency of 10KHz 

and with a gain set to 100 (R1=lI\El, R2=lOH2, also Rl and R2 connected externally 

to the chip) The measured G!\IRR for this configuration was about 55dB, with a 

differential gain of 40dB and an approximately measured common-mode gain of -15dB. 

The measurement of the common-mode gain was difficult because of the small output 

signal and high level of electrical noise in the laboratory. 

The differential gain of the instrumentation amplifier measured for a gain set to 10 

(Rl=lMQ, R2=100kQ) and for an input signal of 100mV peak-to-peak amplitude vary

ing in frequency from 1Hz-1MHz is shO"wn in Figure 6.8. The measured differential 

gain was found to be 20.5dB The peak at high frequency is an evidence of under

compensation of the CAB ,vith the effective total load of about 15pF-20pF. Again the 

common-mode gain vvas difficult to measure because of external noise, but ,vas about 

-50dB. 
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The maximum output swing for the earlier circuit of the instrumentation amplifier set to 

a gain of 10 vms measured for an input varying voltage at the Vpp input (10m V-2V). A 

maximum output swing was found to be limited to -O.SV to 1.2V. A few of the recorded 

v;aveforms are shown in Figure 6.9. The the clipping observed at the negative peak 

(-0.9v) of the sinusoidal waveform for an input of 300mV can be seen here. The output 

waveforms does seem sinusoidal for the rest of the displayed waveforms. 
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FIGVRE 6.10: Resonator Filter 

6.3 Resonator Filter 

A second-order To-w-Thomas filter implementation, vl'llich gives a low-pass filter re

sponse and band-pass filter response, along with the desired Q factor and (;.)n is shown 

Figure 6.10. This configuration is composed of a lossy integrator (CABL Rl, RQ and 

Cl) and a lossless integrator (CAB2, R2, C2). The inverter as in the three opamp 

implementation of the same filter is not required here because a choice of feedback to 

positive/negative polarity is available and need not be changed accordingly. Here a neg

ative feedback is required from the output of CAB2 to CABI and hence can be achieved 

as shown in Figure 6.10. Hence, the function of the inverter is implemented by exploiting 

the differential feature of the DDA. If the DDA's are assumed to be ideaL the transfer 

function of the band-pass and low-pass outputs are given by: 

') 1 1 
5- + RQCl S + RIR2CIC2 

(6.1) 

RIR2CIC2 (6.2) 1 I 
RQCl 5 + RIR2CIC2 

",here (;.)n = 1 and Q - RQ I Cl To simplify the design, if Rl=R2=R 
" vRlR2CIC2- V RIR2C2' . 

and Cl=C2=C, then 
1 

(;.) -
n- RC 

Q= RQ 
R 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

The measured filter response for a Q set to 1 and (;.)n=L8 KHz, \"'ith Rl=R2=RQ=100K 

, Cl=C2=680pF and Vin=200mV is shown in Figure 6.11, The components Rl, R2, 

RQ, Cl and C2 were connected externally to the chip. This response can be compared 

with the simulated results shown in Figure 6.12. 
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6.4 Full Wave Precision Rectifier 

0.02 

A full wave rectifier can be implemented using two DDACCII CABs as shov,n in Fig

ure 6.13(A). Here both the CABs form a differential V-I converter such that during the 

positive input cycle, the output currents of value Vin/ R1 flow out of the Z terminal of 

CAB1 and into the Z terminal of CAB2, thus making only D2 and D4 active. Since, 

D2 is active, the current from the Z terminal of CAB1 flows into the output resistor 

R2, making Vout= Vin. During the negative cycle, only D3 and D1 are active. Thus, 

the output current of CAB2 is driven into R2 making Vout= Vin. The measured results 

for Vin of 0.6V peak-to-peak 100Hz sine wave input are shown in Figure 6.13(B). The 

components Rl, R2, Dl, D2, D3 and D4 were connected externally to the chip. The 

observed level shifting of Vout is due to the AC coupling of the oscilloscope. Hence, the 

cusps at the bottom are actually at zero volts. 

0.025 
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6.5 Current-n10de Schmitt Trigger and Voltage Controlled 

Oscillator (VCO) 

A current-mode equivalent of the Schmitt trigger circuit can be implemented using the 

circuit idea as shown in Figure 6.14(i). CAB1 is configured as a current conveyor. 

The switch block S1, is a dpdt switch that can switch between two polarities p1-p4 

and p2-p3 based upon the enable signal "enb". CAB1 functions as a current conveyor 

with a current input fed into the X (Vout) terminal (100pA, 10KHz) and the Y (Vpn) 

terminal grounded. The output current at Z (Ioutl or Iout2) terminal which follow 

the same current as in X, is used as the activation signal (enb) for S1, The threshold 

value of +lOp.A and -10p.A is set at the two poles p1-p4 and p2-p3 respectively. The 

triggered output current available at op1 is subtracted from the input current fed at 

X. The recorded waveforms from the chip for the tested Schmitt Trigger configuration 

are shown in Figure 6.15. The observed slow sv.:itching speed is due to the associated 

pad capacitances (4pF /pad) involved in the required off-chip signal wiring for desired 

circuit connections. Hence, faster response 'will be achieved by keeping the required 

connections internal (based on simulated results). A voltage controlled oscillator can 
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DDACCII Z 
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FIGURE 6.14: (i) Schmitt Trigger and (ii)VCO 

A 
- -->-
Input to current-mode 
Schmitt Trigger 

also be implemented using the circuit concept shown in Figure 6.14(ii). The circuit 

concept for the Schmitt Trigger discussed earlier, forms a part of the VCO circuit. The 

CAB2 acts as a constant current source whose polarity may be switched either positive 

or negative by the action of switch S2. The CAB2 operates in a manner similar to the 

current conveyor, but with a differential Y input. This is achieved using the second 
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differential pair (Vnp-Vnn) of CAB2. Hence, the flexibility of obtaining a differential 

Y input for the current conveyor is a clear advantage. The differential input is set 

by S2, which is fed by an input voltage (which controls the frequency) and the enable 

signal (B) from the Schmitt Trigger. The controlled differential input voltage to CAB2 

and the voltage at the X terminal (CAB2) , generates the current at the Z terminal 

(CAB2). This current charges and discharges the 10nF capacitor. The voltage stored in 

the capacitor is fed to the Y input of the second current conveyor (CAB3). It is CAB3, 

which generates the X input for the Schmitt Trigger discussed earlier. The threshold 

value of the Schmitt Trigger here vvas set to +5p.A and -5p.A at the two poles p1-p4 

and p2-p3 of Sl respectively. The additional current input fed earlier into the X (Vout) 

terminal of CAB1 (100p.A, 10KHz), is not required. The recorded waveforms from the 

chip for the tested VCO are shown in Figure 6.16. The simulation results obtained for 

the same configuration as Schmitt Trigger and a VCO is included in the Appendix B 

(Figure B.3L Figure B.32). 

~--------~-+--~.----~.~-----~~-----+--+--~----~-+----+-------.~--~-

'" Cl 
£: 
~ ------~--~---r-·----~~-~--+_--·---~--~--,_----··~~----~------~--_,---

Time (us) 

FIGURE 6.15: 11easured Schmitt Trigger \Yaveforms (Sca.le: x-axis= 50J-Lsj diy, y-axis= 
IV jdiv) 
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6.6 Noise Analysis 
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The test CAB on the chip was configured as a unity gain buffer for measurement of noise 

generated by t he CAB alone. This measurement of the noise using a spectrum analyser 

was difficult without a reference noise level. Hence, a noise generator circuit, which uses 

an opamp set with an appropriate gain (100) to measure the collector noise current in 

a bipolar transistor (BC547B) ,vas used. This measured noise was used as a reference 

noise level (A=-65dB), to identify the noise level of the CAB (B=-78dB) on the spectrum 

analyser (HP3588A 10Hz-150J\1Hz) as shown in Figure 6.18. The difference in the noise 

levels of approximately 13dB vms in used in calculating the noise generated by the test 

CAB configured as unity gain buffer, \'ihich was approximately 78 ~. This noise is 

comparable to the simulated noise response of 74 ~ shown earlier in Chapter 4. The 

theoretical expression used for calculating the noise of the noise calibration circuit is: 

V; = 2qIc (120K)2 + 4kT (120K) v,;o (6.5) 

where V; is the voltage noise power spectral density from the calibration circuit, first 

term is the collector current noise, second term is the noise from the resistor and the 

third term is the noise of the opamp (negligible). For the value of Ic =25.5J1.A, q the 

charge of an electron and k Boltzmans constant, the value of Vn = 346 x 10-9 v~z' 
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6.7 Sun11uary of the DDACII CAB n1easured results 

The follo-wing Table 6.1 summarises the measured DDACCII CAB performance parame

ters from the chip, compared with the simulation results earlier in Chapter4. Note that 

the measured differential gain is significantly less than that anticipated from simulation, 

but the reason for this has not been identified. 

Parameter :'I1easured Simulated 
Differential Gain 40dB 63dB 
Gain Bandvv"idth 900kHz 1.2MHz 
CMRR 55 dB 78dB 
Output Swing -L2V to 2.2 V -2V to 2.4V 
Offset Voltage -6mV -4mV 
Settling time response with 10pF pad capacitance 3.5fLs 0.9,LS 

Power Consumption 7.3mW 6.5 m\V 
:'I1easured noise 78 11F -::zrr; 74 11V 

vHz 

TABLE 6.1: Summary of the ?lleasured DDACCII CAB Parameters 

6.8 Conclusions fron1 the tested chip 

From the tested applications on the FPAA, the functionality ,vas verified and found 

to be similar to that of the simulated results obtained during the design. But in all 

the tested cases the pad capacitances seemed to be the limiting factor for achieving a 

performance similar to the simulation results. Hence, the performance could have been 

improved by minimising the off-chip connections for passive components particularly, by 

making these required passive components available internally as a part of the CAB or 

the chip. The power consumption of the FPAA was not being considered as a design 

strategy. But the power consumption of our CAB alone ,vas measured and was found 

to be about 7.3m\V (test CAB on the chip). 



Chapter 7 

Flexibility analysis of the 

Interconnection Architecture 

7 .1 Introduction 

The earlier chapters have concentrated on examining the suitable CAB for a FPAA. 

They examined the design strategies and requirements for the CAB granularity and dis

cussed the design of a CAB, which attempts to meet the requirements of continuous-time 

operation, minimising the number of external passive components required and provid

ing a flexible building block that can achieve a \vide range of analogue signal processing 

functions. In addition the case has been made for adopting a hierarchical architecture 

for the FPAA. The suitability of our CAB in a hierarchical architecture with maximum 

rout ability between CABs, depends entirely on the flexibility of the interconnection ar

chitecture. This flexibility is directly related to the CAB granularity and the switching 

structures used for the expected interconnectivity between CABs. Hence, the analysis of 

the flexibility of the HFPAA interconnection architecture is required. The relationship 

between the routability of our HFPAA and the flexibility of its hierarchical interconnec

tion structures is yet to be explored. This analysis \vould determine the feasibility of 

accommodating higher levels of hierarchy in our HFPAA to suit larger and more com

plex analogue systems like Analogue l\' eural J'\ etworks (A:.J:.J s) and other forms of large 

signal processing arrays. 

There has been relatively little work on the interconnection strategies for FPAAs. There 

has been prior work on the interconnection complexity for FPGAs and HFPGAs based 

on the Rent's Rule, used for evaluating chip architectures before they are manufactured. 

Rent's rule has also been used to generate synthetic benchrnark circuits to evaluate 

CAD tools for FPGAs [88]. This rule is also efficient for prior wire length estimation, 

where these techniques use Rent's rule for evaluating the partitioning behaviour of digital 

circuits. This is later used for predicting variance of the terminal count distribution using 

110 
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a set of benchmark circuits for estimating Rent parameters, typically the intrinsic 

Rent exponent to characterise the quality of the partitioning algorithms. There are other 

methods for estimating the Rent exponent in [20] and references contained there in. But 

similar methods may not be applicable for analysing the interconnection complexity 

for our HFPAA architecture, due to the absence of any established set of analogue 

benchmark circuits. Existing partitioning algorithms may not be useful here because 

of the independent nature of our CAB to achieve the target application, such that a 

functionality cannot be partitioned on two or more CABs. This might also be due to 

the inherent difference between the structure/topology of analogue circuits and digital 

circuits. Hence, we present here o'ur methodology for establishing relationship between the 

rout ability of our HFPAA and the flexibility of its hierarch'lcal interconnection structures, 

not relying on the quality of partitioning/routing algorithms as in digital circuits. 

The development of an HFPAA analogue router adopting a suitable routing algorithm 

was considered. But, this had less significance compared to the development of a method

ology for an interconnectiyity analysis of our HFPAA. The development of an FPAA 

router would depend on the methodology for studying the interconnection complexity 

of the hierarchical interconnection structure. Information on the final target HFPAA 

interconnection architecture is required to be embedded into the router, to enable rout

ing of the analogue circuits. Hence, the development of the analogue router is proposed 

for future work. 

7.2 The Hierarchical Architecture for FPAA 

The CABs in an FPAA can be connected in a hierarchical structure as shown in Fig

ure 7.1. Initially, k CABs are connected to form a sub-cluster with a switch block. 

Then k clusters are recursively connected together as a super-cluster. In the figure the 

sub-cluster size is 2, connected by the switch block S1. This sub-cluster is recursively 

connected using the switch blocks S2 to form a bigger cluster of 2 sub-clusters, and so 

on at the next hierarchical level using the switch blocks S3 and S4. This FPAA can 

be defined as a 2-HFPAA, since the cluster size is 2 at the lowest clustering level of 

the design hierarchy tree. Similar tree representation and other concepts related to this 

hierarchical architecture can be found in prior work on HFPGAs in [99] and references 

contained there in. They discuss the flexibility of HFPGAs over FPGAs in reducing 

the number of switches/pass devices (which contribute to the delay) for connecting the 

same number of logic blocks and still achieve high rout ability. Hence silnilar definitions 

and discussion of advantages are avoided here. 
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FIGCRE 7.1: Hierarchical Architecture of a conceptual HFPAA 

7.3 Experimental Definitions 

Adopting the hierarchical architecture for connecting our CABs, the flexibility of con

nection of the switch blocks of a k-HFP AA is of prime interest as it is a deciding factor 

for achieving high routability of a design or set of circuits. Here the routability can 

be defined as the ratio of the expected number of connections successfully routed to 

the total number of connections. Considering a cluster of a 2-HFPAA, we define the 

flexibility associated \vith s\vitch block in the sub-cluster(81) and that \,·ith the switch 

block 82 of the cluster as Fs. The flexibility of the switch block here is defined as the 

number of connection paths it can support between the CABs in a sub-cluster/cluster. 

The switch count of a switch block is also assumed to be equal to the value Fs, which 

again reflects the required switch structure supported vvith appropriate programming 

technology, to facilitate the expected interconnectivity. To estimate Fs also requires 

the pin flexibility P f of the CAB pins. The pin flexibility Pf 'is defined as the rwmber 

of other CAB pins each pin can be connected to; locally and hiemrchically. This P f 
includes Pfs local pin flexibility (connectivity to the CAB pins ofthe same sub-cluster), 

Pfd downward pin flexibility (incoming connections fi'om other sub-clusters) and Pfu 

upward pin flexibility (connectivity to other sub-clusters through 82). The total number 

of input/output terminals required for a sub-cluster/cluster is of interest, which would 

help in the estimation of the total number of input and output pins/pads required for 

the FPAA. The "pins" of a sub-cluster/cluster are distinguished from the "pins" of a 

CAB, by calling them the "terminals" of a sub-cluster/cluster. 
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FIGURE 7.2: NPGCL for cluster size 4 & group size 4 
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The flexibility of the hierarchical architecture and hence its effect on successfully routing 

analogue circuits, probably cannot be answered by following a set of benchmark circuits, 

and then extracting Rent exponents to predict the interconnection complexity. This is 

because we do not have an accepted set of benchmark circuits, which could be used to 

evaluate our architecture or the CAD tools to aid the analysis of partitioning and routing 

of analogue circuits on the HFPAA. Also, we believe that partitioning is less of an issue 

for analogue circuits as opposed to digital circuits. This is because the functionality of 
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our CAB is such that there is less interdependence and interconnectivity between CABs. 

This vmuld not necessarily be true for CABs of finer granularity. 

The starting point for any attempt to analyse interconnectivity has to be a set of realistic 

circuits, ,vhich 'will perform the type of signal processing for which the FPAA may be 

used. A set of 33 basic analogue circuits that can be implemented by our CAB ''1'ere 

identified and assigned a circuit identification value. Each circuit vms classified according 

to the number of CABs (~OC) required, number of inputs (::\01), number of outputs 

(::\00), number of external connections (::\EC), number of grounded connections (::\GC), 

the mode of operation (:~fOO), and mapped on a k-HFPAA. Some of the considered 

circuits are shown in Table 7.1. Initially a cluster of a 2-HFPAA consisting of 4CABs or 

2 sub-clusters was considered in our analysis. So the question which arises is what is the 

minimum number of terminals required for a sub-cluster/duster for 100% utilisation of 

the CABs? 

The objective is to identify all the combinations of circuits, which will fit in a cluster 

and utilise all the CABs within the cluster. For a cluster size of 4, a maximum group 

size of 4 circuits from our set of 33 circuits can be accommodated, while the minimum 

number is L For all combinations of circuits, which will fit in a single cluster, \\"e need to 

identify the number of terminals (n) required. This has been achieved using our NPGCL 

(Non-Permuting Grouped Combinations Listing) Algorithm, to identify all possible 

combination of 4 circuits (irrespective of the ~OC) and then filtering this set to identify 

those combinations, 'which will fit within 4CABs. For those combinations that will fit, 

the number of terminals (n) may be identified. Then the algorithm must be applied 

again for groups of 3 circuits, then groups of 2 circuits and for groups of 1 circuit. This 

will identify those combinations of multi-CAB circuits, which will fit in a duster. The 

same algorithm may also be used to explore the consequences of changing the duster 

size. 

Our ::\PGCL algorithm is illustrated by an example. Let us consider an input circuit set 

of 4 identified as A, B, C and D. The task is to generate the non-permuting combinations 

of these 4 circuits for a duster of 4CABS. The l\PGCL is recursive in nature. The 

NPGCL is used to build 4 trees involving A, B, C and D as shown in Figure 7.2. These 

trees generate all the non-permuting combinations of interest. The number of levels 

(height) ofthese trees is equal to the group size 4. The first tree in Figure 7.2(A) contains 

the whole input data set. The subsequent trees in Figure 7.2(B),(C) and (D), contain 

the input data set reduced successively by one member, in order to avoid permutations. 

The apex of the tree is assigned to the first member the appropriate data set. The 

child nodes of the second level are assigned as the members of the current data set. 

The assignment of child nodes to the second and subsequent levels follow a pattern. 

This pattern involves a successive reduction of the data set by a member, while moving 

across from left to right. Similarly, this pattern is repeated at successive levels of the 

tree. Each sequence can be obtained by starting at the apex and traversing down each 
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Circuit ID Circuit l\OC 
A Inverter 1 
B unity gain buffer 1 
C Adder/Subtractor 1 
D Level Shifter 1 
E Doubler 1 
F comparator with hysteresis 1 
G opamp with offset cancellation 1 
H voltage-controlled-cUlTent-soul'ce 1 
I Instrumentation Amplifier 1 
J Integrator with phase lag compensation 1 
K vo 1 tage-controlled -voltage-source 1 
L current -controlled-voltage-so urce 1 
:t\1 current amplifier 1 
~ cUlTent-controlled-current-source 1 
0 current difFerentiator 1 
P current integrator 1 
Q non-ideal gyrator 2 
R 2nd order filter 4 
S Universal active filter 8 
T schmitt trigger 1 
U vco 3 
V dda-difFerential integrator 2 
W grounded resistor 1 
X dda-difFerential integrator 1 
y 4th order low pass filter 4 
Z Average circuit 1 
a State-variable filter 3 
b V /1 converter 1 
c modulation cell 1 

d 4 quadrant multiplier 3 
e Resonator filter 2 
f Full \Vave Rectifier 2 
g Single to differential current converter 2 

TABLE 7 1: The List of Circuits mapped on our HFPAA 

parent / child nodes until the last level of the tree is reached. So the first set of sequences 

from Figure 7.2(A) are AAAA, AAAB, AAAC, AAAC and AAAD. The next set is 

AABB, AABC and AABD and so on. Hence, all the possible combinations containing 

A are obtained by traversing through the tree A. Similarly the combinations starting 

with B (excluding A), C (excluding A and B), D (excluding A, B and C) are obtained 

by traversing the corresponding trees shuwn in Figure 7.2 (B), (C) (D) respectively. For 

a group size of 3 and for the same set of circuits A,B,C and D, the corresponding trees 

applying ~PGCL is shown in Figure 7.3. 
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Cluster Group Size NOGC filtered on 1\OC 
4 4 12650 4CABs 
4 4 46255 >4CABs 
4 3 11875 4CABs 
4 3 32689 >4CABs 
4 2 81 4CABs 
2 2 253 2CABs 

TABLE 7.2: Results for varying cluster sizes & filters 

7.5 Experhnental Results 

The NPGCL algorithm was implemented in C++ and \vas applied with an input set of 

33 circuits, grouped in sizes of 4, 3 and 2, such that combinations generated were subse

quently filtered to select those that occupy only 4CABs. The NPGCL vms also applied 

for generating combinations for a group size of 2 such that the generated combinations 

occupy only a sub-cluster of 2CABs. The Table 7.2 shows the number of generated com

binations (NOGC) from the algorithm with various filtering conditions. Along with the 

generation of the combinations with applied filtering conditions, parameters other than 

1\OC (N01, NOO, NGC, NEC, 1'100) related to each circuit were included. The sum 

of N01 and NOO, giving n was used to estimate the total number of terminals required 

for cluster size of 4 and 2 from the generated circuit combinations, for a circuit coverage 

nearing 100%. Figures 7.4 (A) and (B) shows the number of circuit combinations as 

function of the total number of terminals N (n) and also the cumulative probability that 

a combination may be realised with n terminals and N CABs. The NPGCL was used to 

estimate the NEC for varying cluster sizes. Figure 7.4( C) shows the distribution of 1\EC 

for all N(n) for a cluster size of 4CABs. From Figures 7.4 (A) and (B) we observe that 

the number of terminals 1\(n) required for a cluster size of 4 is approximately double of 

that required for a cluster size of 2, for 100% circuit coverage. This is expected because 

the maximum number of connections corresponds to each CAB being a separate circuit 

with external terminals. The mean number of terminals also appears to double. This 

indicates that our illustrative input circuit set is biased towards single CAB circuits. 

Hence, the choice of the input circuit set will affect the shape of the distribution N(n) 

and this merits further investigation. 

Another application of the NPGCL was achieved by applying it to a completely different 

data set, i.e the pins available in a CAB. This was done to get more information on the 

internal switch structure of a sub-cluster and cluster. The internal switch box structure 

for an expected interconnectivity between CABs in a sub-cluster or cluster, can be 

obtained by estimating the total number of switches in each hierarchical level. For 

this, the NPGCL was applied on an input set of terminal pins depending upon the 

cluster size. For example for a sub-cluster of 2CABs, consider the 7 pins of CAB1 as 

A(Vpp), B(Vpn), C(Vnp) D(Vnn), E(Vout), F(1outl), G(1out2) and similarly for CAB2 
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as a(Vpp), b(Vpn), c(Vnp), d(Vnn), e(Vout), f(Ioutl), g(Iout2). Applying NPGCL 

on the input set of 14 pins in total, with a group size of 2 representing a connection 

between two pins. These will include the CAB1-CAB1, CAB2-CAB2 and CAB1-CAB2, 

to a total of 105 distinct connections, of 'which 49 were filtered to be CAB1-CAB2. 

Now out of the 49 CAB1-CAB2 connections other filters may be applied based on the 

allowed/required connections between voltage type and current type pins, ,,'hich will 

determine the required Fs, For example connections like Ee. Fi', Fb may not be required 

as a connection to be routed in a circuit at all. Similarly the NPGCL applied on an 

input set of pins of 4CABs, and later filtered using the same constraints used earlier, will 

determine the Fs of s'Vvitch box for achieving the required connectivity. Now the P fd 

and Pfu again need not be assigned to every CAB pin as it might be a least possible 

case or might not be used at all. The required upward connectivity will give a good 

insight of the Fs for S2 and its structure. In all cases the pin flexibility ,,'as associated 

with only the pin types Vpp, Vout, Ioutl and Iout2, for keeping the discussion simple 

and is also similar to the pin flexibility implemented in the chip (Refer to Table 4.3), 

For 2-HFPAA cluster, the Fs for Sl can be calculated as follmvs: Consider only three 

pins of CABl Vpp, Vout and Ioutl for the simplicity in discussing this example. Let 

P f 8=3 assigned to each of them for a connectivity from CABl to CAB2 only, as shown 

in Figure 7.5. The total number of switches for CABl to CAB2 connections is, is 3pins 

* P f 8=3*3= 9 switches/transistors. Kow, consider the required upward connectivity 

(P fu) for the pins of CABl and CAB2 (from sub-dusterl) to CAB3 and CAB4 pins (in 

sub-duster2) through Sl (in sub-dusterl) and then through S2 (in the next hierarchical 

level, as in Figure 7.1. Let us assign P fu=l only for simplicity of the example to Vpp, 
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Vout and Iout2 pins of CAB1 and CAB2, i.e they are allowed to connect to only one pin 

of the CABs in sub-cluster2. So the total number of s'witches required for this upward 

connectivity would be, 6 pins * Pfu= 6*1 =6 switches. Similarly let us again assign 

a P fd=l only for simplicity of the example, to Vpp, Vout and Iout2 pins of CAB1 

and CAB2, i.e only one incoming connection from other sub-clusters is alluwed. So the 

total number of sv,'itches required for this downward connec:tivit~r v,'ould be, 6 pins * 

P fd= 6*1 =6 switches. Having considered and estimated the total number of switches 

for Pf s=3, Pf11=l and Pfd=L the Fs value for the switch box Sl= 3pins * P f s + 
6pins * P f11 + 6pins * P fd =9+6+6= 21 sv,'itches. This Fs value equal to 21 would 

be the same for the switch box Sl in sub-cluster2. Having, estimated the Fs for switch 

box Sl in sub-dusterl and sub-cluster2. the value of Fs for the switch-box S2 here is, 

obtained from the total number of pins considered while estimating Fs for Sl, and the 

corresponding P fu and P fd assigned. Hence Fs for S2 is 6 connections upward(from 

sub-dusterl) + 6 connections downward (from sub-cluster2) Therefore, love can say that 

the value of Fs for S2 is also=6 pins * Plu. T G pins * P fd = 6+6 = 12 (for the earlier 

Pfu.=P fd=l). 

Hence, the total switch count for a duster of 2-HFPAA with this specific interconnec

tivity between the 4CABs is obtained by adding the Fs values obtained above for Sl 

and 82, which is 21+21+12=54 switches/transistors per cluster (does not include con

nections from CAB2-CAB1 and CAB4-CAB3). Hence, the complexity in facilitating the 

required interconnectivity between CABs, can be related to the structure or the number 

of switches in the switch boxes, which can be estimated from P fs, Pfu, P fd and Fs. 

The estimate of the total number of switches required per cluster for a 2-HFPAA, for 

a specific rout ability can be compared to the switch count estin1ates for a k-HFPAA 

to facilitate the same routability. For example, the same routability of the 2-HFPAA 

discussed in the above example, can be achieved 'with a 4-HFPAA duster and a single 

switch box ,vith Fs = 30 switches/transistors. So, this shows that for implementing the 

same rout ability a 4-HFPAA would be more appropriate than a 2-HFPAA, for reducing 

the total number of switches required. Also, a complete connectivity between the same 

3 pins of the four CABS in 4-HFPAA can be achieved with a Fs=108 switches (if the 

pin flexibility P fs assigned to each of the three pins of four CABs considered is 9). The 

estimate of the switch counts also gives an insight of the involved switch capacitances 

and ON resistances that can affect the analogue signal behaviour. 

Observing the large number of transistors required for implementing the s,vitch boxes 

for a k-HFPAA for a specific interconnectivity, the effect of switch ON resistances and 

parasitic capacitances on signal transitions is suspected. This effect might be worse, 

when considering a signal transition from the lowest level to the highest hierarchical 

level available in a k-HFPAA. This might also restrict scaling of the switch transistors 

within a minimum and maximum size, while implementing switch boxes of larger Fs (eg:

Fs >50). Analogue circuit simulation was done in Cadence, for testing this suspected 
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sub-cluster size Switch n Pfs Pfd Pfu Fs 
2 Sl 7 3 6 6 51 
2 S2 14 12 

TABLE 7,3: Switch Flexibility for 2-HFPAA 

parasitic effect on signal behayiour during signal transitions from the lovvest to the 

highest level in a k-HFPAA 

Circuit simulation results have showed that the value of Fs is not likely to be limited 

by its parasitic capacitances, as for switch sizes yarying from 11Lm to lOlLm the total 

capacitances are only in the range of (lOfF-50fF) and the time constant (RC) contributed 

by these switches again is negligible, All s\vitches are Kl\10S s\yitches and the ON 

resistances was observed to be in the range of (3000-9000) with varying input common 

mode voltages, which is negligible compared to the high output impedance contributed 

by the cascaded output stages of our DDACCII CAB. The two limitations are that 

II the number of switches is limited by the area of the switches which is dependent 

primarily on the programming technology (much more chip area is needed for the 

programming registers and logic than for the switches). 

.. the possibility of the inbuilt offset increasing dangerously through the hierarchical 

levels, although this may be controlled by the offset control input available to our 

CABs. 

The circuit set used for our experiments represents basic building blocks with our 

DDACCII CAB. It also includes basic circuits not larger systems. It is therefore applica

ble only at lower levels of the hierarchy. Application of our methodology to higher levels 

would require a circuit set based on applications of these building blocks, eg:- Analogue 

Neural Networks (ANNs), higher order filters or similar complex analogue systems. The 

choice of a suitable reference circuit set is an important and non-trivial issue for any 

attempt to investigate interconnectivity requirements. 
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7.6 Visualisation of the interconnection strategies 

A visual analysis of the interconnection complexity involving the densely interconnected 

CABs (in a sub-cluster/cluster according to the user specified connectivity rules), was 

required to consider various hierarchical interconnection strategies. This visual aid would 

also help in verifying and inspecting these interconnection strategies along with the 

earlier analysis on estimating the effect of choosing various cluster sizes on the Fs value 

of the corresponding switch boxes. Use of existing custom IC design tool environment like 

Cadence, seemed to be inappropriate for such an interconnectivity analysis. Also such an 

analysis using the schematic feature of these tools would involve lot of time in manually or 

automatically create a complex interconnection strategy. For such an interconnectivity 

analysis, the behavioural/circuit simulation v;as also not significant here. Hence, a tool 

was developed for visualisation of hierarchical interconnection strategies for our HFP AA, 

which is discussed here. 

The backbone ofthe tool exploits the recursive nature in building k-HFPAA architecture. 

The methodology used in our tool is shown in Figure 7.6. A clustering based technique 

is adopted for grouping CABs, sub-clusters and clusters according to the requirement of 

building k-HFPAA. The tool was developed using STL in C++, 'where data structures 

play an important role in the representation of CABs. sub-clusters, clusters and switch 

blocks containing switches used for the user-defined connectivity. At the end of the 

clustering and updating of the final data structure representing k-HFPAA, it is fed into 

our graph translator tool. The tool translates high-level data structure of the k-HFPAA 

into a Graph Visualisation grammar syntax of an existing tool called dotl dotty of the 

Graphviz package. Graphviz is used for drawing directed graphs and is very efficient in 

hierarchical visualisation of directed graphs using splines to represent edges, [35]. The 

translation of the k-HFPAA into the graph language grammar, exploits the hierarchical 

nature and hence descends hierarchically from the top-level of clusters to the bottom 

level of the CABs. Hence, the translation uses the opposite procedure of the clustering 

techniq ue used while building the k -HFP AA. 

The tool automatically assigns the required number of switches in the corresponding 

switch boxes of the sub-cluster/cluster, based on the user defined connectivity strategy 

of interest. The connectivity between CABs, sub-clusters and clusters of different hier

archies can be specified during run-time, which can be visualised later. Generic rules 

for the required interconnectivity between CABs, sub··clusters and clusters can also be 

used as an input to the tool. This interconnectivity rules file should specify the allowed 

connectivity between the source type pins and destination type pins, which can be ap

plied as a generic rule for interconnectivity for a group of sub-clusters/clusters. Hence, 

the required number of switches with appropriate switch numbers and identification is 

automatically generated to support the user-defined connectivity. Thus, the estimates 

of Pfs, Pfu, Pfd, and Fs can be visually analysed. 
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A few of the simulated interconnection strategies are shown here. Figure 7.7 shows 

the lowest level, which is our CAB, ,vith the corresponding ports assigned to the CAB. 

Figure 7.8 shows the next level in the hierarchy, which is a sub-cluster of 2-HFPAA, 

formed by two CABs and the user-defined interconnectivity between the CABs through 

the switches in the switch block. Figure 7.9 shows the simulated cluster strategy of a 

2-HFPAA, with direction of connectivity as in Figure 7.5 and is similar to the topology 

of the fabricated chip .. From the figure the value of Fs for Sl (Fs=8) and S2 (Fs=24) for 

the user-defined interconnectivity can be visually obtained by looking at the maximum 

value of the switch number in the corresponding switch boxes generated. The direction 

of connectivity from each source pin to the destination pin can also be visually confirmed. 

Similarly Figure 7.10 shows the results for the interconnection strategy obtained between 

two clusters with a user-defined connectivity. The connectivity between the two clusters 

at the next level of the hierarchy through a S3 switch box is automatically generated, 
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FIGCRE 7,7: Our DDACCII CAB 

as shown in Figure 7.1. Here, this connectiyity through S3 was restricted through 8 

s'witches at a time and hence these switch blocks are found dispersed outside the two 

clusters (Clusterl and Cluster2), But it is these small blocks of 8 s"\vitches, which are 

likely to form a single S3 switch box structure, connecting Cluster 1 and Cluster2. 
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FIGlJRE 7.9: A cluster containing 2 sub-clusters 
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7.7 Computation Tilne and complexity of NPGCL 

The computation time for performing ::\PGCL on an input set of 33 circuits and a 

group size of 4 took 0.21 seconds, using a Intel Pentium(R)4 CPU,3.2GHz,1 GB RAM 

and Linux OS. Empirically the computation time of our NPGCL v,as observed to follow 

a power law of the form kn\ where k is a constant that denotes group size and n is 

the input set size (Figure 7.11). This time is significantly dominated by the time for 

writing the generated combinations by the l'\PGCL to a file on disk. This limitation 

of the algorithm in computation time for larger input data sets could be improved, by 

exploiting the recursive nature and the similarity in tree patterns to derive the desired 

subsequent NPGCL trees from the first tree. In an effort to evaluate the complexity of 

the .:'\PGCL algorithm, it was found to be similar to a well known classical problem in 

computer science theory called the "Knapsack Problem" The knapsack problem is a 

l'\P-complete (::\on-deterministic Polynomial-time complete )problem in combinatorics, 

complexity theory, cryptography, and applied mathematics. Given a set of items, each 

with a cost and a value. determine the number of each item to include in a collection 

so that the total cost is less than some given cost and the total value is as large as 

possible. The knapsack problem is often solved using dynamic programming, though no 

polynomial-time algorithm is known for the general problem. The techniques used to 

solve such problems are found to have computational times growing exponentially with 

input size, the cost and value of each item. 
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7.8 Conclusions 

A methodology has been established to analyse the interconnection complexity and 

resource utilisation in hierarchical interconnection architectures for field programmable 

analogue circuits, This was applied on our HFPAA architecture for estimating the 

flexibility of its interconnection structures using switch flexibility (Fs), pin flexibility 

(P j including P js, P jd & P iu) and number of terminals n. This methodology has also 

shown the flexibility of our DDACCII CAB granularity, our HFPAA architecture and 

its implications on interconnection complexities. A statistical comparison \yith other 

CAB implementations to statistically strengthen the argument on CAB flexibility was 

considered. But this is avoided in the discussion here because such a comparison on 

the resource usage, number of external components, etc. could be done only on our 

illustrative single CAB dominated set of analogue circuits. To apply the same analysis 

for other CABs, for comparison would require generating a set of circuits with the 

same functionality, but this would not give an objectiye comparison, To make such a 

comparison in an objective manner requires a defined set of functionality and an optimal 

set of circuits for each CAB design which provides these functions. The definition 

of a set or sets of analogue circuits for evaluating FPAA interconnection strategies is 

clearly necessary. This is a complex task very much dependant on the application areas 

envisaged. 



Chapter 8 

Summary, Conclusions and 

Future Work 

This chapter includes the summary of the research work till now, along with the con

clusions and future work. 

8.1 Summary 

The project started with the an investigation on the availability of FPAAs developed over 

the past several years and their significance in reducing the design cycles for analogue 

circuit design. This included a comparison vv·ith FPGAs, which have proved to be a 

significant development in modern VLSI design, reducing the design cycles and hence 

enabling rapid prototyping and testability of digital integrated circuits. The development 

of FPAAs has been very slow compared to FPGAs. The reason is that of the greater 

complexity to be considered in designing analogue circuits when compared to digital 

circuits. Hmvever, the significance of analogue circuits interacting between the real world 

analogue signals and digital circuits, has been realised by the industry and researchers. 

Hence the development of the FPAA, as a result of the efforts for faster design and test 

methodologies for analogue circuit design. 

A survey of all the available FPAAs developed till now, by researchers and the indus

try has been undertaken. The FPAA architectures considered have been discussed in 

Chapter 2. These FPAAs were evaluated on the basis of applications covered and the 

ability to handle with good precision, the complexity of analogue signals with respect to 

frequency, signal levels, time and parasitics. This evaluation and comparison between 

the available FPAA architectures led to some interesting conclusions, \\-hich helped to 

clearly define the aims and objectives of this project. It was found that the technology 

used and the target applications covered were the prime concern for these FPAAs that 

128 
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have been developed. However, none of these papers on FPAAs explain how efFectively 

these FPAAs can reduce the design cycle in analogue circuit design. Critically evaluating 

this aspect of the developed FPAAs, the following ,,'as concluded: 

.. These FPAAs do not explain the suitability of the chosen CAB for the target 

application, with respect to: 

the amount of flexibility achieved in configuring the CAB for the target ap

plication. 

the nmnber of CABs and other routing resources required for configuring an 

application or a range of applications. 

the flexibility achieved in switching between possible configurations with min

imum number of external passive components. 

trade-offs between the required flexibility and the tolerable complexity of the 

CAB . 

.. These FPAAs do not explain the suitability of the chosen CAB array architecture 

,,,-ith respect to: 

the amount of rout ability achieved between CABs. 

the tolerable routing complexities bet,Yeen CABs for the maximum rout ability 

between CABs required to support more configurations. 

the trade-offs between maximum routability /performance and the total num

ber of allowed routing resources and its effect on chip area. 

the possibility and feasibility of using other possible architectures (developed 

for FPGAs) for the FPAAs, other than the simple array-based architecture 

followed by all the FPAAs. 

.. They do not focus on, or explain, the suitability of the chosen technology for 

the FPAA, in reducing the total number of passive components. This is a very 

significant factor the developed FP AAs have not addressed or may have ignored. 

This is an issue ,'Chich cannot be compromised, as they are required for the specific 

analogue behaviour and is also related to: 

the total number of allowed ,,;ired input/output signal pads on the FPAA. 

the allowed internal passive components, if any, as they affect the analogue 

behaviour with variation in process gradients. 

the complexities to be handled in the interconnect architecture. 

the amount of the FPAA chip area that can be allocated for any internal 

passive components, as they tend to occupy large area. 
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The above factors and the relationship between them, may be summarised as the need for 

finding the possible topologies for a programmable analogue circuit, that could speedup 

the design cycle of an analogue circuit. Hence, this research \vas titled as, "Topologies for 

Programmable Analogue Circuits". As a part of this research it was decided to primarily 

focus on the: 

., strategies that affect the choice of a CAB . 

., development of a suitable CAB that can: 

reduce the CAB dependency on passive components while achieving the target 

analogue behaviour 

be flexible in s\vitching between configurations. 

is quite universal enough to achieve voltage and current mode operations . 

., strategies that affect the choice of an appropriate interconnect architecture . 

., development of a suitable interconnect architecture for arranging the CABs, that 

can: 

incorporate maximum routability betv,'een CABs 

minimise the complexity of routing but still achieve a considerable range of 

target applications . 

., design and fabricate a test FPAA chip, that includes the designed CAB and inter

connect architecture, that can explore:-

the effectiveness of the proposed CAB design. 

the complexities of designing the FPAA architecture. 

the use of a hierarchical architecture. 

the complexities involved in planning the chip and implementing the layout 

of the chip for fabrication in a particular CJ\10S technology . 

., range of applications that the FPAA would support \vas focused primarily on 

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition Systems, with a DC to at least I-MHz 

fi:equency of operation. 

As per the project plan and objectives of this project, an extensive analysis was done, on 

the available building blocks in analogue circuit design. The analysis suggested current 

conveyors to be an attractive building block, due to the compact nature in itself, the 

continuous-mode of operation, the flexibility in handling signals in current mode and 

also the high-bandwidth they provide. Current conveyors also require fewer external 

passive components. They also seemed to address the complexities in routing, resource 

utilisation and interconnect architecture. However, a CAB that could also support 
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voltage-mode of operation along with additional features of applying differential input 

signals, was also of interest. 

It was during the quest for a versatile CAB again, the research interest was directed 

towards a versatile building block called the differential difference amplifier. Although 

not very well known in analogue circuit design, papers on the DDA and its applications 

indicated that, as a versatile building block in signal processing it was very attractive. 

The DDA, met all the defined requirements of the CAB in this project, except for the 

current-mode of operation. A considerable amount of time was spent on verifying the 

suitability of the DDA as a CAB, through Spice simulations with MOSFET transistor 

models for 0.5J1m process. 

It was found that, with additional circuitry in the existing DDA design, the current

mode of operation could also be achieved. The DDA block along with the integration of 

the current conveyor, was very appealing for satis£:ying the role of an ideal CAB, which 

could be arranged in a suitable architecture to fonn the target FPAA. A feasibility 

study of using the DDA as the CAB through spice simulations was done. The Spice 

simulations verified the features of the DDA and the DDA based analogue applications. 

Foreseeing the fabrication of a FPAA chip and 'with the a,'ailable support in funding the 

project, it was decided to choose the A:tvrS CMOS 0.6J1m CUP process, as the target 

technology. The Cadence 4.4.5, supporting the AMS Cl\10S 0.6J1m CUP technology, 

was used as the tool for circuit design ( Analogue Artist )and layout (Virtuoso) of the 

target chip. The plan for the design of the CAB and the chip was done, because the 

layout of the chip had to be completed well before the deadline for the AlviS Cl\10S 

0.6J1m CUP process fabrication run scheduled by CMP, France. 

The design of the DDACCII CAB was implemented for CMOS 0.6J1.m CUP process. 

The CAB ,vas tested for the performance characteristics, although it 'was difficult to 

define appropriate measures to assess the performance due to the complexities in the 

number of parameters irlYolved with the number of input ports. The integration of the 

current conveyor into the designed DDA CAB to form the DDACCII CAB, along ,vith 

the design of an appropriate output stage for the block was a challenge. A complex 

analysis and design of the class AB stage using a compensation scheme, was done for 

the CAB, This analysis is comprehensive illustrating this efficient class AB output stage, 

as there is no paper or proper documentation about this compensation scheme useful for 

analogue circuits. The designed DDACCII CAB was tested and verified for the target 

applications defined in the project. These involved static and dynamic switching based 

applications as welL 

The design of a suitable architecture, interconnecting the designed DDACCII CABs, 

with appropriate resources (switches), was a difficult task. It was observed that all the 

FPAA architectures developed till now followed a two-dimensional array concept. The 

array based architecture did not seem to be a very attractive concept, foreseeing the 
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building of larger analogue systems ''''ith the FPAA, having a bigger array of CABs. 

Based on the investigation on the architectures developed for FPGAs, that efficiently 

minimises the routing complexities 'with ma.ximum routability between the logic building 

blocks, the hierarchical architecture based FPGAs 'were of interest in this research. The 

routing algorithms developed for these hierarchical based architectures and its compati

bility for programmable analogue blocks was also of interest in this research as a possible 

future work. However, it was ob"ious that the developed concepts for hierarchical FPGA 

architectures could not be applied directly for the FPAA. But due to the promising min

imum amount of routing complexities and the efficient manner of connecting building 

blocks in the hierarchical manner, as in many investigated papers, it was decided to 

implement a similar concept with the DDACCII CABs. 

The hierarchical based architecture was implemented connecting the DDACCII CABs 

to form clusters using appropriate number of switches in the hierarchy. However, a few 

modifications where made in the manner of representing the hierarchical structure. A 

graph based representation was found to be more appropriate for the hierarchical FPAAs 

than the normal tree based representation used for the hierarchical FPGAs. This graph 

based structure would also help in developing routing algorithms or an analogue router 

for the target FPAA, as a future \york. Even though the research was interested in 

building a larger hierarchy of clusters for the FPAA, it was decided to implement only a 

cluster for the target FPAA chip. This decision was made with regard to the available 

funds to fabricate a chip of constrained area. Hence it was decided that a cluster (four 

CABs and three switch boxes), two double pole double throw switches (for dynamic 

switching) and a test CAB (backup CAB alone for testing purposes), is sufficient for the 

target chip. 

As per the plan of the chip, the design of the chip was implemented at a transistor 

schematic level containing the blocks as planned and the appropriate input/output/bidi

rectional pins. The pin assignment and arrangement was done foreseeing the layout of 

the chip that could suit the JLCC68 pin package. This schematic of the chip ,,'as tested 

for applications and verified for functionality. The clocking scheme did not seem to be 

very complicated. A simple clock tree structure, with three branches, each buffered with 

clock buffers was implemented, for clocking the total 72-bit register (arranged as 24-bit 

x 3 rows). 

The layout of the chip was also initially planned to obtain rough estimates about the 

complexity in implementing the routing with the available metal layers in GMOS O.6f.Lm 

CUP process. The planning of the layout through rough sketches was done. This is 

also helped in roughly assigning the placement of the main routing channels and also 

the rough coordinates for the placement of the other blocks. The top-down planning of 

the chip was followed by a bottom-up execution of the layout. The layout of each block 

was implemented and verified for functionality using the extracted net list and parasitics 

(capacitances and resistances) fi'om the layout. Gradually the layout of the whole chip 
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was completed satisfying all the DRC and LVS checks and other miscellaneous layout 

considerations and rules with respect to process constraints (coverage, antenna, v;ide 

metal slits). A considerable amount of time was spend for implementing the layout of 

the chip. The layout of the chip was also verified by simulating the extracted net list 

along with involved parasitics. Finally, the chip was fabricated by C~1P, France. 

The fabricated chip was put into testing for measuring and observing the realities of 

its performance, when compared to the simulation results during the design phase of 

the FPAA. The test DDACCII CAB block was working as expected. But there seemed 

to be a problem in configuring the cluster inside. The chip was drawing high currents 

from the power supply, which v,as later found due to the shorted inverted outputs of 

the configuration DFC flip-flops to ground. This behaviour \,~as not spotted in the sim

ulations earlier, because the currents drawn from the power supplies ,vere not explicitly 

checked. So, the solution was to reduce the power supply range to 2.5V, so that less 

current is drawn while clearing the configuration register. Once the configuration reg

ister is cleared, the pm';er supply voltage could then be raised to 5V. Hence, the four 

CABs in the cluster could still be used, as precaution was taken to bring out all the 

inputs/outputs of the CABs as separate pins on the chip. These CABs were connected 

for testing different applications for a comparison with the earlier obtained simulation 

results. 

On chip tested applications included static and dynamic switching applications. The 

observed functional behaviour was found to be similar to that of the simulation results. 

But applications like modulation and multiplication could not be tested effectively with 

an external MOSFET transistor acting as a varying resistance. Hence, the j'dOSFET 

transistor should have been included in the chip to able to test the modulation and 

multiplier applications of our CAB. The effect of the high pad capacitances (4pF /pad) 

added to the internal compensation capacitance on the output responses of the static and 

dynamic switching applications was observed. This effect would worsen the switching 

speed if external load capacitances are also desired for the circuit connections. Hence, 

faster response will be achieved by keeping the required passive cOInponent connections 

internal (based on simulated results) to the CAB (locally accessible) or to the chip 

(globally accessible). A detailed noise analysis measurement was not done. The noise 

was measured only for the CAB configured in voltage mode, for a comparison with the 

simulated noise analysis results. The measured noise was found to be similar to the 

simulated response. 

The work to date had established a design methodology and demonstrated the feasibil

ity of our approach. The functional flexibility of our CAB was accounted in the research 

till then. But the suitability of our CAB in a hierarchical architecture with maximum 

rout ability between CABs, depends entirely on the flexibility of the interconnection ar

chitecture. This flexibility was found to be directly related to the CAB granularity and 

the switching structures used for the expected interconnectivity between CABs. Hence, 
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the analysis of the flexibility of the HFPAA interconnection architecture was required 

as the next step in this research. On the basis of im-estigation, it was found that there 

has been relatively little work on the interconnection strategies for FPAAs. There has 

been prior vvork on the interconnection complexity for FPGAs and HFPGAs based on 

a deterministic method called the Rent's Rule. But similar methods may not be ap

plicable for analysing the interconnection complexity for FPAA architectures, due to the 

absence of any established exhaustive set of analogue benchmark circuits. Also, a similar 

statistical homogeneity as in digital circuits, may not be definable in analogue circuits 

at a transistor level. Existing circuit partitioning and gate level placement algorithms 

for digital circuits may not be useful for the permitted granularity in analogue circuits. 

Hence, a new methodology ,vas established for interconnectivity analysis of our hier

archical interconnection architecture, not relying on the quality of partitioning/routing 

algorithms as in digital circuits. 

The methodology for interconnectiyity analysis, involved the:-

lit definition of 33 analogue circuits, which can be implemented by the DDACCII 

CAB, as a set of benchmark circuits. This was the starting point, as for any 

attempt to analyse interconnectiyity has to be a set of realistic circuits, which ,,,-ill 
perform the type of signal processing for which the FPAA may be used. 

lit development of a new algorithm called NPGCL (Non-Permuting Grouped Combi

nations Listing) Algorithm, which uses the above set of 33 circuits as an input set 

for interconnectiyity analysis. NPGCL was developed for generating all combina

tions of circuits, which will fit in a single cluster. For those combinations that will 

fit, the number of terminals (n) may be identified. The same algorithm was used 

to explore the consequences of changing the cluster size. 

The flexibility of the interconnection architecture was characterised on the basis of the 

flexibility of the switch blocks (Fs) in the sub-cluster/cluster. The flexibility Fs, of 

the switch block is defined as the amount of interconnectivity it can support between 

the CABs in a sub-cluster/cluster. Hence, Fs of a s,vitch block reflects the required 

switch structure supported with appropriate programming technology, to facilitate the 

expected interconnectivity. This Fs was again characterised using the pin flexibility P f 
of the CAB pins. The pin flexibility P f of the CAB pins is defined as the number 

of other CAB pins each pin can be connected to locally and hierarchically. This P f 
includes Pf s (connectivity to the CAB pins of the same sub-cluster), P f d (downward 

pin flexibility, incoming connections to A from other sub-clusters) and connectivity to 

other sub-clusters through 82 is P fu (upward pin flexibility). The NPGCL was applied 

to get more information on the internal switch structure of a sub-cluster or cluster for 

different hierarchical interconnection strategies. The input set applied to the KPGCL 

here were the pins of the CABs for which the interconnectivity was analysed. Hence, the 
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NPGCL would compute the amount of interconnectivity between the pins of the CABs, 

by generating the combinations of these pins. This would give an insight on the required 

Pf s, Pfv. and P f d for defining the specific interconnectivity for calculating the Fs. This 

analysis resulted in obtaining large values of Fs for implementing a high interconnectivity 

between CABs/sub-clusters/clusters, although a majority of these interconnections may 

not be a useful. 

As a result of the large values estimated for Fs for different hierarchical interconnection 

strategies, the effect of s"\'I'itch transistor O~ resistances and parasitic capacitances on 

signal transitions was suspected. But, circuit simulation results showed that the value 

of Fs was not limited by its parasitic capacitances, O~ resistances for varying switch 

sizes. The two limitations were: 

• the number of s"\vitches is only limited by the area of the switches and the area 

consumed by the programming technology used (SRA~l, EPROM, Shift-Registers 

etc) . 

.. the possibility of the inbuilt offset increasing dangerously through the hierarchical 

levels, which can be controlled by the offset control input a\'ailable to our CABs. 

The limitation of our methodology for interconnectivity analysis based on the results 

indicated that our illustrative input circuit set is biased towards single CAB circuits. 

Hence, the choice of the input circuit set "\vill affect the shape of the distribution un

der study (number of terminals, number of grounded connections, number of external 

connections etc.) and this merits further investigation. The circuit set used for our 

experiments represents basic building blocks with our DDACCII CAB. It also includes 

only basic circuits not larger systems. It is therefore applicable only at lower levels of the 

hierarchy. Application of our methodology to higher levels would require a circuit set 

based on applications of these building blocks, eg:- Analogue Neural Networks (ANNs), 

higher order filters or similar complex analogue systems. Hence, the definition and syn

thesis of a appropriate analogue benchmark circuit set for regressive interconnectivity 

analysis, requires further investigation and is proposed for future work This proposed 

analogue benchmark circuit set could be used with the developed NPGCL algorithm and 

"\·isualisation tool for a similar interconnectivity analysis implemented in this research 

project. 

8.2 Conclusions 

Having summarised the whole research progress, the following are the conclusions of this 

research project:-
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• Reviewing the various available architectures for the FPAAs, a hierarchical archi

tecture is proposed for the FPAA, which has not been explored by any research 

work for programmable analogue circuits. 

• A CAB called the DDACCII, ·which integrates the features of the DDA and the 

second generation current conveyor, has been designed to meet the target applica

tions with fewer external passive components. 

• the objective to design a CAB, that is less dependent on external components for 

achieving the desired behaviour . 

.. A test chip containing the cluster, which defines the granularity of the FPAA, 

has been fabricated and tested for a comparison of results with simulated results 

during the design phase. 

• A novel methodology was developed for the interconnectivity analysis on the basis 

of a set of DDACCII CAB based analogue circuits and the developed 1\PGCL 

algorithm . 

.. For the circuit set used for interconnectivity analysis, the number of combinations 

dominated by single CAB circuits required a relatively large number of terminals 

for the sub-cluster/cluster. 

• The .\'PGCL analysis of the circuit set applied to 2CAB sub-cluster and 4CAB 

cluster showed the need for a large number of terminals to the sub-cluster/cluster, 

to accommodate most of the circuits. This is a consequence of the illustrative 

circuit set being dominated by single CAB circuits and may not reflect real re

quirements. 

8.3 Future Work 

The DDACCII CAB, the hierarchical architecture and methodology of discussing archi

tectures can definitely be extended for research on the following:-

(1) Since the CABs can be operated in current mode as well, these could be used to 

build Analogue Neural 1\etwork (A1\.\'s) which uses current mode signal processing. 

The project would address the complexity involved related to interconnectivity and the 

feasibility of such a hardvmre platform to support Neural computation. This would 

include speed, area and power related issues. 

(2) This research has introduced a novel methodology of discussing interconnec:tivity 

analysis on the basis of empirical set of analogue circuits and the NPGCL algorithm. 

But this methodology clearly has limitation due to the smaller set of analogue bench

mark circuits, which are again biased towards single CAB implementations. Hence, an 
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extensive investigation on deriving an appropriate set of analogue benchmark circuits 

is a likely topic for future work. An interconnectiyity analysis on the basis of this new 

exhaustive set of analogue benchmark circuits, would also help in statistical comparison 

of various CAB type implementations. Such a statistical study would strengthen the 

suitability of certain CAB types for specific applications. 

(3) Considering the significance of low power design and the need for an FPAA \vhich 

can support bigger networks of CABs, the power scalability in the network is of interest. 

This would address the need for scaling netvvorks like the A:\:\s for reducing power 

consumption, by considering the use of pruning theory (cuttingj removing of those neural 

nodes which contributes the least in the hidden layers) , to consider the possibility of 

using techniques for dynamic voltage scaling and frequency scaling algorithms and also 

to investigate on any possible circuit techniques v;hich could be incorporated locally 

within the CAB or globally for the FPAA to save power (like lVlTCI\10S , RBB Reverse 

Body Biasing, ABB Adaptive Body Biasing,techniques to reduce leakage pm\'er). This 

would be useful to address issues of saving leakage power of a huge network. \vhich could 

turn out to be greater than the active power, especially in space based applications prone 

to higher temperatures. 

(4) Analogue Synthesis issues to support the interpretation of higher levels of abstraction 

for analogue systems design and to be able to map the design on FPAA. This would 

include a cell based synthesis of the target analogue functionality depending on the 

chosen granularity( could be existing CABs or my DDACCII cab), on the basis of an 

AHDL (Analogue Hardware Design Language) or a new library developed using VHDL

AMS jVerilogAjSystemC. 
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Appendix A 

Examples of DDA Based 

Simulated Applications • In PSpice 

This Appendix contains the following: 

• DDA Inverter Configuration Figure A,l 

• Simulation of the DDA as an Inverter Figure A,2 

• DDA Adder /Subtractor Configuration Figure A,3 

• Simulation of the DDA as an Adder/Subtractor Figure A.4 

• Simulation of the DDA as a voltage doubler Figure A,5 

• DDA as a Level Shifter Figure A.6 

• Simulation of the DDA as a Level Shifter Figure A,7 

• Simulation of the DDA as Subtractor Figure A,8 

• DDA as an Instrumentation Amplifier Figure A,9 

• Simulation of the DDA as an Instrumentation Amplifier Figure A,lO 
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FIGCRE k2- Simulation of the DDA Inverter 
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Appendix B 

Schematics and Graphs 

This Appendix contains the following: 

• Class AB Amplifier Analysis Figure B.1 

• DDA Design with the different class AB output stage Figure B.2 

• DC Response of the DDA Figure B.3 

• :'I10dified DDA circuit Figure BA 

• Alternative Class AB stage Analysis Figure B.5 

• DC Response of the modified DDA Figure B.6 

• Compensated DDA Figure B.7 

• Transient Response of the DDA without external load resistance Figure B.8 

• Transient Response of the DDA with 10pF load capacitance Figure B.9 

• Open-loop compensated frequency response of the DDA Figure B.I0 

• Open-loop gain and phase margin of the DDA driving a 10pF capacitive load Figure B.11 

• CIVIRR of the DDA Figure B.12 

• IVlodified DDA Figure B.13 

• Test circuit for simulating DDVR of the DDA Figure B.14 

• DDVR of the DDA Figure B.15 

• DDA with offset compensation Figure B.16 

• DDA slew Response and Settling time Response for 10pF load Figure B.17 

• DDA slew Response and Settling time Response for IpF load Figure B.18 

• DDAjCurrent Conveyor Figure B.19 

• Simulation setup for transient analysis Figure B.20 

• Transient Response of the DDACCII with varying external resistance Figure B.21 

• Transient Response of the DDACCII with Idc=30,LI\ and varying external resistance Figure B.22 
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• l\:oise Response of DDACCII Figure B.23 

• Test. circuit for harmonic distortion and its obtained response Figure B.24 

• Symbol of the final design of DDACCII CAB Figure B.25 

• Schematic of the final design of DDACCII CAB Figure B.26 

• Cluster Design Figure B.27 

• Block le\'el Schematic of the t.arget FPAA chip Figure B.28 

• Simulation set.up for testing the FPAA chip Figure B.29 

• Transient responses of chip simulation Figure B.30 

• Simulated t.ransient responses of the Schmitt Trigger Figure B.31 Simulated transient responses of the 

VCO Figure B.32 
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FIGURE B.l: Class AB amplifier Analysis 

B.1 Class AB amplifier analysis 

From the Figure B.l, the following can be derived. For the transistor 1112, the quiescent current iSI 

(B.l) 

Simllarly. the quiescent current for the tra11sist or lin is: 

VDD- (B.2) 

Thus the voltages Vj and V2 can be written as: 

I Iq2Lj 
- I--V Kp VI'j 

(B.3) 

(BA) 

The voltage (Vj V2) may be equated to the gate-to-source voltage for the transistor 11'13 (neglecting the effect 

of substrate potential) as: 

\' 1: !] ( ru;-
'Tn + Tp - y1q V Kpl¥J (B.5) 
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Hence, Iq may be expressed in terms of II as: 

In the above equation the current II is given by: 

Hence, the equation B.6 becomes: 

.. ~ 
2tTn + "Tp - \/-.--. 

1," H 3 

l'\ow, considering the transistors Iv!5 and l'vI6. the voltage V3 is given by: 

. .. ~ (;2L;:' /:-u;;-) 
\'3 = VDD - VTl1 + "Tp - V Ib \ -.-.-,- + \, -.--. 

I ]'1' H G V 1, 11 H 6 
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(8.6) 

(B.i) 

(8.8) 

(B.9) 
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FIGCRE B.5: Alternative Class AB stage Analysis 

B.2 Alternate Class AB stage analysis 

\Ve know that for a transistor in saturation, the drain current can be written as: 

(lV) I =]{ 2L (Vgs = t!.(Vgs - VT)2 
2 

161 

(BID) 

The threshold voltage VT in the above equation is a function of the source to substrate voltage, equal to VTnO 

or V TpO at V s6=0. Considering the quiescent currents in the output transistors J\,l1 and iv12 , the current Iq can 

be written as: 

(B.11) 

Rearranging the terms in the above equation, VIand V 2 can be written as: 

17 /2Iq 17DD l' 
V]=-y-+v +VTpO 

i3] 
(B.12) 

(B.13) 

Thus the difference in voltages between the gates of evIl and TvI2 is given by: 

(B.14) 

The difference between V] and V 2 is also determined by the gate-to-source voltages for 1'v13 and 1'1'18. Hence the 

difference between VIand V 2 can also be written as: 

1 + VT8 + yf2i;-.
v08 

(B.15) 
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Combining equations B.14 and B,15, we get: 

ITS + v~ (_1_ + _1_) 
ViJ3 Vi38 

The above equation can be rearranged as: 

r.::r( 1 1) v 2h -/-+~ ViJ3 yips 
(B,li) 
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Appendix C 

Layouts 

This Appendix contains the follmving: 

• Plan of the chip Figure C.1 

• The basic DDA Block Figure C2 

• The Final DDA Block Figure C3 

• The Switch Block Sl Figure C4 

• The Switch Block S2 Figure C.5 

• The DPDTS\'" Block Figure CG 

• Layout of the FPAA core Figure C 7 

• Layout of the chip Figure C.S 
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gnd! 

FIGURE CA: The 81 Block 
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FIGURE C.S: The S2 Block 
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FIGuRE C.6: The DPDTSW Block 
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Appendix D 

Data Sheets 

This appendix contains the following data sheets: 

• DFC flip-flop in Figure D.L 

• Clock buffer CLEBUF is same as BU4 in Figure D.2, except for slight difference in the layout. 

• PPOI (VSS) pad Figure D.3. 

e PP02 (VDD) pad Figure DA 

• PPAIP (VSSA) pad Figure D.5. 

• PPA2P (VDDA) pad Figure D.G 

• IOA2P pad used mainly for all the analogue inputs/outputs Figure D.7 

• IOA5P pad used only for the MIDV input Figure D.S. 

e IBD5 pad used for BIN, CLE and BOCT Figure D.9. 

• Pin specifications of the chip Table D.l 

• Chip schematic Figure D.lO. 

• Bonding diagram of the chip Figure D.ll. 
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CUB ====== DFC ======= 0.6 [lm CMOS 
Auslna Millro Svsleme Inlerna1ional 

DFC is a fast, static, master-slave D flip-flop with 1 x drive strength. 

Truth Table 

D C 0 ON 

H 1- H L 

L 1- L H 

X -.It no change 

Area 

1.35 mils2 

- 0 0 

DFC 

- C ON 

I--

0-

Capacitance 

Ci (pF) 

o 0.019 

C 0.019 

Power 

11.59 [lW/MHz 

Delay [ns] = tpd .. = t(SL, L) 
Output Slope [ns] = op_sl.. = ttl) 

with SL = Input Slope [ns]; L = Output Load [pF] 
with L = Output Load [pF] 

AC Characteristics: Tj = 25'C VDD = 5V Ty pical Process 

AC Characteristics 

SL = 0.1 SL = 2.0 
Characteristics Symbol 

L = 0.1 L= 0.7 L = 1.0 L = 0.1 L=0.7 L= 1.0 

Delay C to 0 
tpdcqr 0.55 1.26 1.60 0.63 1.32 1.66 

tpdcqt 0.52 1.29 1.68 0.57 1.34 1.72 

Delay C to ON 
tpdcqnr 0.62 1.32 1.68 0.67 1.36 1.70 

tpdcqnf 0.70 1.45 1.84 0.78 1.54 1.91 

Output Slope C to 0 
op_slcqr 0.53 2.57 3.85 0.52 2.63 3.72 

op_slcqf 0.50 2.56 3.57 0.50 2.53 3.57 

Output Slope C to ON 
op_slcqnr 0.52 2.78 3.86 0.52 2.68 3.81 

op_slcqnf 0.47 2.35 3.56 0.45 2.50 3.52 

Characteristics Symbol [ns] Characteristics I Symbol I [ns] 

Min D Setup Time to C 
High tsudch 0.06 

Min D Hold Time to C High I thdch I 0.00 
Low tsudcl 0.14 Low thdcl 0.00 

Min C Width 
High twch 0.22 
Low twcl 0.39 

FIGURE D.l: DFC Flip-flop 
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CUB 
====== BU4 ======= 0.6 iJm CMOS 

AusttiaMlkroSystemelntemabonaJ 

BU4 is a noninverting buffer with 4x drive strength. 

Truth Table 

*
0 

L L 
H I H 

Area 

0.41 mils2 

Capacitance 

Ci (pF) 

A 0.025 

Power 

14.43 iJW/MHz 

Delay Ins] = tpd .. = f(SL, L) 
Output Slope [ns] = op_sl .. = f(L) 

with SL = Input Slope [ns] , L = Output Load [pF] 
with L = Output Load [pF] 

AC Characteristics: Tj = 25°C VDD = 5V Typical Process 

AC Characteristics 

SL = 0.1 SL = 2.0 
Characteristics Symbol 

L=O.4 L= 2.8 L=4.0 L= 0.4 L = 2.8 L =4.0 

Delay A to 0 
tpdar 0.37 1.34 1.87 0.54 1.48 1.98 

tpdaf 0.40 1.32 1.78 0.66 1.56 2.03 

Output Slope A to 0 
op_slar 0.63 3.85 5.41 0.68 3.76 5.30 
op_slaf 0.52 3.01 4.25 0.60 3.02 4.25 

FIGURE D.2: CLKBDF 
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Austria Mikro Systemelnlernabonal 

CUB 
=====PP01 ====== 0.6 ~m CMOS 

PP01 is a pad cell for the VSS power supply. 

Austria Mikro Sysleme International 

Area 

71.61 mils2 

L--P_AD ___ V_S_S---J~ 
PP01 

FIGL'RE D.3: PPOlP 

CUB 
=====PP02====== 0.6 ~m CMOS 

PP02 is a pad cell for the VDD power supply. 

Area 

71.61 mils2 

PAD VDD ~ 
PP02 

FIGURE D.4: PP02P 
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austriamicrosystems 

0.6 ~m Analog Input/Output Pad (CUB CUE CUO) 

PPA1C/PPA1P 

Key Features 

• Pad Limited: 
Small Area O.041mm2 
Size x=110~m y=370~m 

• Core Limited: 
Small Area O.035mm2 
Size x=150~m y=230~m 

Description 

PPA1 is an analog VSSA power supply pad cell 
which is used with analog IO-pads. 

Core limited (PPA1C) and pad limited (PPA1P) 
versions are available. 

199 

Analog Power Supply Pad 
VSSA Pad 

Symbol 

PPAI 

PAD VSSA 

Pin List 

Pin Description Capacitance 

VSSA Pad 

vssa Bus 
Connection 

FIGURE D.5: PPAIP 
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austriamicrosystems 

0.6 11m Analog Power Supply Pad (CUB CUE CUQ) 

PPA2C/PPA2P 

Key Features 

• Pad Limited: 
Small Area O.041mm2 
Size x=1101.lm y=370l.lm 

• Core Limited: 
Small Area O.035mm2 
Size x=150l.lm y=230l.lm 

Description 

PPA2 is an analog VDDA power supply pad cell 
which is used with analog IO-pads. 

Core limited (PPA2C) and pad limited (PPA2P) 
versions are available. 

200 

Analog Power Supply Pad 
VODA Pad 

Symbol 

PPA2 

PAD VDDA 

Pin List 

Pin Description Capacitance 

VDDA Pad 

vdda Bus 
Connection 

FIGURE D.6: PPA2P 
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austriamicrosystems 

0.6).till Analog Input/Output Pad (CUB CUE CUQ) 

IOA2C/IOA2P Analog Input/Output Pad 
200 Ohm minimum 

Key Features 

• Pad Limited: 
Small Area 0.041 mm2 

Size x=1101Jm y=370lJm 
• Core Limited: 

Small Area 0.043mm2 
Size x=185.5IJm y=230lJm 

• Protection Resistance Included 
(p+ diff-resistor) 200 Ohm minimum 

Description 

IOA2 is a general purpose analog 
input/output pad cell with 200 ohms series 
resistance. 

Core limited (lOA2C) and pad limited 
(lOA2P) versions are available. 

Series Resistance 

Minimum 200 Ohm 
Typical 300 Ohm 
Maximum400 Ohm 

Note: 

Symbol 

IOA2 

lO~A 

Pin List 

Pin Description Capacitance 

10 Pad 4 pF 

A Input/Output 

For this cell the CLAMP diodes to the internal power busses have to be added as specified in 
rule P06G of the LV ESD Design Rules Document by the designer. It is the 
responsibility of the designer to complete his design according to the ESD design rules. 

FIGuRE D.7: IOA2P 
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austriamicrosystems 

0.6 /lm Analog Input/Output Pad (CUB CUE CUQ) 

IOA5C/IOA5P Analog Input/Output Pad 
No Serial Resistor 

Key Features 

II Pad Limited: 
Small Area O.041mm2 
Size x=11 OlJm y=370lJm 

II Core Limited: 
Small Area O.043mm2 
Size x=185.5IJm y=230lJm 

Description 

IOA5 is an analog inpuUoutput pad cell 
with zero ohms series resistor. 

Core limited (IOA5C) and pad limited 
(IOA5P) versions are available. 

Note: 

Symbol 

IOAS 

IO~A 

Pin List 

Pin Description Capacitance 

10 Pad 4 pF 

A InpuUOutput 

This cell is not complete in terms of ESD protection due to the missing RBLOCK resistor 
and CLAMP diodes as defined in the LV ESD Design Rules Document It is the 
responsibility of the designer to complete his design according to the ESD design rules. 

FIGURE D.S: IOA5P 
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CUB 

====== I 8DS ============= 0.6 iJm CMOS Austna Mikro Systemelntemat!Onal 

IB05 is a Schmitt-Trigger input buffer pad with input voltage hysteresis. 

Truth Table 

*
0 

L L 
H H 

Area 

71.61 mils2 

Delay [ns] = tpd .. = f(SL, L) 
Output Slope [ns] = op_sl.. = f(L) 

Capacitance 

Ci (pF) 

A 0.766 

Power 

29.20 iJW/MHz 

with SL = Input Slope [ns]; L = Output Load [pF] 
with L = Output Load [pF] 

AC Characteristics: Tj = 25°C VDO = 5V Typical Process 

AC Characteristics 

SL = 0.1 SL = 2.0 
Characteristics Symbol 

L= 0.2 L = 1.4 L = 2.0 L= 0.2 L = 1.4 L= 2.0 

Delay A to 0 tpdar 0.92 1.40 1.60 1.48 1.98 2.19 
tpdaf 1.21 1.65 1.85 1.73 2.19 2.37 

Output Slope A to 0 op_slar 0.61 1.87 2.55 0.62 1.90 2.50 
op slaf 0.68 1.57 2.01 0.68 1.58 1.97 

FIGURE D.9: IBD5 
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Pin No: Pin Kame Pin Type Pin N"o: Pin Kame Pin Type 

1 VP;,\4 Input 35 III Output 

2 VPP4 Input 36 112 Output 

3 132 Output 37 VPP2 Input 

4 131 Output 38 VPN2 Input 

5 VOUT3 Output 39 VKP2 Input 

6 V;,\K3 Input 40 VNK2 Input 

7 VKP3 Input 41 VOUT2 Output 

8 VPK3 Input 42 121 Output 

9 VPP3 Input 43 122 Output 

10 INP Input 44 VPP Input 

11 BOUT Output 45 VPN Input 

12 eLK Input 46 VKP Input 

13 vdd! BDIR 47 VNK Input 

14 gnd! BDIR 48 Sl Input 

15 BIK Input 49 S2 Input 

16 DP022 Output 50 S3 Input 

17 DP021 Output 51 S4 Input 

18 DP24 Input 52 S5 Input 

19 DP23 Input 53 S6 Input 

20 DP22 Input 54 S7 Input 

21 DP21 Input 55 S8 Input 

22 DPEl\B2 Input 56 VOUT Output 

23 DP012 Output 57 11 Output 

24 DP011 Output 58 12 Output 

25 DP14 Input 59 OFFS Input 

26 DP13 Input 60 E'\PBIAS Input 

27 DP12 Input 61 gnd! BDIR 

28 DPll Input 62 MIDV BDIR 

29 DPENB1 Input 63 Vdda! BDIR 

30 VPP1 Input 64 142 Output 

31 VPK1 Input 65 141 Output 

32 VKP1 Input 66 VOUT4 Output 

33 VNK1 Input 67 VNN4 Input 

34 VOUT1 Output 68 VKP4 Input 

TABLE D.l. Pins of the FPAA chip 
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FIGURE D.IO: Schematic of the target FPAA chip 
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RerYwrks I Fleche v'er"s Ie logo "J.\50C4 _2 F0" 

Dote 25 me i 2004 Scale 

10 
Die F0 (DAVIDESDSOTON) Macrodie ,A.MS1E!541 

Sample 10 Wire 

C" -.Jlze Lid remo"able r;;<1 , l0J Sealed 0 

Die i\,ttach 

FIGURE D,ll: Bonding Diagram, of the FPAA chip 



Appendix E 

Codes written • In 

E.l Progrmll 1 

1******************************************* 

DDA Connecting Strategies & Visualisation 

Coded and Compiled by 

David Varghese 

ESD Group 

University of Southampton 

*********************************************/ 

#include <iostream> 

#include <vector> 

#include <map> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <algorithm> 

#include <string> 

using namespace std; 

typedef vector<char> t_vector_char; 

typedef vector<int> t_vector_int; 

typedef map<int, t_vector_int> t_map_intvect; 

typedef vector<t_vector_int> tconnections; 

struct sw_connect{ 

C++ 

sw_connect(int id, int p, int a): ddaid(id), pos(p), active(a) {}; 

int ddaid; 

int pas; 

int active; 

}; 

struct subcluster{ 

subcluster(int idl, int id2, int id3): ddaidl(idl), 

ddaid2(id2), switchid_bw_idlid2(id3) {}; 

int ddaidl; 

int ddaid2; 

int switchid_bw_idlid2; 

} ; 

struct cluster{ 

cluster(int idenl,int iden2,int iden3): subcluster_idl(idenl), 
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}; 

subcluster_id2(iden2), swid_bw_id1id2(iden3){}; 

int subcluster_id1; 

int subcluster_id2; 

int swid_bw_id1id2; 

typedef vector<sw_connect> t_vector_switch; 

typedef map<int, t_vector_switch> t_map_intvect_switch; 

typedef vector<t_map_intvect_switch> vector_map_switches; 

typedef vector<subcluster> t_vector_subcluster; 

typedef map<int, t_vector_subcluster> t_map_intvect_subcluster; 

typedef vector<cluster> t_vector_cluster; 

typedef map<int, t_vector_cluster> t_map_intvect_cluster; 

t_vector_int function1(int ddanum); 

t_map_intvect_switch function2(t_vector_int dda, 

int source_ddaid,int target_ddaid); 

int function3(vector_map_switches SV,t_vector_int dda, 

t_map_intvect_subcluster SBCLUSMAP,vector_map_switches SV2, 

t_map_intvect_cluster CLUSMAP); 

int function4(t_map_intvect_subcluster SBCLUSMAP); 

t_map_intvect_switch function5(t_vector_int dda,int first_subcluster, 

int second_subcluster,t_map_intvect_subcluster SBCLUSMAP); 

int function6(vector_map_switches SV2,t_vector_int dda); 

t_vector_int function1(int ddanum) { 

int ddanumber = ddanum; 

cout « ddanumber « endl; 

t_vector_int dda(9*ddanumber); 

t_vector_int: :iterator ddaiter = dda.begin(); 

t_vector_int::iterator ddaiter2 = dda.begin(); 

ddaiter2++; 

int q = 1; 

for(;ddaiter != dda.end(); ddaiter=ddaiter+9) { 

if (q <= ddanumber) *ddaiter = q; 

for(int i=l; i<=8; i++){ 

*ddaiter2 = i; 

ddaiter2++; 

} 

ddaiter2++; 

q++; 

} 

ddaiter = dda.begin(); 

for(;ddaiter != dda.end(); ddaiter++) { 

cout « !!dda values = tI « *ddai ter « !!\n\n!!; 

} 

cout « endl; 

return dda; 

} 

t_map_intvect_switch function2(t_vector_int dda,int source_ddaid, 

int target_ddaid){ 

t_map_intvect_switch Sl; II creating switching map 

int src_id,tar_id; 

src_id (source_ddaid - 1) * 9; 

tar id (target_ddaid - 1) * 9; 

for (int j=0;j<8;j++) { 

if (j==l) { 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[src_id] ,dda[src_id+1] ,0)); 

Sl[j] . push_back (sw_connect (dda [tar_id] ,dda[tar_id+5] ,0)); 
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} 

if U==2) { 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[src_id] ,dda[src_id+1] ,0)); 

Sl[j] . push_back (sw_connect (dda[tar_id] ,dda[tar_id+6] ,0)); 

} 

if (j==3) { 

Sl[j] . push_back (sw_connect (dda[src_id] ,dda[src_id+5] ,0)); 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[tar_id] ,dda[tar_id+1] ,0)); 

} 

if (j==4) { 

Sl[j] .push_back(sw_connect (dda [src_id] ,dda[src_id+5] ,0)); 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[tar_id],dda[tar_id+6] ,0)); 

} 

if (j==5) { 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[src_id] ,dda[src_id+6] ,0)); 

Sl[j] . push_back (sw_connect (dda [tar_id] ,dda[tar_id+l] ,0)); 

} 

if (j==6) { 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[src_id] ,dda[src_id+6] ,0)); 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[tar_id] ,dda[tar_id+2] ,0)); 

} 

if (j==7) { 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[src_id] ,dda[src_id+6] ,0)); 

Sl[j].push_back(sw_connect(dda[tar_id] ,dda[tar_id+6] ,0)); 

} 

if (j==O) { 

Sl[j] push_back(sw_connect(dda[src_id] ,dda[src_id+1] ,0)); 

Sl[j] . push_back (sw_connect (dda [tar_id] ,dda[tar_id+l] ,0)); 
} 

} 

t_map_intvect_switch: :iterator switer = Sl.begin(); 

for (; swi ter! = Sl. end (); swi ter++) { 

cout « "Switch!! « switer->first « "-> dda pos it; 

t_vector_switch &vectoT_of_connectors = switer->second; 

for (int i=O; i< vector_of_connectors.size(); i++) 
{ cout « "(" « vector_of_connectors[i].ddaid « 

« vector_of_connectors[i].pos « H It , 
« vector_of_connectors[i] .active « H)";} 

cout « endl; 

} 

return Sl; 

} 

int function3(vector_map_switches SV,t_vector_int dda, 

t_map_intvect_subcluster SBCLUSMAP,vector_map_switches SV2, 

t_map_intvect_cluster CLUSMAP){ 

of stream fout("test5.dot"); 

fout « "digraph test { \n"; fout « "ranksep 
fout « !!size: '! «'I" « 1'50,50'1 «'Itl«ft\n tt ; 

fout « "node [shape = box] ; \n"; 

t_map_intvect_switch Sl; 

vector_map_switches SV1; 

t_map_intvect_subcluster SBMAP1; 

t_map_intvect_cluster CBMAP1; 

t_vector_int switchclustervalu2; 

CBMAP1=CLUSMAP; 

5; \n"; 

t_map_intvect_cluster: :iterator clusmapiter1 = CBMAP1.begin(); 

for (; clusmapiter1 != CBMAP1.end(); clusmapiter1++){ 

fout « "subgraph cluster" « "00000" « clusmapiter1->first « "{\n\n"; 

fout « "label := II « ,",« HclusterOOOOO Il « 
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clusmapiterl->first « '1I'«";II«tt\n\n ll ; 

t_vector_cluster &vector_of_cluster_contentsl = clusmapiterl->second; 

for (int s=O; s< vector_of_cluster_contentsl.size(); s++){ 

fout « "subgraph cluster" «"0000"« 

vector_of_cluster_contentsl[s].subcluster_idl «";" « endl; 

fout « "subgraph cluster" «"0000"« 

vector_of_cluster_contentsl[s].subcluster_id2 «";" « endl; 

fout « "subgraph cluster" «"swOOOO"« 

vector_of_cluster_contentsl[s].swid_bw_idlid2 « ";" « endl; 

switchclustervalu2.push_back(vector_of_cluster_contentsl[s].swid_bw_idlid2); 

} 

fout « " }\n\n"«endl; 

} 

/****************************************************************************/ 

t_map_intvect_switch S3; 

vector_map_switches SV3; 

int switchclusterval = 0; 

SV3 = SV2; 

vector_map_switches : :iterator switchiterC = SV3.begin(); 

for (; switchiterC != SV3.end(); switchiterC++){ 

if (switchclusterval < switchclustervalu2.size()){ 

S3 = *switchiterC; 

t_map_intvect_switch::iterator switer3 = S3.begin(); 

fout « nsubgraph clusterF!«oswOOOO ll « switchclusterval«!!{ \nl!; 

fout « II {rank=same ; II j 

fore; switer3!= S3.end(); switer3++) 

fout « "switch"«switchclusterval«switer3->first « ";1'; 

fout « "}\n"; fout « "}\n"; 

switer3 = S3.begin(); 

fore; switer3!= S3.end(); switer3++) { 

t_vector_switch &vector_of_connectors = switer3->second; 

for (int q=O; q< vector_of_connectors.size(); q++) 

{ 

if (q'=l){ 

if ("Gctor of_connectors [q] .pos 1) 

fout « HVpplr « vectoT_of_connectors[q] .ddaid « "_>11 

« Il switch 'I «switchclusterval« switer3->first « It;\ntl; 

if (vector_of_connectors[q] .pos == 2) 

fout « "vpn" « vector_of_connectors[q] .ddaid « "->" 

« rtswitch!t«switchclusterval« switer3->first « II ;\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[q] .pos -- 3) 

fout « Hvnpll « vector_of_connectors[q] .ddaid « "_>11 

« IIswitch"«switchclusterval« switer3->first « t1 j\ntl; 

if (vector_of_connectors[q] .pos == 4) 

fout « II vnn II « vector_of_connectors[q] .ddaid « 11_>11 

« 11 swi tch lI«swi tchclusterval« swi ter3-->first « II; \n If ; 

if (vector_of_connectors[q] .pos == 5) 

fout « IIva f1 « vector _of_connectors [q] .ddaid « I!_)tr 

« tlswitch"«switchclusterval« switer3-)first « 11;\nlt; 

if (vector_of_connectors[q] opes == 6) 

fout « "i" « vector_of_connectors[q].ddaid «1« 

11_)'1 « "switch '1 «switchclusterval« switer3->first « jl;\n'l; 

if (vector_of_connectors[q].pos == 7) 

fout « "i" « vector_of_connectors[q] oddaid «2« 

"_)11 « Il switch u «switchclusterval« s'Witer3->first « H;\nll; 

if (vector_of_connectors[q] .pos == 8) 

fout « "off" « vector_of_connectors[q] .ddaid « 
1'_)11 « "switch"«switchclusterval« switer3->first « 11;\nl'; 

} 
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else{ 

if (vector_of_connectors[q] .pos == 1) 

fout « "switch!!«switchclusterval« 8witer3->first « 1!_)It« IlVpp11 

« vector_of_connectors[ql.ddaid « ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[ql .pos == 2) 

fout « Itswitchlt«switchclusterval« switer3->first « H_)!I« "vpnl! 

« vector _of_connectors [ql . ddaid « "; \n" ; 

if (vector_of_connectors[ql pes == 3) 

fout « 'lswitch"«switchclusterval« switer3->first « 11_)11« Ilvnptt 

« vector _of _connectors [ql . ddaid « "; \n" ; 

if (vector_of_connectors[ql.pos == 4) 

fout « "switchl!«switchclusterval« switer3->first « "_)11« !!vnn ft 

« vector_of_connectors[ql .ddaid « ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[ql .pos == 5) 

fout « "switch"«switchclusterval« switer3->first « 11_)11« I'VO II 

« vector _of_connectors [ql . ddaid « "; \n" ; 

if (vector_of_connectors[ql.pos == 6) 

fout « "switch "«switchclusterval« switer3->first « 11_>"« "ilt 

« vector_of_connectors[ql .ddaid «1« ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[ql .pos == 7) 

fout « "switch"«switchclusterval« switer3->iirst « 11_)11« Ili'l 

« vector _of_connectors [ql . ddaid «2« "; \n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[ql .pos == 8) 

fout « t' switch '1 «switchclusterval« switer3->first « 11_)11« Iloff" 

« vector _of_connectors [ql . ddaid« "; \n"; 

} 

fout « endl; 

} 

} 

switchclusterval++; 

} 

} 

/**************************************************************************/ 

SBMAP1=SBCLUSMAP; 

t_map_intvect_subcluster: :iterator submapiterl 

t_vector_int::iterator ddaiter = dda.begin(); 

ddaiter = dda.begin(); 

SBMAPl. begin () ; 

for (; submapiter1 ,= SBMAP1.end(); submapiter1++){ 

fout « "subgraph cluster" « "0000" « submapiterl->first « "{\n\n"; 

fout « "label = II « ""«"clusterOOOO '! « 
submapiterl->first«'II'«1J;Il« H\n\n"; 

t_vector_subcluster &vector_of_subcluster_contents1=submapiterl->second; 

for (int i=O; i< vector_of_subcluster_contents1.size(); i++) 

{ fout « "dda" « vector_of_subcluster_contentsl[il.ddaid1 « 
« "dda" « vector_of_subcluster_contents1[il .ddaid2 « ";"; 

int ddaidval1 vector_of_subcluster_contents1[il.ddaid1; 

int ddaidva12 vector_of_subcluster_contents1[il.ddaid2; 

lI.ft , 

fout « Ilsubgraph cluster H «"000" « ddaidvall « !!{H « H\n\n"; 

int 1 = 1; 

for (;1<=8; 1++) { 

if (1==1) 

fout « "dda" « ddaidval1 « "->" « "vpp"« ddaidval1« "." «"\n"; 

if (1==2) 

fout « !ldda ll « ddaidval1 « "->" « "vpn" « ddaidva11 « 

if (1==3) 

ddaidval1 « "->" « "vnp" « ddaidval1 « 

if (1==4) 

fout « IIdda l1 « ddaidvall « H_>!t « "vnnl! « ddaidvall « 
if (1==5) 

It. II , «!I\n"; 

«"\nl! ; 
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fout « 1ldda'l « ddaidvall « !!->" « "VO" « ddaidval1 « !I. I! , 

fout « Hdda fl « ddaidvall« ll_>ll « "ill« ddaidvall «1 « H.I! «!!\n ll ; 

fout « J'dda"« ddaidvall« 11_)11 « 1Ii
11 « ddaidvall «2 «11;11 «II\n ll ; 

fout « "dda H « 
} 

fout « "}\n\n"; 

ddaidval1 « "->" « "off" « ddaidval1 « If. It , 

fout « "subgraph cluster" «"000"« ddaidvaI2« "{" « H\n\n"; 

1 = 1; 

for (;1<=8; 1++) { 

if (1==1) 

fout « "dda" « 

if (1==2) 

ddaidva12 « "_>H « "Vppl! « ddaidva12 « 

fout « "dda" « ddaidva12 « "->" « "vpn" «ddaidvaI2 « 11.11 , 

11.11 , 

«It\n" ; 

fout « IIdda" « ddaidva12 « 0_>11 « Ilvnp'l « ddaidva12 « 
if (1==4) 

If. " , «!I\n"; 

fout « "dda" « ddaidva12 « "->" « "vnn" «ddaidva12 « "." «"\n"; 

fout « !!dda ll « ddaidva12 « 1I_>" « °vel! « ddaidva12 « !I.J! «!I\n!!; 

fout « !!dda ll « ddaidva12 « tr_)!! « Hif! « ddaidva12 «1 « 

fout « Ildda'! « ddaidva12 « 11_>'1 « 110ff'l « ddaidva12 « 
} 

fout « "}\n\n"; 

} 

fout « "}\n\n"; 

} 

!I.lI , 

iI.!! , «"\n" ; 

//****************************************************************** 

subrnapiterl = SBMAP1.begin(); 

t_vector_int compint; 

t_vectoT_int switchclustervaluj 

t_ vector _int: : i terator cornpin"ti ter = cornpint. begin () ; 

t_vector_int::iterator switchclustervaliter = switchclustervalu.begin(); 

for (; subrnapiter1 != SBMAP1.end(); subrnapiterl++){ 

t_vector_subcluster &vector_of_subcluster_contents1=subrnapiterl->second; 

for (int i=O; i< vector_of_subcluster_contents1.size(); i++) 

{ cout« "dda" « vector_of_subcluster_contents1[i] .ddaidl « ";" 

cout« "dda" « vector_of_subcluster_contentsl[i] .ddaid2 « ";"; 

cout« "Switchclus" «vector_of_subcluster_contentsl[i] .switchid_bw_idlid2 
« II; II; 

int ddaidvalul 

int ddaidvalu2 

vector_of_subcluster_contentsl[i] .ddaidl; 

vector_of_subcluster_contents1[i] .ddaid2; 

int switchidvalbw = vector_of_subcluster_contentsl[i] .switchid_bw_idlid2; 

cout « ddaidvalul « " " « ddaidvalu2 «"\n"; 

cornpint.push_back(ddaidvalul); 

cornpint.push_back(ddaidvalu2); 

switchclustervalu.push_back(switchidvalbw); 

} 

} 

ddaiter = dda.begin(); 

cornpintiter = cornpint.begin(); 

sort(cornpint.begin(),cornpint.end()); 
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cout « "done!! « endl; 

fore ; ddaiter != dda.end() ; ddaiter=ddaiter+9){ 

//writing out the ddas not included in the cluster into the file 

bool found = binary_search(compint.begin(),compint.end(),*ddaiter); 

if (found){ 

cout « *ddaiter « II was found in compint II « endl; 

} 

else 

{ 

cout « *ddaiter « It was not found in cornpint tI « endl; 

fout « llsubgraph clusterl! «tlOOOI! « *ddaiter « n{1l « H\nllj 

int 1 =1; 

for (;1<=8; 1++) { 

if (1==1) 

fout « !ldda" « *ddaiter « 1l_>H « IIvpptl « *ddaiter « 
if (1==2) 

fout « "ddal! « *ddaiter « 11_>" « I1vpnl! «*ddaiter « 
if (1==3) 

fout « "dda lt « *ddaiter « "_>11 « Bvnpll « *ddaiter « 
if (1==4) 
fout « 'Idda lt « *ddaiter « 11_)11 « Ilvnntl «*ddaiter « 

if (1==5) 

if (1==6) 

fout « "dda lt « *ddaiter « 11_>11 « Iii!! « *ddaiter «1 « 
if (1==7) 

if (1==8) 

} 

} 

} 

«!I\n" ; 

«"\n"; 

!I.I! , 

11**************************************************** ********************* 

SV1 = SV; 

vector_map_switches : :iterator switchiterA = SV1.begin(); 

switchclusterval = 0; 

for (; switchiterA != SVl end(); switchiterA++){ 

if (switchclusterval < switchclustervalu.size(»{ 

Sl = *switchiterA; 

t_map_intvect_switch: :iterator switer = Sl.begin(); 

fout « "subgraph clusterOOOO"«switchclusterval« "{ \n\n"; 

fout « "subgraph clusterOO"«switchclusterval«"{\n"; 

fout « !'label = II « ""«!!switchboxOO!'«switchclusterval«'!!'«!!;!'«I!\n\nl!; 

fout « It{rank=same;lI; 

fore; switer!= Sl.end(); switer++) 

fout « "Switch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « 
fout « ll}\nlt; fout « l!}\n!!; 

fout « "}\n"; 

switer = Sl.begin(); 

fore; switer!= Sl.end(); switer++) { 

lI,ft. , , 

t_vector_switch &vector_of_connectors = switer->second; 

for (int i=O; i< vector_of_connectors.size(); i++) 

{ 

if (i!=l){ 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 1) 

fout « "vpp" « vector_of_connectors[il .ddaid « "->" 

« "Switch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « tl;\nl'; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 2) 
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fout « !lvpnH « vectoT_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « "_)" 
« !!Switch'!«switchclusterval« 8witer->iirst « !!;\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 3) 

fout « !!vnp!t « vectoT_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « 11_)11 

« "Switch"«switchclusterval« switer->iirst « 11;\n'l; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 4) 

fout « "vnn It « vector _of _connectors [i] . ddaid « "_> 11 

« !'Switch"«switchclusterval« 8witer->first « 11;\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 5) 

fout « IIVO" « vector_af_connectors [i] .ddaid « 11_)11 

« "Switch 11 «switchclusterval« 8witer->first « 11;\nl'; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 6) 

fout « "i" « vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid «1« 

1'_)11 « I'Switch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « 11;\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 7) 

fout « "i" « vector _of _connectors [i] . ddaid «2« 

11_>11 « "Switch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « !';\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 8) 

fout « "off" « vector_of_connectors[i].ddaid « 
1'_>" « "Switch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « ll;\nll; 

} 

else{ 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 1) 

fout « IlSwitch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « "_>11« "vpp" 

« vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i].pos == 2) 

fout « "Switch"«switchclusterval« switer~->first « H_>"« "vpn" 

« vector _of _connectors [iJ . ddaid « 11; \nJl ; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i].pos == 3) 

fout « "Switch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « 11_>11« "vnpl! 

« vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 4) 

fout « '1Switch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « "_>'1« "vnn" 

« vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 5) 

fout « "Switch'l«switchclusterval« switer-)first « 1,_>11« "va'! 

« vector_of_connectors[i].ddaid « ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i].pos == 6) 

fout « 11Switch'1«switchclusterval« switer->first « 1'_>1'« I'ill 

« vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid «1« rt;\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i].pos == 7) 

fout « "Switch '1 «switchclusterval« switer-)first « "->"« "i" 

« vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid «2« ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 8) 

fout « 1ISwitch l!«switchclusterval« switer->first « '1_>"« 11off" 

« vector_of_connectors[iJ.ddaid« ";\n"; 

} 

fout « endl; 

} } 

switchclusterval++;} 

} 

fout « "} \n"; 

fout. close () ; 

return 0; 
} 

int function4(t_map_intvect_subcluster SBCLUSMAP){ 

t_map_intvect_subcluster SBMAP; 

SBMAP = SBCLUSMAP; 

t_map_intvect_subcluster: :iterator submapiter SBMAP. begin () ; 
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fore; submapiter!= SBMAP.end(); submapiter++) { 

Gout « "Subcluster!! « submapiter->first « 11_> contains II; 

t_vector_subcluster &vector_of_subcluster_contents = submapiter->second; 

for (int i=O; i< vector_of_subcluster_contents.size(); i++) 

{ cout « "(" « vector_of_subcluster_contents[i).ddaid1 « 11 II , 
« vector_of_subcluster_contents[i) .ddaid2 « "," 
« vector_oLsubcluster_contents[i) .switchid_bw_id1id2 « H)";} 

cout « endl; 

} 

return OJ 

} 

1***************************************************** *********/ 
t_map_intvect_switch function5(t_vector_int dda,int first_subcluster, 

int second_subcluster,t_map_intvect_subcluster SBCLUSMAP){ 

t_map_intvect_switch S1; II creating switching map 

t_map_intvect_subcluster SBMAP; 

int _noelements; 

int noconnectionsj 

int srcid,srcport,tarid,tarport,src_ddaid,tar_ddaid; 

int cab1, cab2, cab3, cab4; 

tconnections _vconnections; 

SBMAP = SBCLUSMAP; 

t_map_intvect_subcluster::iterator submapiter 

fore; submapiter!= SBMAP.end(); submapiter++) { 

SBMAP. begin () ; 

cout « submapi ter->first « II 11 « first_subcluster « endl; 

if (submapiter->first == first_subcluster){ 

t_vector_subcluster &vector_of_subcluster_contents = submapiter->second; 

for (int i=O; i< vector_of_subcluster_contents size(); i++) 

{ cab1 = vector_of_subcluster_contents[i) .ddaid1; 

cab2 vector_of_subcluster_contents[i).ddaid2;} 

} 

cout « submapiter->first « II tl « second_subcluster« endl; 

if (submapiter->first == second_subcluster){ 

t_vector_subcluster &vector_of_subcluster_contents = submapiter->second; 

for (int i=O; i< vector_of_subcluster_contents.size(); i++) 

{ cab3 = vector_of_subcluster_contents[i) .ddaid1; 

cab4 vector_of_subcluster_contents[i] .ddaid2;} 

} 

} 

cout « cabl« 11 II «cab2 « II 1l«cab3 « II !1«cab4 «endl; 

if stream inStream; 

inStream. open ("rules. txt") ; 

inStream » _noelements; 

_vconnections.resize(_noelements); 

for (int i=O; i< _noelements; i++){ 

inStream » noconnectionsj 

_vconnections[i).resize(noconnections); 

for (int j=O; j < noconnections; j++) 

{ 

inStream » _vconnections[i] [j]; 

} 

} 

inStream.close(); 

for (int i=O; i< _noelements 

for (int j=O; j < 4;j++){ 

i++){ 

if (j==O) {src_ddaid = _vconnections[i) [j);} 

if (j==1) {srcport = _vconnections[i) [j);} 
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if Cj~~2) {tar_ddaid ~ ._ vconnections [i) [j) ;} 

if (j~~3) {tarport ~ _vconnections[i) [j);} 

} 

if (src_ddaid 1) srcid (cab1 - 1) * 9' 

if (tar_ddaid 1) tarid (cab1 - 1) * 9; 

if (src_ddaid 2) srcid (cab2 - 1) * 9; 

if (tar_ddaid 2) tarid (cab2 - 1) * 9' 

if (src_ddaid 3) srcid (cab3 - 1) * 9; 

if (tar_ddaid 3) tarid (cab3 - 1) * 9; 

if (src_ddaid 4) srcid (cab4 - 1) * 9' 

if (tar_ddaid 4) tarid (cab4 - 1) * 9; 

Sl[i) .push_back(sw_connect(dda[srcid) ,dda[srcid+srcport) ,0»; 

Sl[i) .push_back(sw_connect(dda[tarid),dda[tarid+tarport) ,0); 

} 

return Sl; 

} 

int function6(vector_map_switches SV2,t_vector_int dda){ 

t_map_intvect_switch Sl; 

vector_map_switches SV1; 

int switchclusterval ~ 101; 

of stream fout("test5.dot" ,ios: :app); 

SVl ~ SV2; 

vector_map_switches ::iterator switchiterA ~ SV1.begin(); 

for (; switchiterA !~ SV1.end(); switchiterA++){ 

Sl ~ *switchiterA; 

t_map_intvect_switch: :iterator switer = Sl.begin(); 

fout « "subgraph clusterA"« "{ \n"; 

fout « Il{rank=sarne; 11; 

fore; switer!~ Sl.end(); switer++) 

fout « "switch"«switchclusterval«switer->first « 

fout « 11}\nl'; fout « I!}\ntt; 

switer = Sl.begin(); 

fore; switer!= Sl.end(); switer++) { 

!I.ft. , , 

t_vectoT_switch &vectoT_of_connectors = switer->second; 

for (int i=O; i< vector_of_connectors.size(); i++) 

{ 

if (i! ~1){ 

if (vector_of_connectors[i) .pos =~ 1) 

fout « Ilvpptt « vector_of_connectors[iJ .ddaid « 1t_>H 

« I1 switch l1 «switchclusterval« switer->first « II ;\nll; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i).pos =~ 2) 

fout « Hvpnll « vectoT_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « "_>JI 

« Il switchl!«switchclusterval« switer->first « II ;\nll; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i).pos =~ 3) 

fout « "vnp" « vector_of_connectors[i) .ddaid « "->" 

« t'switch!!«switchclusterval« switer->first « I';\n!'; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i].pos == 4) 

fout « "vnn" « vectoT_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « 11_>11 
« Ilswitch'!«switchclusterval« switer->first « I';\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i).pos == 5) 

fout « HVOll « vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « !!_>!t 

« !!switch'!«switchclusterval« switer->first « I!;\nl'; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i) pos == 6) 
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fout « "in « vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid «1« 

11_)11 « "switch '1 «switchclusterval« switer->first « !!;\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 7) 

fout « "i" « vector_of _connectors [1] . ddaid «2« 

1'_)11 « "switch'l«switchclusterval« switer->first « 11;\nll; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 8) 

fout « "off" « vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « 

11_)11 « "switch"«switchclusterval« switer->first « !';\n"; 

} 

else{ 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 1) 

fout « Itswitchlt«switchclusterval« switer->first « H_>"« "VppH 

« vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 2) 

fout « t'switch'l«switchclusterval« switer->first « 11_>11« 11vpnll 

« vector _of_connectors [iJ . ddaid « II; \n!l ; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 3) 

fout « II s t.Titch!t«switchclusterval« switer->first « 11_>11« llvnpll 

« vector _of _connectors [I] . ddaid « "; \n" ; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 4) 
fout « "switch,t«switchclusterval« switer->first « 11_)11« ll vnn ll 

« vector_of_connectors[1] .ddaid « ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 5) 
fout « !!switch,t«switchclusterval« switer->first « 11_>11« !!vo!! 

« vector_of_connectors[i] .ddaid « H;\n!!; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 6) 
fout « 11 switch!1«switchclusterval« switer->first « 11_>11« IIi!! 

«vector_of_connectors[i].ddaid «1« ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] .pos == 7) 
fout « 'l switch '1 «switchclusterval« switer->first « 11_>11« llil1 

« vector_of_connectors[i].ddaid «2« ";\n"; 

if (vector_of_connectors[i] pes == 8) 
fout « 11 switch ll «switchclusterval« switer->first « 11_>11« 11 0ff l1 

« vector_of_connectors[i].ddaid« ";\n"; 

} 

fout « endl; 

} 

} 

fout « " } \n"; 

} 

f out. close 0 ; 

} 

int mainO { 

int ddanum; 

int source_ddaid,target_ddaid; 

t_vector_int dda; 

t_map_intvect_switch SW, SW2, S6; 

vector_map_switches SV, SV2; 

t_map_intvect_subcluster SBCLUSMAP; 

t_map_intvect_cluster CLUSMAP; 

int val,val2,va13j int countnum,countnum2; 

int first_subcluster, second_subcluster; 

cout « "enter the number of ddas: lI 
; 

cin » ddanum; cout « !tddanum _11 «ddanum« endl; 

dda = function1(ddanum); 

int numofclusters = ddanum/4; 

t_map_intvect_switch: :iterator switchiterator SW . begin () ; 
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vector_map_switches : :iterator switchiter = SV.begin(); 

t_map_intvect_switch: :iterator switchiterator2 = SW2.begin(); 

vector_map_switches ::iterator switchiter2 = SV2.begin(); 

t_map_intvect_subcluster: :iterator subclusmapiter = SBCLUSMAP.begin(); 

t_map_intvect_cluster: :iterator clusmapiter = CLUSMAP.begin(); 

for (int j=1;j<=ddanum/2;j++){ 

cout « II enter the source dda id: II; 

cin » source_ddaid; cout « endl; 

cout « If enter the target dda id:"; 

cin » target_ddaid; cout « endl; 

SW=function2(dda,source_ddaid,target_ddaid); 

SV.push_back(SW); 

countnum = SV.size(); 

SBCLUSMAP[j-i] . push_back (subcluster (source_ddaid,target_ddaid, countn um-i)); 

} 

cout « "possible number of clusters= total dda blocks / 4=" 

« numofclusters«endl; 

cout « "listing available subclusters"« endl; 

va12 = function4(SBCLUSMAP); 

cout « "the size of ths subclusters: =" « SBCLUSMAP. size ()« endl; 

for(int h=i;h<=numofclusters;h++){ 

cout « t1 1st subcluster:!! ; 

cin » first_subcluster;cout«endl; 

cout « fl2nd subcluster:!!; 

cin » second_subcluster;cout«endl; 

SW2=function5(dda,first_subcluster,second_subcluster,SBCLUSMAP); 

SV2.push_back(SW2); 

countnum2 = SV2.size(); 

CLUSMAP[h-i] push_back(cluster(first_subcluster,second_subcluster 

,counotnum2-i)) ; 

} 

1***************************************************/ 

cout « "the size of ths clusters:=" « CLUSMAP.size()« endl; 

cout « "the size of the SV2 :=" « SV2.size()« endl; 

1****************************************************1 

val = function3(SV,dda,SBCLUSMAP,SV2,CLUSMAP); 

return 0; 

} 

E.2 ProgralTI 2 

/********************************************************** 

Creating combinations without repeat it ions or permutations 

of an input set. The grouping size is 4. Change the value 

of "num" depending upon the input set. 

Coded and Compiled by 

David Varghese 

ESD Group 

University of Southampton 

**********************************************************/ 

#include <iostream> 

#include <vector> 

#include <map> 
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#include <fstream> 

#include <algorithm> 

#include <string> 

using namespace std; 

typedef vector<char> t_vector_char; 

typedef map<char,t_vector_char> t_map_char; 

t_vector_char fill_in(t_vector_char charact,char n[]); 

void print_out(t_vector_char charact); 

t_map_char fillmap (t_ vector _char charact, t_map._char map_char); 

void printmap(t_map_char map_char); 

int char_combination(t_vector_char charact, t_map_char map_char,int num); 

t_vector_char repeatfunction(t_map_char mapchar,t_vector_char charact, 

t_vector_char comb); 

int main() 

{ 

int num 33; 

char n[]= "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefg"; 

t_vectoT_char charact; 

t_map_char map_char; 

charact = fill_in(charact,n); 

map_char = fillmap(charact,map_char); 

printmap(map_char); 

for (int f=l; num!=O; f++){ 

char_combination(charact,map_char,num); 

map_char.erase(map_char.begin(»; 

cout « II map after an erase I! « endl; 

printmap(map_char); 

cout « 11 charac after an erase It « endl; 

charact.erase(charact.begin(»; 

print_out(charact); 

cout « 11***************************************************,'«endl; 

cout « f « endl; 

num--; 

} 

} 

int char_combination(t_vector_char charact, t_map_char map_char,int num){ 

t_vector_char comb; 

t_vectoT_char T; 

string ·test; 

t_vector_char: :iterator comb_iter = comb.begin(); 

t_vector_char::iterator comb lter2 comb.begin(); 

t_vector_char: :iterator comb_iter3 

t_vector_char::iterator comb iter4 

comb. begin () ; 

comb. begin () ; 

t_vector_char::iterator r_iter = r.begin(); 

t_vector_char::iterator charact_iter = charact.begin(); 

t_vector_char::iterator charact lter2 charact.begin(); 

t vector char: :lterator charact lter3 charact. begin () ; 

t_map_char::iterator map_iter 

int val = 0; 

map_char.begin(); 
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int va12 =0; 

int va13=0; 

int blocksl,blocks2,blocks3,blocks4,blocks5,blocks6,blocks7; 

int blocks8,blocks9,blocksl0,blocksll,blocks12,blocks13, 

blocks14,blocks15,blocks16,blocks17,blocks18; 

int blocks19,blocks20,blocks21,blocks22,blocks23, 

blocks24,blocks25,blocks26,blocks27,blocks28; 

int blocks29,blocks30,blocks31,blocks32,blocks33; 

int totalnum; 

int noi=O; int nop=O; int noex=Oi int nogn=O; 

int no_of_inps=O; 

int no_of_ops =0; 

int no_of_exts =0; 

int no_of_gnd =0; 

for(;map_iter!=map_char.end();map_iter++){ 

for (;charact_iter!=charact.end();charact_iter++){ 

for (;charact_iter2!=charact.end() and va12 < charact.size();charact_iter2++){ 

for (;charact_iter3!=charact.end() and va13 < charact.size();charact_iter3++){ 

comb.push_back(map_iter->first); 

comb.push_back(*charact_iter); 

comb.push_back(*charact_iter2); 

comb.push_back(*charact_iter3); 

} 

va13++; 

charact_iter3 

} 

va12++; 

charact_iter2 

} 

val++; 

charact_iter 

} 

charact.begin()+ va13; 

charact. begin () + va12; 

charact.begin()+val; 

cout « Hinside againH « endl; 

/****************************************************************/ 

for (int i=l; i<=num;i++){ 

Gout « II inside again 2 11 « endl; 

charact.erase(charact.begin()); 

comb=repeatfunction(map_char,charact,comb); 

} 

/*****************************************************************/ 

of stream fout (Hresults_now_greater4. txt H ,ios: :app); 

comb_iter = comb.begin(); 

int sum=O; 

totalnum=O; 

for (; comb_iter != comb.end();comb_iter=comb_iter+4){ 

r.push_back(*comb_iter); 

comb_iter2 = comb_iter+l; 

r.push_back(*comb_iter2); 

comb_iter3 = comb_iter+2; 

r.push_back(*comb_iter3); 

comb_iter4 = comb_iter+3; 

r.push_back(*comb_iter4); 
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blocksl 

blocks5 

blocks9 

0; blocks2=0; blocks3=0; blocks4=0; 

0; blocks6=0; blocks7=0; blocks8=0; 

0; blocksl0=0; blocksll=O; blocks12=0; 

blocks13 = 0; blocks14=0; blocks15=0; blocks16=0; 

blocks17 = 0; blocks18=0; blocks19=0;blocks20=0; 

blocks21=0;blocks22=0;blocks23=0;blocks24=0;blocks25=0; 

blocks26=0;blocks27=0;blocks28=0; 

blocks29=0;blocks30=0;blocks31=0;blocks32=0;blocks33=0; 

sum=O; noi=O; nop=Oj noex=Oj nogn=O; 

no_of_inps =0; 

no_of_ops =0; 

no_of_exts =0; 

no_oCgnd =0; 

for (int i=O; i<=3;i++){ 

if (r[i] 'A'){ blocksl 

if (r[i] 'B'){ blocks2 

1; noi = 1; nop=l; noex = 0; nogn=2;} 

1; noi = 1; nop=l; noex = 0; nogn=2;} 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r[i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r[i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r[i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [iJ 
if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [iJ 
if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r [iJ 
if (r [i] 

if (r [i] 

if (r[i] 

if (r [i] 

'C'){ blocks3 

'D'){ blocks4 

'E'){ blocks5 

'F'){ blocks6 

'G'){ blocks7 

'H'){ blocks8 

'I'){ blocks9 

'J'){ blocksl0 

'K'){ blocksll 

'1'){ blocks12 

'M'){ blocks13 

'N'){ blocks14 

'O'){ blocks15 

'P'){ blocks16 

'Q'){ blocks17 

'R'){ blocks18 

'S'){ blocks 19 

'T'){ blocks20 

'U' H blocks21 

'V'){ blocks22 

'W'){ blocks23 

'X'){ blocks24 

'Y'){ blocks25 

'Z'){ blocks26 

'a') { blocks27 

'b'){ blocks28 

'c') { blocks29 

'd'){ blocks30 

'e'){ blocks31 

'f'){ blocks32 

'g'H blocks33 

l;nal 

1 iDOi 

1 iDOi 

1 iDOi 

l;nai 

1 iDOl 

1 iDOi 

1 ;DOl 

1 iDOl 

l;nai 

1 ;lloi 

1 ;noi 

1 iDOl 

1 iDOi 

2;noi 

4;noi 

8;nai 

1 iDOi 

3;llOi 

2;noi 

1 iDOi 

l;nal 

4;DOi 

1 ;noi 

3;DOi 

1 iDOl 

1 iDOi 

3;noi 

2;TIoi 

2;noi 

2;noi 

3; nop=l; no ex 

2 - nop=l; noex 

2 - nop=l; noex 

2- nop=l; noex 

3 - nop=l; noex 

1; nop=l; noex 

2; nop=1; noex 

0; nogn=O;} 

0; nogn=l;} 

0; nogn=2;} 

2- nogn=l;} 

0; nogn=l;} 

1- nogn=O;} 

2; nogn=l;} 

2; nop=l; noex 3; nogn=O;} 

1; nop=l; noex 0; nogn=l;} 

1; nop=l; noex 1; nogn=O;} 

1- nop=l; no ex 2- nogn=O;} 

1- nop=l; noex 0; nogn=l;} 

1; nop=l; noex 2- nogn=O;} 

1; nop=l; noex 2- nogn=O;} 

1; nop=3; noex 4; nogn=l;} 

1- nop=l; no ex 6; nogn=l;} 

1- nop=l; noex 10; nogn=O;} 

2; nop=2; noex 0; nogn=O;} 

2- nop=l; noex 3; nogn=l;} 

4; nop=l; noex 2- nogn=l;} 

1; nop=l; no ex =1; nogn=2;} 

2; nop=l; noex 

1 - nop=l; no ex 

2; nop::::l; noex 

1- nop=3; noex 

2; nop=l; noex 

2- nop=l; noex 

3; nop;;;::1; noex 

1- nop=3; noex 

1 - nop=l; no ex 

1; nop=2; noex 

2; nogn=O;} 

9; nogn=O;} 

0; nogn=O;} 

4; nogn=2;} 

1; nogn=O;} 

2; nogn=2;} 

4; nogn=4;} 

5; nogn=l;} 

2; nogn=l;} 

2; nogn=l;} 

sum =sum+blocksl+blocks2+blocks3+blocks4+blocks5+blocks6+blocks7+ 

blocks8+blocks9+blockslO+blocksll+blocks12+blocks13+blocks14+ 

blocks15+blocks16+blocks17+blocks18+blocks19+blocks20+blocks21+ 

blocks22+blocks23+blocks24+blocks25+blocks26+blocks27+blocks28+ 

blocks29+blocks30+blocks31+blocks32+blocks33; 

no_of_inps = no_of_inps+noi; 

no_of_ops = no_of_ops+nop; 

no_of_exts = no_of_exts + noeXj 
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nOi=O;nop=O;noex=O;nogn=O; 

blocksl 

blocks5 

O· blocks2=0; blocks3=0; blocks4=0; 

0; blocks6=0; blocks7=0; 

blocks8=0; blocks9 = 0; blockslO=O; blocksll=O; blocks12=0; 

blocks13 

blocks17 

O· blocks14=0; blocks15=0; blocks16=0; 

0; blocks18=0;blocks19=0;blocks20=0;blocks21=0; 

blocks22=0;blocks23=0;blocks24=0;blocks25=0;blocks26=0;blocks27=0;blocks28=0; 

blocks29=0;blocks30=O;blocks31=0;blocks32=0;blocks33=0; 

} 

totalnum ;:: sum; 

r_iter=r.begin(); 

if (totalnurn >4){ 

for (;r_iter!=r.end();r_iter++){ 

fout«*r_iter;} 

fout « 1!;::1!«totalnum«I1=ll«no_oi _inps« 11=11 «no_of_ops« 1l=1l« 

no_of_exts«I'=l!«no_of _gnd«endl; 

} 

totalnurn 0; 

sum==O; 

no_of_inps =0; 

no_of_ops =0; 

no_of_exts =0; 

no_of_gnd =0; 

r. clearO ; 

r_iter= r.begin(); 

} 

fout. close () ; 

cout « comb.size() « endl; 

comb. clear () ; 

return OJ 

t_vector_char repeatfunction(t_map_char map_char,t_vector_char 

charact,t_vector_char comb){ 

t_ vector._char: : i terator charact_i ter = char act. begin () ; 

t_vector_char::iterator charact_iter2 = charact.begin(); 

t_vector_char :iterator charact_iter3 = charact.beginC); 

t_map_char: :iterator map_iter = map_char.begin(); 

charact_iter = charact.begin(); 

charact_iter2 = charact.begin(); 

charact_iter3 = charact.begin(); 

map_iter = map_char.begin(); 

int val =0; 

int va12=0; 

int va13=0; 

for(;map_iter!=map_char.end();map_iter++){ 

for (;charact_iter!=charact.end() and val < charact.size();charact_iter++){ 

for (;charact_iter2 1=charact.end() and va12 < charact.size();charact_iter2++){ 
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for (;charact_iter3!=charact,end() and va13 < charact.size();charact_iter3++){ 

comb.push_back(map_iter->first); 

comb.push_back(*charact_iter); 

comb,push_back(*charact_iter2); 

comb.push_back(*charact_iter3); 

} 

va13++; 

charact_iter3 

} 

va12++; 

charact iter2 

} 

val++; 

charact_iter 

} 

return comb; 

} 

charact.begin()+ va13; 

charact.begin()+ va12; 

charact.begin()+val; 

void printmap(t_map_char map_char){ 

t_map_char::iterator map_iter = map_char.begin(); 

map_iter = map_char.begin(); 

cout « "size of the map="« map_char.sizeO « endl; 

cout « !!map!! « map_iter->first « II _>H; 

t_vector_char &vector_of_char = map_iter->second; 

for(int i=O; i< vector_of_char.size();i++){ 

cout « vector_of_char[i]; 

} 

cout « endl; 

} 

} 

t_map_char fillmap(t_vector_char charact,t_map_char map_char){ 

t_ vector,. char : : i terator charact_i ter = charact. begin () ; 

t_vector_char: :iterator charact_iter2 = charact,begin(); 

t_map_char::iterator map_iter = map_char.begin(); 

int val =0; 

for (int j=O; j< charact.size();j++){ 

for (;charact_iter != charact.end();charact_iter++){ 

for(;charact_iter2 !=charact.end() and val<charact,size();charact_iter2++){ 

map_char[*charact_iter).push_back(*charact_iter2); 

} 

val++; 

charact_iter2 = charact.begin()+ val; 

} 

charact lter charact.begin(); 

} 

return map_char; 

} 

{ 

t vector char: :lterator charact lter charact begin(); 
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for (int i=O; neil !='\O'; i++) 

{ 

charact.push_back(n[i]); 

} 

return charact; 

} 

void print_out (t_vector_char charact) 

{ t_vector_char: :iterator charact_iter = charact.begin(); 

cout « endl; 

for(;charact_iter ,= charact.end();charact_iter++) 

{ 

cout « *charact_iter; 

} 

cout « endl; 

} 
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